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i :o ‘.5 / .2 t 2 *0 ; **1 tvOlw’ti ni SO t'c .0'X^p-3:»
PBE7ACS*
Varii JX wl-iv iuo f^at Ic :.c-ccj ^.'y to pro-
ot> t. 0 . '*: :iptec ix >0xr'v3 oat ro:iizX^‘^ ei-ut-^tion
Within the pae.t few years a tasK^ which the Church is not
laQ^ of VCluiv' c.'jj T-ot 0 tc^c
,
outsxde doXc^tc^
re^dy to perform, has. been thrust upon it*.. The recent -studies
i Lac r xt^i\ vJ uo iho . oi' the *nsders r^^'iigicus
"in child psychology, have found that the child is so largely
«vucai.ien Itt f-llove* t cr* -vcr IJI, and in chapter 17,
influenced hy what he is taught that the church can either train 
ncivl^o fex ti*c orftanis^ti on. of the d^^ncTii\n il-s.cu for it3
him to heepme an honorable Chriatiem,. citizen or simply let him
C4*4l i. 0. i J ^^VvP.
drift and never be useful to the church, the community, the world,
Z j aC.i' «>*, • ^ j. ' ^ vroSitL'X jkM
or the Kingdom of God*
^'r^ Ttl. Ch^T-or V sn-^rj rslaticn cl to 0Tan-;eU-4,
Since religious conduct is developed by religious teaching .of
cJU.p-.'^r V' of The' o-fT c-ols, while C'Jir vc-r
the proper type it naturally falls upon the church as the organiza-
- ~ -V ( 17. fcna local church in conr.oc-
tioh to promote the work of educating its members, and eventually 
Vio “’lii . * rrcr.ri.ion of religious education.
the masses, in religious principles* ' This is such an insnense task 
Th^ "lot .od of adr 'iotrir.g thio program is concidored in Part 
that no denomination is yet ready to handle it adequately* Plans
..a V I - * *rjo ■*'c c-uOW c&r\t tl 0
and organizations are in the experimental stages but are rapidly 
; ii-'*’c-a lO- Poira f c-aa-iruii-ur ruct rs ^ndc** * ^ c'*
becoming siftqd, until now many successful methods of procedure
l***.*vw.. V Ca* 4 V » <Sr-“ cx loatds, ror nheit* itijhave been discovered’**
' .. . I' n;rvhar.auro, the re? ca-
Methods of a great denomination having several millions of 
-3— j ^ ^ rcM glous-cduc^-ticril
adherents, must of necessity differ from those used in a smaller 
1. . ^ M r*oly »-h-rc^cf
sect* The purpose of this dissertation is to show the method of
* ». ** cr .* , . j V « X aiiSi
organization and promotion of religious education withinaa de-^
,a.> k. JOX . \ -I *J * t * ’■‘t. ‘ ' C ^ k’. ' 1 J i. c.* .
nomination of less than one million'and more than one hundred
. t f. ■« _ C j- ■V 0 - -00V pcoj
thousand members*
I —‘"'t Oa wt % s.' activlXi^j anci
There are four parts of divisions in the study as presented
here3: Part-J is the introduction showing the problems which are
Cv ric. b** tra o of c-rlia. Cv tj sh-C'<? that
peculiar to a small denomination, and that a program of religious
*ru of ■i.ii- a> itions iuX'CrCc ' '^iv tauco-
education is the logical solution to those problesm^ > , ,
i. ^ o-aC t involve; 1-t or-., ti»u» priJ caP-.-*
•'n
if considers "t'he organjfz'atfo'n **1;l3At is'hece'ss&y’^to'Vi'o-
mote this program. Qliapter II points out that religious education
is a'^task'of the V^urch and not of some outside agency delegated
..iCijt. AVI >0''*. '-^c v-v. to lair to CvaGti.n;?, . __hy the Church to'd© it. The development of the modeni religious
education program is followed in chapter IIT, and in chapter IV,
asovd it iu lor 'o :u*>.>gc > valuatAng^ thyir opntrli'utirjnprinciples for the organization of the small*^enomination for its
to th'j caucc eiu^.ftiesi, *■ d *¥'‘'♦1 - o.r ' o o
task in religious education are given.
' The content of the religious education program is^reated'^ft 
Part^III.'"'' Chapter V ^owa*"tlie fhlation of education to evangelism.
*J . -- - ^Chapter VI, the scope and content of the curricula, while chapter
VII discusses^the "prohlems^arf^ing in the local church in connec­
tion with the promotion of religious education.
The method of administring this program is considered in Part 
IV, which includes chapters VIII to XII • It aims to. show that the 
Publication Board of the denomination must he independent of the 
Sunday School or Christian Education Board or Boards, for the best 
advantage to the children. It shows, furthermore, how the new en­
larged program should be financed and what the religious educational 
policies of the denomination should be in a sparsely churched 
territory. Chapter XI shows the part that the church college and 
the theological seminary must take and the need of their adaptation 
to the modem program, and chpgter XII links up the work of the 
small denomination with the larger denomination's activities an'd 
with the world program.
The conclusion brings the summary of evidence to show that 
the future success of small denominations depends upon their educa­
tional work. It shows problems involved in that work, the prinbiplee
XII
should he fundamental in the undertalclng, and concludes with an 
enumeration of factors which characterize the now day in rel- 
igigous education*
An attempt has heen made to be fair to all eyeleting 
organizations and their activities* Where they have been dia- 
cussed it is for the purpose of evaluating their contribution 
to the cause of religious education, and with the hi^er hope 
that the small denomination may muster all its resources and use 
its best machinery in carrying on its educational task.
John W. Myers*
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I The Penominational MuQational Task. - W&y Sngage In This
.'V . . .i sclc’; 3 • Jr e-r'iife ac \ o«i*r . '\ck’ 3 »'r r-^ti
Task?
r'* ■ *# -rao . f ''^„c *v
Th®^ Q3lMy-ciV^s?40'tfl»tft tftacMn^tPXJ^Bus, in
the ,prpTO>jtQji^jp3f.'M0> ' ■3:\tnWaP'hegih:ri^9^?i,'^4j^J*biPuyPi^^
T3ilt-aX Aiftej^^nis-perJ^Ptlfcrfe jllt^jhiatpry iS^gl^t^^pf
. th^1s.>viplOA,aivdt»jato^os^ utterly <|U.Pjpti£5
..thp j;hui:pJ^ ha^B £ftine4 -WQ^r' ^B^pat, new. vjtsion nf iX^ 
task^ and poaslhilities juid eyery-ctiurch;-t^J- seeks- -c,arry 
out the ;purppp0S -of jlesjis In ,the promotion of his, .kingdom will 
he aliye '^p-its yesponeihiJLity for the religious sdjipation ,pf 
all w.hom it oanr ntfach. Xt wiXl^ Ppmo: Aa rlqrQS-ivthajtUpnlx^ it can 
do this, can, dt:\'bflt,-.8UCQes.afi^ in? t^a'^^^-^ge.j-co^iprJPducaUonal 
'aKo.r>Jlf“ithP;«toS.<2]^fla)iS^1hAJi^fpra»inot he regarded as a separate 
part 0^ the rohuroh^-s .activltjE hut-,^B.- ^ esaentiai. pasfe o
, life^ andj/pijogrw -c*. ^ 2^ . .. -
ThS;i:P3jU»35lris,^-,tJxe aM.tiiorA^d .teaclt^rm.oxallty; At;;ha%
A-h3sen s_o-..6^uthori^40^jj5y^^A^;^ ^d'^y^ apeg:^ as\
-Other, Anstit^-utionss ayjsf? desi^edii^d c?PP^Joy<e4,/or^jCj^rtaAn idp"
r .finAt§ --PUrPOPie.Br Afr ^tl^icase.iyiith^the.^^actory^i^ %P';f
-_p»ri.tha«-pp^HA9- Bc^opl i-s-parried jon^ wfcth Ajae-^ultimata goal
-.-oif-‘trainiJ^dCutj^re citizens Xpr our deanocrac^*; |
. ^ . \
before itt to make .people God-likf^ ahdj%God- ^
c,<y»M04:9UBnc^K»t.il-@-^o^an easy.t^skt .(^iy tlje 136,3^^ jiq.toods are j
wSQOd; entmgbr. d®i9!!t, jia]se^ it necre.§.5^x-.for ^Jiereaijrcli4tQ:..;eiEl>auox . |
^.-e(|iiQational iaetl“4» 4n rtroa..o‘1^0,.5%U3j(yj. mu^t j
.i.PSPjCesysO^alAX/trained. teaqfeq,r8^ n(it 911.:^^.
5».^ - -e T ^ scientific uno ruiteri Xis^ic a-^cj tKi
'44
exoatios and' science but devout and e^nest men ^d-women 
are escpert ‘teachVra' to^^'edTctoalie tiie mbifal s'enae tind quicken 'the 
moral toiie and deepen the religious faith" df' the, pe^bpleT
All mah'klnd has a natural affinity for^'Go'd'and iVr tiling'"' ' 
religious* Han' has not -such an inherent tendency'td' es^ress 
hiniself intellectually even iif he has the capacity. si'ft(?0''''^iiis' ^ 
is the casei training in religious matters is more' essehtial 
than secular education. Early the Church redOghizad this fact
t
but'did not confine itself to'moral and religious education: it
♦ » g 4 ^ m, %
sponsored and encouraged 'a liberal education for i't thou^t a"'"' 
well i'nfo'rm'ed ChriBtian'Was a‘better^ Christian. " This same 
policy has been .closely adhered to in recent times, when. the. , 
missionary enterprises were launched.
The Church has been a great teacher In its past and because ^ 
of the rise* Of the efficient 'public edu'cationUl systems of modem 
time's, Boine people that this part.'of' the Churches duty'^is"
y
ddhe. That^'ib a griilvouB"'error.* If'the Church fail®’'to’tedch 
religion and worship an'd thlhgS that enable it to maintain Itb 
place and" do its work, it will not long endure. This very thing 
has beeh ''thi4at'ening the Church rec'ezjtly. While ’the' Chdrch 
founded many of the great schools and universities of the coxihtry, 
they have drifted from sectarian' and Christian 'control, in many « 
cases, and how teach very little that educates religiously*
This condition cainnot go"oh indefinitely. The Church dare not in­
terest itself solely in preparing good teachers !for the publfc 
school, as worthy as that' cause'is, it dare not train engineers 
only, even if this is a scientific and materiali'stic age; the*'
5‘
C'liurpM must train pe'ople to rffeand'a'li'iHese‘otlier 
tilings will follow* in' ah intellectual age' this task pan he
• * . •• ^ ^ A ^ J ^
accomplished only hy means of education - education in matters
of life. ’To meet this emergendy the Church is how' using a pro-
^am of systematic religious eddbatlon of its youth, and a'dulis as 
well:* Itf^this methdd dnl’y do we find the ansTiJer *to th'e'^qu^dllion 
fre<iuently'£sked, **ffl£at muat'the" Church do to he Saved?*
The Togical unit of the Church Ihiivefsal, to use in ihid * 
study, is the denomination, so the'matter of engaging in the''edu­
cational wofk in Ireiigion will rest largely upon the individual * 
d'ehominatione as.'the units which^uat promote the wofk.
II Denominational Relationships in. OjDoperatiye Enterprises
Atierica as a nation 'is getting past the time when she thinks
it Is possible to live and grow and prosper alone and aloof 'from- th
remainder of the world. Many of her I'eadfers ctrid seers are recogy ♦
nizing the''evident, naiflely, 'thaf'ad'Vthdf nations suffer'aiid bleed 
and die ASierioa too will suffer* Dut there are some citizens 'arid 
leaders in the country who still cannot see this obvious fact.
This anblogy is quite applicable to the Denominations' bf the ’ 
Protestant Church. G’ieat minded 'Christians' today are every where 
placing differences in the backgfo'und and emphasizing' common 
points', trying to build" upon, and to work out “from them.
A/. The Cduno'il of Churches
One of the greatest movements among the deriomihatio'ris in
this direction has been the organ!zafion of the Council of
) ^
Churches. When the churches of a city or comlnunity unite their
6
to-j:do i^ing^ fqr th^ ooimnunit5:...tli$r0t''iB QQiforce
tliat p^-Btop JEli6y;oa0iay §t3f0 tha mp^t,influential ^4 % (
powerfulfierce in^almoat any.c^mnuijity if t^e.y %gare.e^upo;i a 
cer.taln object^'- In this program of co.opteration lehe .Chx^eti^
. £l,uen,ce ia wide -spread, tou,cb.ing ^^4 e4uoa.tinp thp QOi^%titue];^py 
0^ the go^ffigitu^ityt Included in^'^hie'rprpgr^ me^y be ■:fQTind:, (;l) ^ *■
ft
By^gelism made'effective throu^/a pjlun -of ^aimultweoua pastoral 
^.djparsonal ^lork* ^ ,I!hi0 brings large results with small e^gpense 
and confusion. (?) Law viQlaliipiijig lessene^^by creat-in-g puhiiA
0
c'Opinion./that ^enQouragesfc'-off leers rtot do' their, .duty. - (3)-Friendship 
•for unfortunate ..^ialiimef‘af unsocial--and itncOirle.tian'conditions is 
shown- in hospital^,- infirmaries,, scho'olcj^d prlsone*-^ (AX Re.^ ■'
^li-gioup education -may be .extended b-y week day and vacation, schools
•
and' teaching may he. improved by comiBXxndty training schools. Last 
year, in Toledo, .Ohio, thirty schoolp tau^t. by fifty-trained 
- teadhersj -eonduating ninety-^dne cJ.aQee^"with .an-.enr.o-llment.of 
over 2,60^0 pupils-,- 25, ppr c.ent oiryOi<m.s^Q tpachurched-, .were---* 
conducted by the department of religious education of the Council 
of that City. Who can* measure the good resulting from that 
cooperative auction? (6) ^oe relations are; Improved by ehurc^ee-
0
accepting the tasje .of making these .-(41 -
^Religious publicity is riade powerful by'^^llyingathg. .publie press » 
in. proclaiming Chrietiph. truth .and-news* (X) 5pmlty is-made a- 
reality, new,-churchee are located,, old churches :refl'pcatecl; by.-* ^ 
agreement fpr the good of the pity. The work-lst divided., fa)
4
. ,Th,e. ;Ohuroh and Industry influence eachptharrby conferences of *' 
* parties^ concerned In <:indu8trial conditions^ (9)■ ^he. sabbath dn
- n
7
defended* against jopmmercialiaction by forces that would destroy,1. ” '' ^ ^ - * >
the blessings of that ^day. (10) ¥Orld peace ia hasJiened pb public w 
meetings, by registration of wishes in press and,with* governments,
by creating"public opinion* (11) Recreation and amusei^ients are made '
•
wholesome, by encouraging good ente3T)rlBes and .opposing bad, pnes*
Us) Christian unity ^owa out of, fellowship in .service, and, the ^ 
prayer of J,eBUs, “Thy-^ngdcm Come,«^-is. ^swered, when Christian 
forces cooperate to secure a better social order* .
But someone will say, "ffhat has all this to do with religious 
education?" It is true that,only one of the Jiwelye ways mention­
ed above deals directly with what We. call -**reiigious education".
Yet, if w.e accept the definition that "religion is God-Conscious­
ness". as-it seems to be, then, all these activities are agencies
f 4 9 1*4. ^
in the religious education of the, citizens of that city or 
community in addition, the churches of the commt^ity will 
enrich themselvos,„by caring-for the welfare of children, and, 
ethers in the community who jieed their protection and guidance,*
B. The eSmmunity Council’ of Religious Bducatloh'*
It has repeatedly been found that a commtmity can best pro- 
mote religio.us education among its children by having a community 
movament in that direction* It has been mentioned above that in 
some communities the Council of Churches is doing that work suc- 
oessfully. Rot all cammunities find it possible to carry op the 
work by that agency so the religious minded people of the com­
munity take it upon ‘themselves as a group without vested interests, 
to care' for the religious instruction of the' children of the com- 
muni-ty. In many communities this organization is called a
L
»eoomitmit^..Ct>uncil 'of Rpilglous Education:***. It *is necessary
f-or this'Community system'.ofsireligicuB‘',educa.tion'.^A'p liave teliind 
it a comparatively'large numlter of- representativel^d intelli­
gent citizens trho assume-community reBponsilility .foV ttiie'prd-* ^ 
gram, of religibus'educatibn. Tliis largear.'body willT^^dssihlyi - 
find it* best', to beive ja. smaller groidp.from the largeri group- to< 
execute tbe will of-tbe larger group. In- the tialden*, Kasa 
Council and Others, this smaller body is Imown as the fCoto.- 
munity Board of Baligious' Education***
The largo and responsible body-,, or ‘theifJommunity'CouhCil^ 
determines the-policies of the-^aommunity towards religious 
education. It should be composed of- one hundred or more- rer 
presentative citizens, including ministers, church school sup'sr- 
intendents. leading lay men of the community and additional 
members representing the educational, .civic and religi.QUO 
terests of the community. -Here.the-various denominations, have 
a great opportunity in pooperatingUn au^ssential:-piece of'^orh 
which.no one of them could accomplish themselves, even for-jiheir 
own eh±3-dren. When- the matter becomes- a,community affair more­
over, it does not limit its influence to-the children*within- 
Christian, homea and: those, withini the fold of the Church, but^ 
reaches even thoee^who xouldi be touched possibly in no other
III What Are the Particular Problems of d ^mall Denomination?
-"f - 2
It been shown above that the denomination in order to
a
fulfill its obligation to its children and to fulfill the
jaifBion 4,t hae, by heritage, mu^t engage in religioijs ,
education. But it is not able to carry on an adequate, ex­
tensive *prog?gaii alone; it must oooperate with other denominations 
in the oommuhity so that the last child in the remotest part may
■»
be reached and influenced. So far tha dehomiuations have^simir 
lar-duties and like .privileges. Numbers .dp.not always make a , 
strong church but who can deny that there is more power ^d great 
er possibilities wrapped up in a large grpup of people than in a' 
smaller group? The .smaller, denomination, too, has.,.certain^limi­
tations in financial ,abilitie3^as well-a|'in.-its geographical 
prestige. , u i. . „
It appears-that the^.prpbljems and. the-juethpd of procedure 
in the- denominational activities of a denomination of deyeral 
million members is so vastly different tn many respects that 
it cannpt be^placsd in the aame group with the.denomination » * 
'having; th?:sa^or hundred, thousand .adiiprents* The. larger-. .
body can -do some thin^ss^'and undertake'-some-programs, which ^hs 
smaller body cannot. In this treatment, only denominationss 
having a membership of from 100,000 to 1,^000,000 members_^wlllj 
be dealt with. 4p, attempt, therefore, will be made to ai^ly - 
what is written, to problems arising, in denominational bodies,, 
with membershi-p. between those limits. ^ i
A. May Not Be Able- To Maintain Their Own Ohivers^iViesr"
^ t ^
1* Must Have Them or Die-.- Denominations cannot grow-on 
spirituality alpne; .it must be intelligent,spirituality, .and 
that cannot be received without trained leaders. Bor a time 
some denominations that are now strong, grew rapidly without
tr&ined le££(ie.?8^,> Sq? a 4§?jom4ri^ti9n@ "^l^t no^ ^
0txongi srj^y-'a^apiTdiy e^apjmsl^ing, o^t^ntatiousl-y, a
great-educa.tiQnal program, v^t. one-of t^e secret? xapid-
and eiibsjiantial groiytii 3iay in i|ie fact tjiat. very oap.al}ie^apa4e^?
♦
were directing..affair§. .andrprograms :from over^oad,t. In;, a, country 
where, thp sprit :of: democracy is/Tpermeatiug^rall instttutiOQSi r 
leadersland all-•follower^ .must-be educatedi npt only in secular 
Subjects but'also in religion* For this reason even> .th? small 
denomination must provide one or more first rate i^iversities 
where, future ^leader? will ,be givpn the. best hnd moat .goinplete^- 
educational'advantages. 3 It-the denomination fails itA 4"^ *
willr.hare only second rate leaders aijibng’thpsertrainsd ih\.it|,- v. 
own institutions and^ leaders will go (Jut into- the chu^chrjstP-cquc'v 
tinue practices that will mahe a second rate denomination, in 09 
far as aativities and’rating are concerped*^ fhis. will m?an that 
the denomination cannot take its placjp. in, the family of^denomina- 
tlons and must ultimately degenerate if it does not change its m 
methods* , ^ ^ .
^ 2> .Without Them, Harrow or Bigoted I^eaders- I^e^d^rA
in small/-schools often,-become most useful in the life ofj.Ahe-.^bhurtih 
and in other affairs. That fact is not to be denied but-it doep^ ^ 
hot^ follow .naturally, that the small denominational institu^tj^n^
•is fitted, to.train all of the leaders of the denomination? 
the denominations whfchr are ,fp\md within the- groups haying 
lOQ^OOB'.to 1-, 000, OQO^ members, very few-univexs-4ties-afe found, 
either founded, by-thesec'groups or at ill under -the denpmlnatip^^al
11.
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control. K^fiy* leaders from'these* denominations therefore, have,
sometime 'during their educational career^ attende,d* ie.rger schools%
th^ those found in their own church, it is ihteresti^g^to think 
of the outatanding leaders in any of theae^ smaller denominations 
and to notice'how Idr^e a^numher .must have received a larger
* ^ -4
vision hir coming'in contact with "the "thousands of aiudenti from 
all parts of the world and with the outstanding professors and
^ e**
lectures fdxmd mostly in larger schools* 7here is something to be 
gained, apparently, by this training, for the narrow or bigoted 
leader cannot easily maintain that frame- of mind if he ardently sets 
himaelf to the task of trying to find what is gdod and worthy of 
emulation in the other systems of thought or doctrine* The grow* 
ing church of the new day demands a leadership that is” irained to
' ‘'i ' j
be sympathetic with the other persons* point of view, even i-f be­
liefs conceiving right and wrong methods and teachings differ*
3.^ If'StudOnt^a Sre Sent to Interdenominational XnstitiOiis' 
the Pollowin'g Pfobldihs Arise':
A. How is the Denomination to Maintain Self^Conscious- 
ness and'Morale for DenomfnatidnaT Leadership? To have its leader^ 
trained at many 'd'ifferehf 'kinds of inatitutiohs gives a denomina- 
tionia great variety leaders but i't does not cause those leaders 
to become more loyal to their own denomination. It is well for 
a denomination to. be oj)en.-min4ed b^t to have the doctrine^ and^ b^- 
liOfe^ so diseipated that -every leader believes something different 
does not make for unity withijn the dendminatipn> hut, -pn the^-opn- 
tfary, the denominations aro frequentlyrrent with doctrinal con-
troversies, simply “because^'the-common body of lauowledge among 
those leaders is fiot sufficienti In this parti^lar point with*' 
sdch a latitude of opinions it is difficult ihdeed^ to have .unity 
within the denomination*
B* Holding'^lts-Beadera^ Beaders of the-small denomina* 
tions, who are sent to larger institutions'find a futthdr‘pr^lem 
facing them* If the denomination from which the individual came 
is-not agressive and alert to seek out and to make use of promising 
leadership, it is very probable that some of the .most promieifig-’ 
leaders will be lost, for larger^ denominations usually have “mbre 
attractive positions,-* and because ofl^heir more ^progressive program, 
which is frequently the casei---leaderd find-a'm'ore-'immediate'oppor4*^* 
tunity to make^their lives countt Frequently, the-smaller denomina­
tions will not venture out .on a .new program until some larger-de­
nomination has tried the path/ hence the smaller denomination does 
not offer-the-ehallengd for-those amdng'its'numbevs-who" have ^the * 
pioneer’s ideas and inclinations* 'There is ^envolved at this pointw.-^: 
obViouslyt (X) Benominational Solidarity presenting itself as a 
problem to be solved* (2] The problem of morale in the'^denomination, 
and (5) The problem of leadership* The latter is most important, 
for the leadership - its nature, and efficiency - is one of the 
most vital things in thd growth and function-of the denomination.-*
. ' r V / i **** f ^ ■* V
C* Denominational Unity or Disunity Usually Originates 
in Bducational Institutions*
v-'i-' t .S’ . * ■- ’,r v?’ }
If it was found in a denomination that :$ost of the leaders 
have had similar training, one would look for a imified church.
The training .the^ £uture conduct to such a ,gr,e,at e^-
tent t^t. it easily ia the most important thing to consider,^ in
«• ^ • i •
the whole problem of leaderships. It is .in the educational in­
stitution where Ideas are aown that bear fruit of one kind, or an- • <
other. If there is no unity ^some start to propogate the^ir ideas^ 
others write editorials, which start factional denominational 
policies* ^Tlols process ^keeps^. on until either side gains a suf­
ficient number of adherents and a new denomination results, or a 
new .school is foimd to train, leaders schooled in the new_ belief*
This process goes on until the .small denomination ^has three, in­
stitutions., where there should be only one ^d several .seminary 
faculties are maintajined where one faculty of the size could teach 
all the theological students that there are in the denomination* 
Vhat a far removed idea Christian unity has become when, instead 
pf using the strength that is contained in the complete body to 
^xtend its program and. influence.out into a needy v^orld, most of 
the time and energy are used in,rivalry and contest between factions
■ ^ 'V . '• . « , , ,
- .and all in the name of Qhristt
S'ailing to have a great educational institution there is no 
solidarity; no conscious center around which leaders can gather 
ahd become united* Being small, tha denomination has no great
A " At* ^ *
wealth* The Congregational Church, is old and has ^amassed wealth*
- s. J. »
It can build big.,college8 and imiversities ^d endow them but 
most of the .other denominations-within this group have not yet ad­
vanced to that place* Siuall denominations must move on by deep 
spirituality if they haye no .power %o produce great leaders in
Iftrge num^erja,- whp ,caii dictate .nstional.-.andrjRoii'ld poli-ct^.and ^ 
promulgate the. ideas, hy educating leaders; fa- follow^ the pioneers.
A e,tudy of the -growth of the larger denorntnat-ions'^wilOu^re- 
“JCact that they have, as a rule^, riotsgrown large*-in 
.number -until they have-fjounded. some- greatreducatl^nal 'Institu-tions
•V
.which took, a- place, ^among .the'^oreinoat schcolgr-jof^ the--country.- 
EducatiojL haB? heen-- the^ure fotindati'bn .upon which they-built.
:The Methodist -Church grew big. by. maintalning^^S la^ge-number-cTf - 
schools when they were.-small. , In Iceepin^-with tthe prihcipis* 
duupoh whi^h' it" entere’d^:an:d .■fetrengthenefd’ l^sif ^throu^ the ^great 
west, ,by starting.Sunday-Schools 6T the settlenients'* -
and. most.of thederSchoolB rgrew'-into^ Congregatiofis - it''''alhb 
started the numerous Wesleyan Colleges in every comer df' the' 
country. From these colleges in so many parts of the' country, 
have gone leaders into the -community .until a great constituency 
t ^s beep built.,luuarourrd thefiiv., Th^ Ismailer ctenpmihationB may - 
here .learn-a'valuable ilesaonr^^hey mu'st^fdund'iand maintain schools' 
in places whera -they would-earlry-cn activities -or pay tha pena’lty 
of not-growing. A' church might, have'worked among, the* m‘6're 
eieotional daEts .Ofj people without emphasizing education to a great 
extent,-but now whenr public education- Is^ reaching further and 
^further* in.to the remote- parts, the church, 'which has aiways^ ’ 
‘.carried the. beinner of progrese cannot j confine itself tb‘anticfUat- 
ed methods of'.procedure^ ^'In~entering New England* 'which has al­
ways- been recognized as an OduOational- centre# the-HethodiSt * 
Episcopal Church founded''a aeries of Methodist COllegeO^and 
Academies. It could not enter-by evahgfellsm. is si^ific^'t
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that tHose^'-detidminations irHic^ ddzifihdd' th^selvee t<S evangeilBtic 
mfethode never "gained much of-a fobt-hold-ih-New-Bfigldhd. ' '
$here are'some-very definite prohX^s which^fade the Mdill 
denomihatioh for it-is-plain that-it cannot-^carry oh-air the 
activities that the larger-denominations cahi ’-^^ome^^f the Acre 
Important* of these problems are:-Firs-tv ' SmaHhess Itself •'* Be­
cause of its small membefship it’ is often confined to certain 
limited territories, thus giving- it a narrow outlook and no pres’—' 
tige In'some parts, ^bec'ause people are i^ioraht of the-progrkn 
and what the church'8tanda‘'^for*. Some of~the. smaller ^snomihations
have^'dl^fiShity'also ■'in-'iilaintaihihg”ehough moAsh-tumilfi their’wdrk
s /''
to keep their numbers'^enthused'dv^^thS'^pfOgrams which'the church 
is-attempting to''promtilgate» Thd sadQhd pfbblem is that of the 
lack of’large i'esPurees* BO .great institution can carry on a prd- 
grain-without resources, neither can a great program be carried on 
by-a church with small resources* I^his fact mdkea' the-small denom­
ination dependent^'upon cooperation-with-other~iiehominationS in order 
to do a great service* Thirds There Is the problem of^leadership* 
The "denomination that is not able to support the proper- type'^of 
schools to ttain'’'ltB'‘leaders will'have to dOpend hpon schools bf 
other dehbmihatiofaS, or-upbn the' nonseOtarian' institutions^ to ' 
provide leaders for its'work* There is only one alterhatiVei ah“d 
that is, to refrain from encouraging Work,-'which would-agaih*^ in­
dicate that the denomination is not interested ih the'^^at' * 
modem movemehts^ sufficiefat' to have some its‘eons'’take' an'^actlve 
part in res'earchwork ih-the flSldS'of’ thbolo'gy and" r'eTigi^trs * - 
education especially, as these two fields of research affect the
eiiurch*'s adtiTfty in a' very direo4*way.i 'Sourth, Jhe SmalL de­
nomination mudt guard against lyrs-vincialism. -When “the majority , 
of the membership of a deirominatixin ds ^'ln one or .tw4 or three ?. 
states;'.when nearly .all of‘its leaders i.eo]ne from that small 
vicinity^ attehd .educational .institutions within that smal’l ' 
territory; and' go out to Serve the church that is confine4 tq 
that small .section of .country, it ia difficult for those leadera^ - 
to get an idea of the greater and larger activities of the church 
universal unless the greater programs and .far spread activities 
are grought to thm J.n«s6me wa:y« The small church must guard 
against'being self-satisfied with .its'.own little circle, think­
ing that thefe is nothing worthy'of notice or imitation .in 4he 
tested,' ttibd .emd^.sUocessful .methods ^of'those larger .denominations, 
whidh have made .Christ real to millions of people* finally^ the 
small denomination Is dependent upon the public and other schools 
for^th^feducation 6f tits, children? fSTit would be iitpossible^-fi- 
nancially, for such a church to maintain..parochial schools .be-' 
cause -in sections where few of that belief and persuasion live, 
a school equivalent to those that could be maintained by the 
stronger churches would be an^ Imposelbility*» The same thing is' 
true when.it cornea^ta higher education so the leaders go to schools 
of' all kinds and teachings, foxmlng cliques that believe certain 
things* Soon thdse cliques are struggling qne againet .another 
ta get control of meetings, boards'and committees,an attempt 
to be able to dictate policies^ This situatloa^ becombp more mark­
ed when there is no academic freedom in the schools of a denomina-
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tion and professors are told by a board"'-of irrustees what ^they" 
must teach- frequently then’, there is greet't variance in opinions 
between those leaders- educated 'in the denbrninational institutions 
and those who received their training in institutiCns^outside bf * 
the .church.. It would seem to be "a much better -plan' for the de*- 
nominatibns, ev.en* if small, to maintain one or morh large» filf^t- 
rate schools where academic freednm would be granted th'e ‘professovs 
and instructors to teach such bodies of knowledge as seem ri^t - 
to them in their field and as viewed by their comtemporaries in 
the field, for, after'all, the experts in certain fields of- 
Idjowle'dgfe are- those best .able to say-'what"thihgS' should dr should 
not be taught in a certain .department in a school. In the 
Hedthodist episcopal Church the fundamentalist and liberallst 
controversy is scarcely felt while often denominations are nearly- ‘ 
rent assunder by it. Why is this so? 0ne reasonable answer 
would be..that fourteen-ef the/twenty^two-bishops in. the' church 
have been .educated^in ote df* the univefsities^.of the church} an 
institution where the struggle for academic< freedom'has hedn 
fought and..won...BO the instructors had the freedom to prepare the 
students^'Of recent 'decades for the changing ^concepts 4n religion. ' 
The major problems of the small denomination have been 
mentioned* How are they to be solved? If the state can educate 
today for what ±t would ]iave its citizens be tomorrow the church 
can do the same thing* Hot only is ^hat the privilege of the 
church of today; it is the only opportunity open to the church for 
making its program effective and useful.
/•
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A oommon 'body of material must ‘be preserved to maintain a 
denomination. In the Protestant Episcopal Ghuroh It is dQCtrine 
and liturgy; in the Methodist Bpiecopal it id church polity;^ .in 
the Baptist it is polity, and the same is true of |aany of the. other 
denominations. The denomination must fObserve spirituality and a 
common educational heritage. Having certain things to preserve and 
certain things to teach, education becomes a large factor in pre­
serving a denomination said in bringing it up to its hipest degree 
of efficiency in its work. It is because the church of the new day 
cannot meet its problems through any method except that of educa­
tion that an. endeavor ia^,^e,in this paper to show hbw this edu­
cational program can be .organized promoted in the smaller de­
nominations*
There are three divisions in this field of endeavor; Pirst, is 
that of organization, which shows how the frame work must be set up 
before the work is beguns Second, is the content of the program* 
This shows what should be included in these educational activities 
of the church, and, third, administration which is designed to 
show how the machinery should handle the materials in order to 
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I. The Church’s Indi-ffer©nc^-to Religious ,^du^ati©ji.
■Train up a child in the way' he should go; "and when he is 
old he will not depart from. it»* That same truth was hnown 
thousands of years ago and still the Christian Church and a*
A - ■ V J .. 1 -highly educated people Ignore it* Two out of every three children 
in the United States under twenty-five years of age attend no re­
ligious school* That is the generation of tomorrow going to do 
wit}i the fine Christian institutions huilt up hy a devout people 
who settled America if this age so neglects its. duty and allows 
its girls and boys to gr'ow up in ignorance/" In the ^erican 
volume of the Interchurch World Mov^ent Survey of 1920 is found 
this statement: ■^I'f you would point to the weakest spot in' the 
^oteVt'ant church you would pui your finger on the army of twenty- 
seven million children and youth in our own land who are growing 
up in spiritual illiteracy and^'^eixteen'million other American
!
Rro'tes'tant children whose religious instruction'.is limited to a
V « ^' 1** • * •
brief half hour once a week, often sandwiched in betw,een a delayed 
Preaching service and the American Sunday Dinner. L et it be 
burned into the minds of our church leaders that a church which 
cahnot save its own children can never save the world.
This question cannot be made too emphatic.* Too long"have^many 
of' the adults within the church thought that children defile the 
church and that their privileges in the sanctuary are limited.
One needs only to revi^ what the church has been doing for its~ 
children to conclude that it has never taken" seriously the task 
of religious education. That statement'mi^t be challeng'd by'*"*
1. Proverbs 22:6.
2. World Survey, American Volume, p.211.
those wlio say tfiat the*'CliriBtian-Cliurch has'alwaya supported", 
so dalled •Christian EducationThat Is -trUd -as'-far as ’it goesV** 
the church'has supporidd education under* Christian 
it has hot supported "K&IGfOUS education'.- It liae 'been'V^greWt pro-^ 
motar‘of general aducati'oj? but’it'has not promoted religious eduaV-
ff - t
tion.
Before the church school can' become an effective agency in 
education, a different attitude on the part' of the church towards ' 
the school is, in* most case's, abholutelj^ essehtial* When the church 
sets up its programs, it app'eard' that it is very much interested 
in this field‘of 'endeavbr but the trouble come’wheh''the"program 
is attenpfed ifa the local church^ It" is not organized’ for effectfve 
work. Buildings are unsuitable and poorly equipped - in fict, few 
of them have any equipment at all. The fundamental cause under­
lying such a state of affairs is. indiffe,renc.e on the part of jthe me 
members of the Church. _ ^ ^
. M ■_ A . t , W 1 t.
When the conditions become Jmpwn in many churcbea it is seen 
that parents who are members .do ,not send thejr children to the 
churgh sfihool... About the best excuse they hgve„ to P„ffej: ^for. their 
negligence is thatt9.45 A.M. is too early to get the children 
ready for Stmday School, when by 9 o? clock or before. Many others 
who do not send their, children, to the churgh schao3^hp^^no^t^seo^ , 
to take, veryonuch interes.t. in wh^t is goin^^^p. ,, Thei^^^jts A^p^^optly 
not concerned about what .their children ptpdy^^r
ing in which the work ^is carried, pn pr^the e,q,uipment.^fQr the work. 
Attendance is fxequentiy irregular, -cases of tardiness are -numer^ous., ^
' C ' '
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and these deUnqUencles oh the .paijt of-the children refleot-on' 
the part of the parents* It is true that many parents do not "be­
long in this class hut-as the Sa'b'bath-is increasingly lyiolateduin 
many sections^oCjbhe country,• hy .amusements pf^all ^indo, theb > 
child is tau^t to hard a.disregard for thie cjiurch .and; lier .activities 
when every thing else is-put-fi^t-, and, if there^js .nothing else.,tQ 
do tli^ child is,allowed to attend. Sunday-School on that day. Ihe 
child learns just about as much, providing he has as good a teacher 
and equipment, in .Simday School throe .Sundays ..a mo^th^ pne-half 
houy every pepiod-as he would in three,half ^hour periods^in:: .tho^ 
public school, the same.mQn.ths 4t tbat'rate-of .speed it-wouj-d-take 
a long time to gqt a, public, echpoi education,.And-thajrrate of 
speed- the childtnever^ does^ get'what the church owed him_in religious 
instruction* When will the church, take its task seriously?
II Extension, of Public Education Influencing The Church-
The^ twentieth century is e:speriencing. an educational”revival 
similar to those that have marked or preceded great epoohes in the
i.*.
world’s history. The one of the 13th century prepared the wa^ for 
the Reformation and even Christ came **in the fuleas^of Vime;" 
the world was prepared for him because of learning and culture of 
the time* Since the war most of the great nations have been ex- 
amining their educational systems with a view of perfecting them. 
Whither will they be perfected? ^ If all time and edffor^ are spent 
in a scientific way trying to make more deadiy"^ gas th^ was ever 
known before-, the world will not profit but, if the time and 
money were spent in sociea and religious instruction until Christian
25
living became vitalized, system ot real education would be found 
In ^eriea*
All of this emphasis on education is effecting the church*
Only recently has'^the church come to re'alize that it is-its bounden 
duty td give the child at its center a religious education* ?t 
has come to see that its supreme duty and most strategfc-o£>p6rtunity 
ai:e’not the Cafe or reclamation-of adults bUt the rbligtoiis educa­
tion and tutUfe of children. The 6onviotion\is becoming cleai* 
that this obligation stands out above all other claims^™ whatever, 
upon the*enefgy of ihe'church, and upon its Sdnsecratloh and its 
readufcesi The Relative lhcK'‘'oi‘''VitaL fJowar'and cohgtftidtivd in- 
fluen&e of "the ^chufch-ban-he-tfhced to its past failure 'dr in- 
dlffdreride-to the rSligio;^ training of childhood* This has led 
to a new appreciation of what education can do. As a people 
America is committing her destiny to education in a remafkable 
way* She is educating for citizenship, for vocations, for
* - - w i •-/ f I-* i.
avocations and evefy one of these forms is being worked out more 
in detail* This process KAs gohe so far that the genefal 'state­
ment may be-made, -as is true in trade, professional-schools 
Snd'Ac^ools of * tecSnorogy; - "determine wha-t children should 
become in personal characteristics and in social dispositions 
and abilities and then educate for the accomplishment of these 
things*" So far the state'and public educators have goh4*
Gan this same principle be applied developing church-members 
into fai'thful and lo^l-ChfistiAna. Thera are those who believe 
very strongly thut'these method^ are applicable to training "
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CJiriaJ^aijs--- If that i-s, the. cas^, v.hat .ahoitt jJhe process.?
Suffice it ts*,say-heret-^hat^religious exper^en^jB dsponds-. uppn- 
three factors^ nspi^y,-^toaowledge., atti:tudfts>;-and-applied-skiXi, 
attained' tln^oTxgh sXw process of spiritual growthi isrhlch Xn 
through education's
^ ‘J6r a long^ time religi-pus secular- knowledge wer^ t^u^t 
, in tlw samp school. Then came, the sepa^iation- o$ church ai^d st^e 
and the separation of secular suhjects; and religion, except in- 
the par-ochial BchoolB.*s With the separation of church and state 
camera separation of religion emd .other,todies ef knoirledgo.
Only within the-last few years, has the-churoh, come, to see that 
■Christian,** teaching fs not.snou^ A child wtll not become 
, religiously ejduoajted .by studying geometry in a ■Christian.* 
College; he must be .instructed in religion, so the modem educa­
tion and principl,es ar& being applied .to the .field of religion.
III Teaching Religion a Responsibility of^ the Church.
If the Christian Church claims to be ap institution of 
Christ., to ^carry out his commission it must ^nake-muph of in- 
Btruction, -In -carrying Chriat*.s teachings to all parts of the 
world and. to all peoples. That does not mean simply to preach 
■at* people but to teach-- cause them to understand what it 
meann to bo Christian.. These-wern..some- of., the last wo^psyof 
the -risen Christ, to his. dis.ciples, AG:o yp there^jare, anp make 
disciples of ^11 nationsj baptising, them 4n the name of the 
Jather and. of .the Son and of the Holy Si)lrit; teaching them to 
obaearve all things whatsoever I commanded you; and lo, I am
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witirorou. always, even tmto tlie end of the worldJJ"^ In, this s 
passage Jesus aeems to emphasize the function and |)ower of teachv 
ing as. "being''the mosvt important'way of-leading.! pe'ople'ln to the 
now and larger-life* In-all of his ministry* he*, constantly .used 
instruction hs his most important means of giving new truths,
He hecame a master in the ajrt'-6f“teaohihg. ^d had'^'b^oome kh^wm-hy" 
such-namea*as «Tdacher% <*The great*tedcher" ‘ or ^'^Steh.^s^^Pfeaeh- 
ihg thht' is not didactic is not the most leffeotive and lasting arid 
the"' responsibility is now upon the church to-do her task as a* 
master teacEer-and-sponsor of educatidn ill religion." Heligious 
education chh no longer he a ai'dS -line with the-church/It is-its 
chief function. It must recognize thS^ plasticity of childhood and 
youth in relation to the religion of adult life in the same degree 
that the state recognizes it in relation to citizenship. This" 
means .that the church too must believe in and practice what the 
state d.oee‘: "Determine what--children-ah&ard-beobAS in personal 
characteristics and in'social di&p'ositlon and abilities add educate 
for the accomplishment of these’ things.** In so far as the^church 
fails at this task it fdilS in its service-to' individuals-and 
society aftd to prbvi'd'e' for its owfi-aife an‘d perpetuity. This^-shows 
clearly the opportunity of the church and the Abrai and* social 
obligations resting upon it.
The thin^-for which' the church would- educate ‘are very^ evident: 
Wat^ else^-Should they be'ex'c'ept the-things exemplified^ ifi.i the life, / 
character and teabhihgs of< Jasus Christ? His ideals^ bf personal 
I. Matt. 28:19,20.
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cliaraoter, hie devotion to the-service of liis fellows, and-'hi's 
outstr^eching faith in and unfailin-g-^hed-ience to the will of- the 
father are the ohj&ctives to 'be- reached*- ■When the %liurch‘has' 
accomplished- this- task it will have arisen to it’s religious’ 'edu­
cational duty.
"-Under the .pressure of modem family lifis the child- oannW^be 
adequately .taught religion in the homev Aghin it does nbt seem 
practical to teach religion in the public schools of 'a ddmocracy 
and the only other agency that is left to meet the need is the 
church. If the church fails the result' will be fatalV for both 
home and nation are dependent upon- the" church- for the spiritual 
leaven that is necessary to save us from the ru-in of becdiar ih- 
terests .carried to extremes* -
In order for the church to accept ita educational responsi­
bility does not meah that the church must be turned into an 
academic'institutlOh- It'-be'rtaihly doeC not mean that the 
sermons must be'simply lectures' and leave- out all feeling.- ' 
Simply telling things to people is not educating them; they 
must' be led to ^ccspt what is given and to incorporate it into 
their leves. Yet, besides producing an intelligent spiritual 
Christian, the church must provide further education for its 
members'*
What should a Christian know if he is to be an intelligent 
church member? He must know something about the history of his 
religion, the past which lies back of it and the relation be­
tween it arid -the non-Christian religi’ohd; he should be familiar
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wi’.tlx tne. ■b^lieits wliich .ijb pr©.supposeB, livip^ convictions 
as to* God and His plan for man which inspire Christian activi­
ties for his chsurch, the insj^ltutions. thwi-whiph it functions^
.and the program- it is trying to give^ to the woijld- Hpj? could ^
Srwe cons±der a. person; a-good, Ametrioan pitizen* ^ho..knpw nothing ^ 
of the past history of his country, was ignorant of. its^ present. 
constitution and laws and- was. out of sympathy with the* spirit pt, 
its institutions? That is the way a Christian who is content 
to remain in ignorance of the most, elem.entary facts atout hi® .. 
-religion and his church .should^..t© it, is \he task of
the church to sge that such a calamity.is avoided. ^
^his program' of*.work will mean ."tihat the "budget of the ciiurch 
school.should "become a part of -the "budget of the church and the 
church and the church should feel itself actually responsihle 
for the educational program offered its .children* Adequate 
building, .taaQhing staff,, and parental s^upport and^^ .
cooperation will not .he secured ^until the churchy re garda 
school as one of the chief agencies for spfritualizing^the life 
of the -community* V •AW* w
* I
lY Ilie Contribution of Education to tbe Cliuroli,
■ One of the Oixanan ciapaoities is the capacity for religijn.
It is altogether natural for the human soul to fe.el, after God 
QO it is not necessary for the religious educator to try to
the child religious bu to develop properly the., tendency . 
that is already latent .within the child. By ^Ping t^t educa­
tion offers a good contribution tp- the oburph foj? oyiild. is.
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trained to taiie the place should in the .activities of the 
church•
It is not necessary for th'a'church simply to, live; it must 
live for something. No person who liveife fof'himself alone' cdn be 
truly contenti No person who does not wor^ in sotie way, either with 
his mental powers or his hands, is happy and content. These truths 
the church must teach its members to rotuid out their lives and the 
same thing that applies here to individuals applies to the church 
as a body; the church must have a program wBfth while or it will 
die of stagnation. One Of the greatest' tasks of the church is'that 
Of social servipo, using that tOfm. in its wide”signifibance, medh- 
ing all things that Are useful in lifting the standards of livirig 
for the masses of people. A program of religious education is Only 
the most effective means for preventing many of the unfortunate 
circumstances that lead to gross and even lesser sins, due to 
i&ioranco. The educational progrin is the carriage that will carry 
this burden for the church. At present only a'limited part of'the 
children are getting religious instruction, either in the Sunday 
School'*or in week day schools. The church must reach'the las't ' 
child, ii can 'beet do that through its educational piogfam whiOh 
ultimately result in more members being brought into the church 
itself, fdr*^it ‘feaches, the children with this program when they
• • « ji
are in the plastic state of mind and have natural, waves''of' re­
ligious inclinattdn. '
It had been mentioned above that the dhufch needs membex'8'''who 
understand soiffetidlng about the organiza'tion of which they are a part. 
At present the masses of Children are being trained 'for everything
imaginable e^copjt* how to live rightly. It is most important^,, 
that- they 3aiow=how‘to do that well* The'church can^o longer 
afford to passively allow her children to-be trained to ‘be 
farmers^ engineers, scientists, Gind professional'men and not 
put in a. claim during-the time .when the educatipnal process or 
the^ phlld is taking place, to have him trained for the great-^task 
of* service in the.^church,. either In full-time’-service-’or’wtth a* 
sympathetic attitude, while he follows the other paths of duty.
Education is capable of changing attitudes in the church.
■ »■
If a child grows up in a church and simply does things as they 
have been done for the last century* or .so, progress'.wi-ll.:ibe made. 
But if the young child, ^ before he..foim8-his likes, .dislikes and* 
prpc^udiceSi is taught the right ways of doing-thinga, .^an^ of^ the 
great shortcomings of the .present church will be overcome. It 
is difficult for the adult to change his mode of life butzto the 
child w.ho is leamingi on® Tray.is-not .so-much more difficult than 
other. Tile hppe of ^rcgrjess-lies •in^the..J.i-ves..of youth tempered 
with the mellowed experience of the adulti c
. In.,many .of the churches at .present a .great “forward movement 
ia >the.^ext thing to impossible. Why id .this .so? In''the first "• 
place, the members Jiave not heen -accustomed- to looking at the 
church act a-very big factor in their lives. They find it "good^ 
form* to be, a member to maintain thei-r respect in the c'oramunity 
but they .would'not .be willing to die for the cause-^^JIhiaitidanB 
that ^the. great hurden of the work of the church rests upon the 
few who. are alwa^ .faithful but the new program cannot -be adopted- 
be..cause t^e. rank and' file of the members“ are. .opposed. -A- program
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Of religious* education* in the-church-f-o'r ten or fifteen ye^rs 
will change this for the chureh then'#ill have a sufficient'*^ 
number of trained leaders. When^that happens tiie entire memher- 
ship .will sanction^ and aasist in- the greater'■progfdm'of "the" c5iurch 
and ^ great loyalty-will, he'fctind'*'hecause thS Tpeople have* heeh ’ 
prepared and trained- for tha work. Hot^ohly is that true huli'the 
Qhurcb'WiU. he ready-to extend its work further heyond the hounds 
of its parish than it ever before has.
V Looking .Ahead.
A -larger pro jan.t -nehessafily moveh 'sXowlyV Mushroom growths 
dp not' stand' the .test of time'and oftto-, of -the test' principles 
involved in that ^partiPular work. The dhurch has-^a great task' 
before her in her educational task hut it will take several years, 
yes .several decades or longer, for this program to he perfected* 
It mpstthei ■hegOnrw.ith the small'’children and continued as they 
grow to manhood: and ^manhpod- ThSn'-there will he a g^neVktioh 
of church members who can see the ftill wdrth of the methb^l; ' "Some 
churches cannot see this hut become Mpatieirt when'oh’e yedt^b*^’' 
ejideavor does .noA- ohange everything. They could he'compared'td 
the fanner who spws .his 'wheat in -Septemhep and goes out to the 
field in October to nut it only to find it green‘snd’^hut three 
inches tall. lA Aw all right as far as'it haw-grown ‘hdt'^lfLaB 
not produced, the food or seed yet*- it will- take^ ei^t'months” 
mo ye before maturity'comes. - - - ^ .
Euthermore, .it will require several- years to train adequate 
leadersMp'in the. field of religious education hut the chhrch
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dare not -become-diacouraged at that enlongated taak. The taels 
of religious educators has not even been fully defined as yet; 
it will take time to have these thinge standardized*. Pro-- 
-vision>must he made -for the training of ^ay leaders’hip ’in- this 
field-also. It-Is evidretrt that the Sunday School* taa’cher ;of to- 
morrow*will he much>moEe >'hoinpletely equipped*cfor'her task than 
the pr^eseht teacher Is-.
Another way in which the educational program will affect 
the church is hy the facilities that are required to carrjt'ion 
adequate instruction. "Sew of/ the-present. churcOieB'-have been" 
huilt-with facilities-'foT; carrying- on 'the:‘educational ^pro'graim-’ 
so compromises* must he made all‘hl'on'g the line and -educational* 
leaders- have difficulties in- getting even the e'quipment.sthat is 
a hare necessity. If good work can he done with makeshift 
equipment what will- the churches he able to do when they are 
fully equipped for the program?
Pew churches, if any^, are now organized for efficient edu­
cational administration. In the average church are found so 
m^y unrelated organ!zatiems designed partly to do educational 
work that the church itself is not free to do educational work. 
There are cluhSi societies, guilds, brotherhoods and other 
organizations which make, their appeal for membership until 
there is an overlapping of endeavor and no centralization.
Then the national headquarters of various organizations make 
their appeals for loyalty until the ChriBtian..Endeavor, the 
Scout or the Yo^g Men's Christian Organization obtain more 
loyalty than the central organization. The new church will
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have a centralized program and these activities will he centered 
in the church*
It is not enou^ for the church to plan for correlation of 
activities and programs within the church; it must he carried 
into the activities of the.*coimnunity. This is the total en­
vironment of the child and it is here that his education is 
continually being acquired so, if the church is to teach the 
child in the way he should go it must control the environment 
of the community to such an extent that agencies that hinder 
progress in spiritual development will hpld no place of import- 
andoe. When the church wields such a powerful influence within 
a community that it can control environment, through educational 
programs and Vy creating public sentiments for things that are 
ri^t and pure and good, it will be giving each child within 
the community an adequate heritage*
1.,
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I Early Hietory of. Religijoti6.EdUcatl,on. . . -
, V ( - K ■
A. Poundation In Jewish Education In Bellgion.
. ^
-EfeligiCn has always-depended upon e'dUoatiohal-iS^thdas of'
Botfe soft 'to- pr'opogate Itselif* This has heen-'fespeCialiy'tfu^- 
of the religious develo'pm'ew^i 'ih'the -Old ahd Hew-'IdstanfelitB 
Beli-gio'Us Education'has hevfe^he^n emiE»hasrzed'--*ehougl^’'to''5redt ' 
the needs- of the time hht it has left its impress in history.
Vary have thou^tlessly- failed tp give the-educational process 
'the"’Credit due it for it iVT very plain that every great-forward 
movement of history depends upon education and every great move­
ment in religion copiep from religious education- One of the 
early examplee of tills is the way in which God schooled and 
trained the children of Israel in Eg^t and in -the wildferriess be-, 
fore he tdok them into the promised land to conquer enemi’es and 
to huild up a nation-
In tHie -Books' of the Law are- found a- number- bf sta'temenbs which 
-show the emphasis-which-the J^s ealrl-^ placed upori-ehe religious 
training fif- the children. -One of the-most challenging calls IS 
'the’-b'ne that is'Taught to every boy and girl'* in a reli-^ious’- 
-Jewishi home or-bdiiobl, ‘Hbari- O- Israel-: Je-hovah our God ib" one 
-Jehbve^i'-hnd thbu- shalf'-lc’Ve: Jehovah thy-God with all •thj?' heart 
■and with ell thy soul and %i'th al-l thy might. And -these-■wbi^ds''- 
whichr I'’ooifciand the® this day, shall be upon thy heart: and thou 
shhlt"teach them deligently unto thy children, and dhAlt talk 
of t,h°F when thou sitteth in thy house, and when thou walkest 
by the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up.
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And thou shalt hind them for a sign upon thy hand, and they shall
he for frontlets between thine eyes- And' thod shalt write them
upon thfeL door pos.ts of thy house., an,d upon the gateB^"j^ -
'This is one of the heat evidences thfere is^ th, show, tl^t ^esus
himself waa carefully taught, in home, in the synp-go^e schools 
and perhaps ^in more advanced-schoo^l In his day questions. „and 
answers. T?ere, usin the synagp^e-on the Sabbath day in the after­
noon. Since Jesus, was naturally deeply interested in religion he 
^us-thave retained everything .he heard at those for^m .meetings 
and thiB. enabled him to answer the questions of the doctors ^in the
temple •
B.
The contribution of Jesus as a Tea’clieri
^ ithffPther up to date in his methods, according o 
teaching Ab a question
r,.L. ..»o. .t
Y««-tViod and the discourse ,and lecture
‘i-t _ -
* . a story to mahe the tr^th mo.rq Jivia
ri.'
ness and success in his worh. .
I',, Deut. 6:4r^*
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C« Tlie Reformatidn and'Education ♦
In tliis'^irea^’ent not every epoch in ihe Sevelpjiin'ent 
religious education can he dlscuBsed* Only the inxportani‘ BteL^s 
can he considered, therefore, the eafly catechet^cal shhools of 
th^^'time of^'CleniSnt of Aloacandria'anil Origen-J ‘ the'monastic schools 
of' the dark'^^ages; 'thS court'^seiiOois 6f''*Chariema^e And the early 
mediaeval universities cah merely he mentioned as a part of the 
great school system of' the xMrch. Eellgious Education in those 
timfefl waV far difltefent ffom 4hat is now thought of hy those- terms 
hut it was the teaching of the church, in religion.
When^'tho Reformation of'^'^wingli, Lulief; Cdlvid'-and'Knox 
Oame on, the 'chief method 'of p'ropogation. of' the inew doctrines 
waS hy' education so Reformation schools were begun in which 
the catechism was taught*' These schools of the early period of 
the Refoimation mark the greatest period of advance in Christian 
educatiohi up to that time, sihce the second century. When" the 
reformers used’educatioh to accomplish their missioh'thb*'mother 
church had to c^mhat learning'on ft'a own footing so she estAhlish.- 
ed schools also. ^ It wS.& Ignatious Layola who saw this opportun­
ity for the mother church to hold her hoys and girls so he es­
tablished^ the teaching order and the Jesuit Schools. ^
Following the revival of interest 'in education at the time 
of the Teformation' the' tide ebbed and' did not become high a''gain 
"until the revival at the albse hf the '17th century^
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II The^HiSe &nd Devfelopmeht of'tHe SunSay School Movement.
Ihd strong Wee^leyan Revival for a time shook England and 
caused a counter sentiment against the ,irreligion, illiteracy, 
and degeneracy of the day, hut even the glow from this fire 
faded in time and conditions became almost intolerable once 
more. Robert Eaikes, the editor of the Gloucester Journal saw* *5 V « J . » iA ' J 1 . ' > J,
this condition and was stirred by it* He decided to use the 
columns of his paper to combat the opposition and clean up the. 
filth. While he was writing one of his editorials, depicting 
the awful conditions in the ^pidsons he saw the ragged, dirt^, and 
profane children playing in the .street below. He decided in- 
stantly that prison refonrm would avail nothing if those boys were 
destined to fill the prisons tomorrow so he* decided to try to
provide training for the jpoor children who had no educational' ■* % ^ ^
opportunities.
In ^hat year^ 1780, Robert ^ikes ^thered Bome..of these 
children off the streets and secured teachers at a shilling a 
day to teach them on Sunday, between the hours of from 10 to' j - . • . " -r •- 11,’^ I ‘
IS A.M. and from 1 to 4 P.M. plan worked very well froi; the
first but these were not schools In religious instruction; they 
were secular schools conducted on Sunday. The ^greatest difficulty 
was to secure teacher ^d in 1784 a society for the propagation 
of the plan was organized, taking as its name "The Sunday-School 
Society of London.” The revivalists saw in this movement a 
great opportunity and ins.tmmeni for instruction in religion, and 
substituted volunteer for paid teachers, and with this obstacJ-e 
of paying teachers removed the ^lovement spread with great
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rapidity<r, in 1787 the'ntaiiUe]^^^nrolled is aald to haverbeen tvo 
lumdr-ed and fifty thotisand* • ' a
A .few. years - after these ^aehoola were begun. J.n'England they 
werij brought to American. jOne of th^ first schools'patterned 5 
aftan the plan o^tBalhea was ‘conducted by William Elliot in 
Virginia about 1785. Xt majnx^^in teaching .redding so-that* 
the boys -and girls mr^t 'be able to rsad -Sod's -wordi In 1790 
the Eirst Day Sunday-School Society was organized in Philadelphia. 
This movement was sponsored- in its early-stages In this country 
by the followers of Wesley.^ . - * ' - -
* Dntil after the .war of 1812 little progresa Waa nad?. - - 
Eevertheless, there was a growing interest in aundayy^School- 
education-. Soon the rise of ^Unions?','for the*promotion of . 
Stmday-School work came and they were organized in the leading ^ 
cities:.,Kew York 1816, Boston 1816, Philadelphia 1817i *By the 
year 1850. some of the leading -dehominatldns „had also organized 
Sunday-School Unions and thevSunday-School Unions and the 
Sunday School was rapidly growing popular-
The organization of this movement in America centers around
•A,
some brave pioneers who faced the trackless forest and carried 
the idea into the far western prairies where neither church
V ^
nor school had been located. In the lonely homes of the forest 
or plains these promoters were God.-sent visitors bringing 
literature to brighten the hut and to cheer and comfort the
V V
soul.
The curricula in these schools was very simple. Much 
of it was simply the Bible but the Catechism was frequently 
used especially for the instruction of the young. These early
CatecfiiBriB "were written in- tl^e- question ian4w^wer fashion-^and 
were ’basdd'-entirel^y-upon-.the-Bihle. -Often-times the questions 
were- abstract hut the 'chi-ldren were require^ to :%earn the 
'meanihgidss answer se-that they^might have it twenty-five years 
iater,** to h6*’^inpl©yed when-.theyrwera tersptftd*
too much-value-and importance canno.t ,he pl&cqd upo^i these 
"early schoolsi Where'’'the.achoi)l8.were .first planted in the 
small frontier settlement, the people became accustomed to 
'to gather for spiritual. edlficatiom Soon; a circuit rider 
would come along and preach s'crmons and exhort the m^embers to 
become publio confesaors. of Chri&t* ^fhen a sufficiently large 
number of’Christians'-were found atjone point a-little church 
was begun* Some of these -churches-were begun with* a-very sc^ll 
nucleus but grew rapidly for they were frequently ip the centre 
or village for years. It was throu^ this method chiefly that 
the Methodist Episcopal Church spread its arms into every
Ha m
section of the western territory.
Ill Teachftr Training and its Effect upon Religioxie
i ^
Education.
- . * . ■
Tho first essential of a teacher of religion is a sterling
character and a vital religious life. Nothing can take the place 
of that and any attempt to substitute a knowledge of educational 
technic for spiritual values will end in failure. On the other 
hand, that is not enough to make a succes&ful Sunday School 
teacher- No school system can rise above the ability of its 
teachers and teaching is a highly specialized art which is now
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■becoming rai sclecice witfe tlie-appli cation of Jifotte rn-psycho It) gy 
.and,vPedago:gy. ^teatshing .rell"gion B'otJi -tlia sciehce of'-teach­
ing and the fonce, .of .pereona'll-ty 'and ^vit^' Chrfsiiiari l^fe muVt 
"bp .used, in^ .order to teach effectively*. ^
Tha Smi4ay:SchQoa teacher te-AmdriCd had^-'bdeh -her-
time ^imselfishly upo& a volunteer hasis*^-and this-will echiinua 
aq-'for cwometime. to eoma^ "’'In the’ early history'thh'danger‘in 
that was possihly not as great as it has 'become more recently. 
During the. risa of the early Siuiday School in America the 
-educational standards for teachers Were not'so high-as they 
have become, ao' there was .not much difference-'be tween ’the 'eStreation 
of the'Sunday* S^chool teacher and' the-'ptiblic^sChtfbl^ teache'r*. The 
teacher of-^religi^sa^ now needs a mote thorou^^ tx^ai&ing, b'^aring 
directly on what she has to teach, than was ever before nbees- 
sary. Hence the importance -of the teacher training movement.
IV 5he Growing Curripulm.
What would be said of tha-system-of publib'schboUs'^ of-a 
city if the curriculum had' not been changed^ at more' th^"*bne 
or two points -during the past-fifty years? There are* a few 
institutions of higher learning, of-which that can' be said.
They■ are-.attempttng-to equip the GhriStiane ©f to-day the same 
as they did their grandfather. Yet, if the grandfather was^‘^ 
to^live-in the*-changed^world-since his time he woulS recd^ize 
that-'the ways of doing things have-.beeh'Changeft InHearly ever 
sphere of life*.
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In Bome'^reapects tlie Sunday S^cliool hae not changed-much, 
in -the last -fifty ^earh* We-are etill-^gi-Ting^atbut the same 
amotmt of time- that was given- to. the-'leashn'at that time« ^e' 
curricula too must he a changing things With that aB With 
living things-j when, growth atopa decay and weakfteSs-hegln-to set 
in'* fhe materials must he teated continually^ hnd aiTter^ they are 
tested and -changed- and adapted to meet certain conditions and 
needs, an efficient educational system will he worked out* But 
hy the .tlfte'-theae materials are put into hook form some investi­
gators will have found some new methoda that are‘'successful and 
somehow material which la hotter^, so the-hooks of'a*few yedrs ~ 
past will he out. of" date* A denomination therefora,* cannot* 
produce a eet of lesson and. then-'ez|>eot to^have thBm>-Up tos^date ' 
for a very long time for the materials in a field as new as that 
of religious, education, where research is -only heginlng:’to he 
made, will~he antiquated cverjnlght*
Sincj) the curriculumwill^-not liva.on Its' past reputation 
the .problem of what the., curricula should consist frequently come 
upir t Some 'schools will prefer td have -the teachers prepare'their 
own ctirricula to' suti the pupils which they are- teaching* Hany*l 
teachers either- are not willing to^take-thatlreBponsihility or 
are incapable of measuring the relative worth of two' bodies of 
subject matter* B'or this reason it seems that those teachers 
who have made a careful study of religious education subject ^ 
matter should shape the courses far those who are-hot, wiirihg 
to undertake that work*
The .problem the’-.progressive teacher must constantly face '
is- liow to* presdnt. the truth he wishes to .teach^ in*-'the.
^he most, receni^ Ih'^es^lgatlohSi To acpompllsh^-thijs he must *t&he 
the best boolss her. ean* .find and suppl'ement^ these^with the lateBt> 
material-that hsh-^been discovered* By^.d^ng-this -he*will-'have 
the ever-changingiYcutricula ^d the-tbaoher.’who teaches the' 
same.,graded material fiox twb eonseeutive years* will not realUy 
have, the same lesson:-
V The New Conception of Education*
'* The concept!on. of education withia the* xhurch has ^changed more 
in the- last ten years tt had in heveralr times that-’^l-ength^sof..
time, previ'oualyu s'The time* f or instruction onlyJ hah passed*' Edu­
cation, in Its modern sense is a wider term of-which? ins tbuotion 
is only a part« Schools are now beginning to realize that they- 
must not simply meet but that they muat teach somethihg"* Now " 
instead of teaching the Bible as an .end in itself the BlblCr is 
beginning tube used in the'teaching of Christian life* Thfettr:. 
malcea. the Bible a means and not an. end; that makes knowledge-ec 
means, and'.life an end. This makes a great difference in coft-- > 
ductings a-wchool for education, ,in this gew senBe^ does not deal 
with.emy One^p'art:.of llfe-j but with the whole -of iti. It trains 
every'par.t of *the .individual: the^ affeotionav^iihe^appreolaticnBi 
the-loyaltieai, the dbyptione, and the aspirations:* Purther:; it^ 
goes down tOu.the:'springs of action, and influences:.conduct-;-shapes 
character, guides, achievement, and determines deatinyS ^This >> 
kind .of education trains the heart as well^as the-headTj it'in-' 
flue.nc0S the will in: making deoisionh^and provides motives^ fox
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self direction'. It makes aiJpoal-'to tlie conscience, stimulates 
self-respect, creates regard for others,^and sets up the law of
' - * V
allegience to the common good - in short, it deals with the. whole
> w ^
uerson and his relationships emd not only a part. Vl^t life dt 
its fullest and best demands of the individual, that the modern 
education seeks to supply. The things that must he supplied to 
meet this need are: Firsts usable knowledge, which will help in 
gathering other knowledge and will further serve as a guide to
i
action, conduct, character, and service to others. Second, ri^t
- -t. *
attitudes that will result in fruitful interests, hi_^ ideals, 
worthy loyalties, fine appreciations, Ipve for the good and distaste 
fcr evil, the inclination to service and a true Christ-like view
I . * - 1"
of life. Third, skill in living; which means the power and in­
clination to carry the knowledge gained and the attitudes developed 
directly over ipto daily life snd conduct, thua transforming them
into action, huilding them into hahit, character^ and achievement.
Ho part of the life is to he omitted from, the educational 
ideal, no fundamental need is to be neglected';, no power, physical, 
mental, social, or spiritual is to be left out. The public achbol 
will be chiefly responsible for the physical and mental, while the 
church must be largely responsible for the social and entirely re­
sponsible for the spiritual or religious development. These two
^ -i.
agencies working side by side and in coordination with each other 
should build up two parallel systems of schools, one conducted by 
the state and one by the church, that will be able to fully develop 
and train the four-fold nature of man and meet the demands which
life puts upon the modem citizen of the state and the church.
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yj Organizations. J'osterlng Heliglous JSducstion*
^ t ^3 "to
The modem religious education program Is supported by the 
churches in a number of different ways* The following organizations 
are imder official denominational control, so do their worh with 
denominational support:
1* The Commission of Heligious Bducatlon of the federal 
Council of Churches of Christ in i^erlca*
2« The Sunday School Council of Bvangellcal ^Denominations* 
3* The Council of Church Boards of Bducatlon*
4* -The International .Sunday School Leaaon .Committee*
5* The Missionary Bducatlon Movement*
6. The World's Sunday School Asaaeiatlon*
*.* . •• ■» I
These three organizations are interdenominational:
1* The American Sunday School Union*
S* The International Sunday School Association* 
3* The Heligious Education Association*
i r -
1
This program of training could not be carried on by one denomina
J . V 4 ^ ^ f »
tion alone^unless it happened to by the only church functioning
♦ ^ —‘ir '"v
in a certain community* The organizations named above give a good 
idea of what is now being done in a cooperative way* More than 
this must be done before sufficient progress can be made; the denom- 
inations must arrange a more inclusive lnter->denominatlonal pro- 
gram for the local community* This might take the form of an in­
terdenominational committee on Week-Day Religious Instruction as 
■ has been done in Mew York City and other places- Other organizations 
Will be formed ^s the-wbrk hevelops* ■*'"
There are- also some non-denominational agencies which have
1
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educational programs that must he considered in. formulating a 
unified educational program* Some ^f the leading ones are, 1. The 
Young Hen’s Christian Association* 2* The Young Women’s Christian 
Association. 3. The National Young People*s Society of Clxriatian 
Endeavor. 4* The Boy Scouts* 5. The Girl Scouts. 6. The Camp- 
Pire Girls* 7- The Woodcraft League of America. 8. The Boy’s 
Brigadek 9. The Knights of King Arthur. In addition to these should 
be added temperemce, missionary, reform and recreational organiza­
tions, all of which 3aave an educational program of one hind or 
smother.
The worh of these organizations d^ands the highest credit for 
the-part they'occupy in the lives'xf. :the. children .>^,t>they-are fre­
quently parasitic orga3aizations which live off of the church,
"drawing away children and funds for the up building of outside in­
stitutions; others build up private forttmes for the managers an^E 
owners of the copyri^ted manuals around which the organizations 
are built; others render real help to the local church but refuse 
to be modified in the interest of a balanced educational program."^
Such exploitation as that is what the church must guard against* 
Ho org^ization that works for its own glory rather than for that 
of the local church and the whole church, is a suitable partner for 
the church to have in the important work of imparting religious in­
struction to its children.
1. Athearn "Religious Education and American Demororacy", pp.237, 
Pilgrim Press 1917*
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X The .Organization*
The denominations have heen slow tV rise up to meet the needs* 
in education within their churches* There have heen enterprises 
launched t,o meet launched to meet certiain ,great n^iis 'hut wl^n -th® 
movement had^^rown a short time d-t h^s hecpme static^^ without' 
ing a part^pf the jcomhlned jo^Qi^irzkt%on of the; churp^:;.*^ Thif^,has lead
* ■>' ’ V ■» .‘T “bJ ’ 4fji •”*' J"
to a niamher pf_Vr£ani-zatlohs- within the chhr^h that-, ape adverse, to
cooperation with the general program of the church. These must he 
chan^d gradually" and dncorporateli dhto the regular machinery of the 
church in a ppdgram that will challen^ comhined forces.
It was. forinerly believed “by denominational leaders that the edu­
cational program of the church should he, organized-around- the- ^oard 
of Puhlications -so there was created under the hoard a Siinday School 
Department. In this scheme the educational secretary and his staff 
were employees of the Puhlication Society. ,They ^ent out into the 
churches to carry the educational^ ideals represented hy the publications
of the denominations. The con^trol in .such Instancesi rested dir.ecthy 
upon the denominational publishing agent. The cpllpgeB,.and other dn-
stitution.8 were organized under an independent chupch. hoard... Sometimes «• «
the publishing society organizes, a s_pparata Young People's Department, 
coordinated with the Sunday School Board. This brings a divided 
educational program, inta the. local church, recognizes a breach between i
elementary and higher education, places the responsibility^and^ 
direction, for education in the hands of a board which is npt primarily 
responsible for educational work, and subjejcts the interests of the 
elementary schools to the political and commercial combinations which 
grow out of the complicated interrelationships of overhead boards
&0
wWcli ^ye_no^j)riinar7 ^esponBitillty- for .education. Under e^h
an, organization it wi^l be.dznpoe&llDXe for the churo]i^ to deyel6t>
a great educational program* .
"Men and women with education^il vijBion,. teclmlcal skill 
and prbfeSBional ideals will not he attracted to a system 
in which their talents ajid. ideals aye suhordinate^ to 
eoninercial ^d‘ missionary'Interests.“ ^n'l.ess^t*he church’'can 
assure its educate,rs academ^'O freedpm and^a-proilessional 
opportunity on a par with, that offered in^ seculhi* “education, 
medicine, theology, law or the other learned professions, 
it will he doomed to a mediocre educational leadership.
Ken and women of outstanding ability will not waste their 
days trying to institute an educational program, as the 
under secretaries of other men who are not professionally 
competent to supervise them and whose major interest is 
not education. If the church is to develop great religious, 
educators, it must fuxnish the conditions whichTwlll attract 
the strongest men and women of the .country to this field, 
of service."^
Diagram I shows a newer and better plan of' organization."'
if
This is being used in whole or in part by some denominations and 
as rapidly as changes can be made, will probably be approximated
more nearly by more denominations. In this plan the Boat'd of
*. . 1 i V r ^ C ’■' * ‘I ,
Education is one of the various boards but maintains a place in
the first rank, deriving its authority directly from the General 
Synod, Conference or Convention. Its responsibility is to that 
body and to no other and it is responsible for all the educational 
work of the denomination. It coordinates the work for Young People, 
supervises elementary sciioQls and schools of hl^er learning and 
sends to the local church a workable, unified program. In the local 
church theibe is a ccmmiittee on education which is t^ie local church
. . • f •committee. It is the duty of this local committee to select the 
Director of Education and he nominates the teachefs and officers 
1. Atheam, A National System of Education,pp.78, Doran Co'°.''l920.
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and recoimnendB a program for the 15cal church* This program 
is administered by principals 'of dspaTtments, assiated by.., 
Burpervisors and secretaries* The'prlncipa'ls reach the 
children through class teachers and leaders of coordinated 
clubs'and societies . ‘ This diagram shows hdw the educationeil 
- program of the denomination would reach the children in the 
loc_al 'church.. ‘ .
II Purpose.
The church is not ^ organization, engaged in-doing'-two princi­
ple things, preaching and ;^acl4ng* ^It is engaged^ in^a^ single 
undertaking of which both teaching and worship are inseparable 
parts* The form of educational organization, then, cannot be 
conceived without an understanding of the comprehensive purpose 
of the church. It Is not a case of planing a parallel program 
of education along side a church program of worship! it is a 
society of men and woman cooperating in God's purpose of saving 
the world.
The purpose of th^ organization fox religions in the de­
nomination may be stated as follows: To provide moral and re­
ligious education for its children. If the. denomination really 
has the welfare of the boys and girls at^heart it will neither 
spare any effort nor lose any opportunities to provide them 
with the best rooms, matarlals and, teachers, for. their inatruc- 
tion. To help the child is not sufficieotj the .-parents also 
must be taught so that the home influences may be what they
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ought to-he .In hrder that the 'child my have -ah early taste 'o f' 
Christian love .and^ conduct in ‘life-.- ^ *
111 Finemcea.
. . % aJ A i
S*rom the, n^ney which tha church memher pay-*f6r taxeb- in his 
communi'tyi a part is- taken Xor school purposes A cei-taih per­
centage-is. Set. aside for puhlic education, elementary, secondary,^ 
and even tha state university. Educational opportunities will' 
not h^ adequate under the common, carelessi cUBtom of proVidin'g’ 
for, preaching, mustC; rtfis&ions and- things of that kihd, bat afeav- 
ins-education to shift for itsdlfi 'The church^withfiut'a'-hadget- ' 
for-children* is strikih^ exldhfi'on^hf eelTiahhess in rel^gicn, 
ifi shameful contrast to- fevsry dSOent human famil^; It has no*"^ 
active- consoieSioc for Childhood; it does not believe in the future, 
afad7i;ti.d'oefii not. believe in-* the Christian way of working* ffh^ ^ 
church-should organise- to support' the* schobl'- fdhahciaiiy'thbrety'^'^ 
allowihg^tho children to^ givfe their'offering fOf-'missions or- 
sgm^hing- that-shows some definite results and-encourages-th^' 
to^contintie and to enlarge, their gifts. '
, lo get th®.,church^vt6 .support the Sunday School or whdle 
educational-prdgram is ,a..mhtt€fr of education on the part of the 
church members themselves;, this ^m&y bedone through-presenting 
a budget for expenses in.-detail-,' showing exactly^what-is-nS*Sded 
and how much is naeded. The statem'ent,.should' be 'iJrei)ared'‘by ' - *•
conference between the-church~b6ard-of-religiodS education^’and-" * ’*
thOifinance committee-or-whatever the dorreEq^dfiding body-may be ' 
called«
The budget shduld be m^de^ to'meet all tlib'educational'ex-* 
penses in tlie*loeal churcli. It dare'^'no-t give d li'tVl^ voUltary' ’• 
encouragement'and'then allow the organization'to go’begging'-f6r 
the remainder of it. ffhe-usual Jhetjaode ^are a disgrace^'tb Chria--^' 
tianityi Every one who career for children, ftvdry one "whd’hafe 
any aenee of the parental reaponelbility of the Ohurch,\^ougiiit ‘ 
to.'looh/ihto-the^'budget of his* churfch-and^-ash-whether thd children 
are being trearted with the same practical lovd that he would show 
to his .own -children-at home* What kind' of a family W’buld It be if* 
the parents would set aside tin parcent of their funds fo'ir all the 
needs of the children^ and theh calmly encduragS' those ehildren^'td' 
turn .abhut fift^hn^per cent of the total Supportiof-thd'^emilyt^^'^^* 
Is >it Christ-ieui' for. ^idulta td^regard- their'*exj^enaes-ias ^paramount 
and those of their ohlldren as -incidental? The figures given afe * 
not simply femcy, they are the actual results of what is going on* 
The Presbyterian Church in Canada made a number- of official studies 
in relative expenditures ‘fo^^'childr.en; ‘the-y" show- that -the aveiTage - ^ 
expenditure for religious educational vork-%aB ^about 6 'per“cent of 
the tatal.vbudgat;.-in'buildings about 4 per centj^in Inu^in abo'ut ’
4 per-cent* Plgurea- gathered in the United Btates shdW less than
a
10 .per cent of thet- tatalbudget, while-the Inter-Church Survey in­
dicates nearer.-2-per cent-directly for ^und^-School8V
Matters of this'kind* go deeper- th^-^the-'finahbial slgnific^ce'f 
they are matters of'religidus, triinihgt Thife car'^leeSj'* unthinking, 
selfish', custom most-effectively and con&tahtl-y-iteacHel^ adults'that 
religion .can be taken in 'terns of self-ihterest, ein'd that" cTiildren 
are negligible* It also constantly and forcibly teaches the same
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l«8son& to cliildren. It tends .to make them regard the church,‘ . Z2%
not as a society that loves them hut rather as one which escploits^ ^ : i ^ 'll- . \
them^ a society, that is ^concerned, with them only in the light of 
thei-r potential and future value as adherents. And thus it makes 
impossthle,the,full use of that spiri^tual education of which we ^ 
hevOr'h®®^ speaking, the eTperiehce for the ^yo^g,' df life in a 
society that loves them. So when the deh-^Ainetlon is oiginizing* ' - V . ' ' ''I''*.,
for the progr^ of religious education it must set apart a 
liberal part of its budget to invest in education from the cghdle 
roll to the graduate school Of the university. Nothing is too 
good for the child. What is invested in the training of a life is
*• t V ' • " . .
capable^ of bringing a larger interest than any investment in stocks., 
bonds or real-estate. Let the church show the child that she believi 
in him by providing the training that will help him to help himself.
IV Programs^
L s» ^ . r
When the denomination organizes fully to carry on an adequatej i *'..4 iv
pro^am of religipus edncation it will possibly find it can best' • ' *1 ’ ^ r j c. ' ..t 4 ^ V i j; w :j ,
do this work ^through a board of Christian Bducatots that will have 
as its foiuadation work something as^ follows: The board will have 
charge of all tl^e denomijiational aqtivities and interests in rel­
igion or Christian.education. It will carry on research by sur­
veys. shall work out and suggest programs for tha churches in train-!
for Christian life and service, reaching from the home through
* • »
the churches, comm^ities, schools., colleges, Tiniversities and 
seminaries, including in its sqope also all social, recreational
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amuB^ent, and 'benevblent inaiitutiene and-o'tganizatiohs/ 
cooperate with organizations havii^g^ similar* o-bje6tive§, and will 
adapt all programfff'iyf^hatever character io the ‘dihomfnational
• «« 1,^. ^ <#needs and ideals
The average church has a multiplicity^bf looefeljr-affillated 
drganizatlohs with more or -leSs^ clearly aefined'^educktio£ial'’aimB 
but they cannot get together in one unified program of education. 
This is contrary to the ordinary laws of good reasoning# When 
one wants an education in technology-'he goes to a school of-techno 
logy; ha does not attempt to get’^part of his ‘education In 'one 
organization, part*'in''another School-,--^d-part some other-plac'd.^- 
he is in‘a school where the specialists of the field are brought 
together.
The church can no longea: think of this program of Religious 
Education^ as a plan .i’or tr^eferring to yptuig minds those ideas 
which oldei*. minds have selected as suitable or necessary for the 
young. The larger, better, and mpre modem view of religious 
education is to provide all growing persons with such a continous, 
varied and ccmplete experience of living in a religious society, that 
that mode of life will reveal the practicability of these laws, the 
satisfaction of these ways, and will develop in them abilities, 
fom in them controlling mptives, and engage th^ir powers in its 
purposes. The true aim of the pro^am should be to make men 
affectively will this human living^of ours, in spiritual terms, 
terms that make possible, social^good will, instead of warring 
lust for things. The program of the church must seek to develop 
in men the purpose and abilities of the Christian social order.
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I.t must deal'with, the^ e^qperiences, *^the indtlTes', powers
of -gersons so. that they not only ardently wilf tfii'V social order
hut. so -that they -hfecoBie active ooope‘ratbrs ih^enaOlirig all tb Vin 
andto realize it.. The educational aim to he held high at all times 
is ths' one-whioh the Master esqpressed in ^His grea^t 'grayer'; ‘*Tiiy 
kingdonr-corned thy wim^e done oi -earth-^a^sMt'Us’^in Wven.*f ^
Concrete programs dn their detailed “'form mdst" be'arranged
separately for each individual denomination but in working out* 
those programs those who have'it in*charge must remember^ the
importance of their-taskr tfiey musl-in mind Ihe compieie in-
dividual and-aim to tduc£“-and*s0ii7i?uaiize' all 6f\li conduct ^d 
thinking.’ '
^ Training Schools. «•
nie various denominations encourage .different jnetliods. o^ train- 
ing for leadersMp. ^ This is an. essential fart of the,-organized 
program^for the church and the 4enomina^i<^n^. Ho,t ^pnly the minister 
must be trained properly for his work but the layman must do his
part Intelligently and he cannot do that without a ceritain. amount 
of training.
Perhaps one of the most popular ways of training jyorkere, for 
the-Sunday Schools is t^ Summer Assembiy. , Most-denominatione^have 
recently been holding these in different parts of their terrijipyy 
with good success and it promises to be one of the beat..wayB pf' 
reaching the busy, volunteer S^day School for ,a^hlje dur­
ing her vacation in the summer. These conferenpes shpuld npl^ be
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limited; to .cliureh achool teaclietP o_ff>^cerB -'but >9 opened 
those "who axe prospac-tive teacihers :^,o that they may receive .the 
betiefit of thia trainin-g before they be gin-the w^oxk ^of a regular
teacher* < v ■ » y -
Another way which is b^ing .used with good results ,by some 
colleges and educs.tiona3t'ihatit.utions imder church control is 
thdt nftSxtension courses, conducted, by the instructor* Where this 
method is used a Sequent conference or institute held for sereiral 
days at the institution serves well tp .bring^togethpr,loose ends 
of -the .course and make, deeper impression upon the students*
The method,most effective for a denomination or a segnent of a 
denomination must be arranged- by the leaders in that part of the 
churdh for no two cases are similar* Suffice it to say tlmt, the 
ohruoh college should in some way reach out throu^.its instructors 
in religious education sand,, in s sense supervise ^d- try to J.mprove 
the work done'in the'^-local churche8'^br’'‘that particular territdry*• • P . ^ M
iThls mathcd may lead-: to^ districting the denomination lnt,o. certain 
sections, for each one of-whichj pn.e of the church .col.legea is^ 
resi^onsible for training leadership. -
The most efficient way-of training leaders, .for Ihe chprch 
sohooL work la that of the community training, schools. This is 
not denominational but interdenominational, .but there can be no 
interdenominational work or cooperati^on until there are two ^or 
mere denominations who ar^e jready tq .unite their local resourpes; 
namely* members ^d influence for the task^ ,npt these schools
Should be sponsored by the shurches but by the churqh people and 
all other Christieuas of the community. The denomination should 
make every effort to have such schools conducted in communitiea.
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irhexe the^ labor for they provide better training at a lover cost 
than any one or few churches could do Tn a community to the ex­
clusion of the’larger number of churches. 'The most "'typical 
community school is the pioneer one conducted by the dity of Malden, 
Massachusetts fof the pas^‘sdveraX years* ‘Sim'ilaf schools have 
been organized in a ntcnber of ‘ cities' throughout' the'^coiuatry
until it is now evident that the ’dehominations can best train their 
church school worksers in these community schools conducted^ in &e 
evening* S'or the more'specialized leaders special courses must be 
Placed in the-college curriciilhi
VI ^ Measuring^ei|ultj3.
-1 '‘•v
> r ^ i ^ ^ Km
The church as other Institutions is beginning to look arovind 
to see- if It cemnot find some way to measure its results. It is a 
tir'esome work in any line of activity if one cannot tell to some 
extent-what progresa is being made* 'Hitherto, about all the church* 
did in mea8ufing’'progreBS or decline was to base its reports on 
eithef* finanOial or -numerical Wtatistics*. Secause of Vts natu’re rel 
igi-otte and spi-ritual' growth is difficult to measure, hence, when 
this question is broached some may ask at once: ^"How far can the 
modem efficiency-test he" applied to all church work; or have-'-its 
in some activities' such ad' finance and 6ther'business, while not
in. those-matters* df-a'more'Bpibithal nature such as prayer and
wd'rShip? "Can ii be used lna.a voluntary organization as it is in
. • 4 r I ^ vtv* ’ ' *one where a pay-f611‘is an incentive to^best endeavor?" The fault 
which business' men ff^qudn'tly find ^Ith ohufckes 'is that they are
n
not run. at all in .a 'busine^a iLike way. Jhat ie lees true^than it 
formerXay was for the church is eliminating dup_lj.cated machinery
" ' - » w x/ *»■ ft..
more every year. More and more,-the machinery in^it’ds beginning 
to run like the clock work of a great, .factory whore each, employee
* ^ £ m
has a certain responsib^Jt^.^ But the. only^w^y tp know whether 
that machinery is doing Its^ proper work is to tpat it, ^d the only 
way to know- if .the different parts of the f^icto^ry are turning out^ 
enough goods that is propejrly made is to keep records and to in­
spect the product. These same, principles .must be applied to the 
work in religious education if progress is properly registered and 
if the* denomination is -to know where it is. oppratin,g upon^a wron^^ 
and unprofitable basis in. every respect. ‘ r . , .
To meet this long felt need, efficiency-, tests, have been and 
are being constructed whereby the progress of spiritual growth of 
the children can- easily be traced* Some of these teats have been 
used,-with a ^ea,t^ Aeeree. of. success and will bemused, wi^thout dqubt, 
more and more, as. they are^.perfseated? ^ j
Examinations in written form Imye ijot bcch used with much ^ 
success in the church school. The reason for this seeming to be^
*i ..L .• »
that they have .not been o^st in ^the proper^ form. JiThen the ex­
amination that requires little, writing, as the "True^ and 5“alse^ 
Tests" and others, are used in groups of children from the junior 
age up to the Youhg.,Becple’b .Department,^ .there wf^l be no great
objection to them. . y
JPro^.er, record keeping is essential to success in ■business,.
One of tlie grjeat 3^4ioapa in tUe lo,cal .ohuroli and in .deno^national 
reports is tha-unreli^tUity of statistical reports. The
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dejxomin'atibnSl leaders and local'workers "both, realize tlxe 
importance of records "but still records are' irdorly icept in many 
churches* The reason is plain; no one has "been trained to write^ 
up church reports S0‘ that they mean much 'to a congregation ot 
conference or synodical reports so that the figures and statistics 
there heoome vital to siny except the expert who has imagination 
and interest enough to find out what they really mean. Well kept 
and reliable records can be used in so many different useful ways 
that much is missed by allowing them to remain an unattractive non- 
vital group of figures•
Surveys as a method in measuring results in progress are now 
being used in projects and business of all kinds. Becently they 
have been made ^^t those carried on b^, the Committee on Social 
and Religious d^rveys have been epoch making- The recent study of 
'^Ihe Religious Education of Protestants in an American Common­
wealth", (The Indiana Survey, Walter S* Atheam, Pirector) is the 
moat complete and scientific study ever made in the field of 
religious leaders and the method is being applied more generally 
than ever before* Hence, a great awakining has come, and earnest 
Christians find out the truth in regard to the undesirable condl-.^ 
tions which exist in a place ahd/ibre''da]>able of remedying those 
conditions•
These various ways of measuring results, while comparatively 
new in their uses, are causing new methods to be adopted in many 
denominational activities, until it appears that it will not be 
long until the intelligent laymen, working with the professionally 
trained leaders in the church, will organize for religious edu-
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oation, in equally as efficient a way as the public school activi­
ties are carried on, or, as the factory, in which the layman works 
five or six days a week, is run* Only when that time arrives, will 






BDUCATIOr iSVANGfeLISM IN tm' 'CHdRCft
Why ^ ehurch Uses: The’EtsmgeliBtic Method.
Thetpresent emphasis on religious education is not to be , 
understood'as a depreciation of tl^ evangelistic spirit* Kather^
. ; “ •« vv ♦ - ‘ ^1 * '
ift is a plea for another and a better kind of evangelism* The 
trouble with much of thee older evangelism was that it was not ^ 
evangelistic enough. It.appealed to a part of ma^ and left another 
part out. It tried to grip the will without winni;ig the assent of
the mind. Whe» Paul urged hi^ converts to bring every thought into
V V fc - ' - ' \
captivity to the obedience of Clurist, he gave an admirable definl- 
tion of religious’education. It is-capturing man»sgthought fpr 
Christ. Prom the time of Paul .and early founders of the, church,
I'
Christendom was a glowing emotional and frequently a teaching^re^-s V ,
igion* But as the church aged, and the shackles of stagnation, 
formalism and dognatism settled upon it the emotional element of 
religion wds gradually snuffed out. This reached its zenith in 
t.-ha pre-Reformation period and, the Protestant church was o;-iginated 
to correct that wrong. Before Luther, Zwingli, Calvin and other 
reformers^ began to preach and teach that man was bishop of his 
own soul, personal religious experience,^ direct responsibility of^ 
individual to God, and the power coming from a living faith were
», . r ' ■ -j a. ' i ' - —
X** ^ ^
an
practically unknown. The^soul of Christianity was dead even if the 
body did seem to>be}alive.
It was only natural: for the new church leaders to emphasize 
the necessity of a change if Christianity wae to he, saved. The
power ef the Spirit to bring back to life the spiritually dopd^^
r ^ ^ ' j
1. IX Cons X:5.
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must be proven. Hen and women .must be conv^^te^'.toiProve tHer. 
power of a vital faith. Soon these methods were^^UBed greatly and 
the Wealed, ISThiteVieid'^d other' greatt evahgefists' iater'followed 
the same path of aotion'^ahd again revitaiized’ the spiritual'life 
of the church.
Thee’pdpiiari'ty Md Suefc'ess of the evatigelie tl'c/movement In 
these early times was'poasihly partly due tb the'fact that it was 
the only way the ‘church fiad of reabhlng a'dults." Getting the' 
children into Schools for training heford Securing the permission 
of the parents was sometihie's a-dlffi'cSlt-matter sfe‘"the'’ev^&e£istB 
tried to convert the adults^to""the new’^faithv The educdtional 
process works slowly^ ^Character, io'iality.^iahd th^^ realization of 
spirituai^'ideals'come‘but gradUdil^, and without special etotional 
excitement. Humah nature responds to the strikingly iifferen^ 
thing BO a thousdhd or two thousand converts going down the. 
dust trairVo'^^Bhalce hlndi with'tjA-et-^geiist***^causes much mOre' 
thrill 'and sp'a'ce oh the ^ront'^ageS of^the dail^ hewe.paper than^ 
ten'times as many children ihahning^ Sunda^ after Sunday" and week 
after week borne new truth in right living.
iV cannot i>e'Bald with pa^de by the church, but evanYel'l^^^iC. 
meetings' and campaigns' are much more deblrable than educational 
programs in some sections/b^cause"'they much loss, best
evangelist in the cbxmtry can be' had and paid’ for a cdi^ie^ of 
weeks, for far less expense -than it costs to teach the, ciTildrfeh in 
schools for ten "or Yifte%n years. Hot only less money is needed 
bub less thought in planniug^ ^esp effort, less study, and less of 
daily oversight and guidance. Thstefore, the evangelistic way is 
the cheap an'd^ easy way and‘‘is least 'effective. * -
-• r w d
II Campaign Evangeliein
Every soxil tliat must *be reclaimed when in aliuli stage shows 
spiritual tragedy hut evangelism and the evangelisic method has 
a place in the program of the church* There are great numbers
of men and women who were not won dtoring childhood, who need to 
he reached and converted. Anyone who is fair*in his evaluation 
will realize and admit that pure evangelism has converted many 
irreligious persons. The frxiits of this regeneration and 
transformation are seen in changed morals, new ohjectives and 
in the new sense of inner 'harmony with the divine plan.
Evangelism-"is essentially a method for adjilis; for 'those
■' *■ . . ’ r „ ’ * .'i,v . ^ ^
who, either from lack of religious nurture and training in 
ohildho'6'd or from an ahnormal combination of circumstances” have 
failed to respond to religious influences. Evangelism should 
he a supplement to the method of religious education. It should 
have as its mission the reclaimation of those who' have not been 
taught when young, on the hand| and those who failed, when 
young, to respond to the teaching. The main function of 
evangelism then should he to gather up the ^'s^tragglers*' which 
the" religio^*^ educational program has failed to Veach. But 'the 
church" dare not neglect its educational progrcii for Its evange­
listic." A child kept" in tWway of Christ better^ Vf^’ than 
the person who has retiirned after he has burnt out in sin, all 
the best part "of his life.
Ill Religion Can Be Taught.
Teaching religion to children ie for more important than 
making an evangelistic-appeal to adults bi;t the church darerpot
hegl^icit tlie-l&tter'part of its ta83s; pr-quit any otlaer payt p;f 
-jihesgoo^ worl: it is now including in its, program, tut it should 
“givo. a 'prominent place to the important'task of religipus 
education teca^use it is the most important of all the ph^r.ch's , 
juany duties. -
PTtnciplee for teaching religion rndy-hO' laid, down j'UPt t^ 
8^e-n0 scientific rules-for general education may he,-^iven. ^ ^ 
Religion can he taught just the same as anything else cap he 
taught.^ I-t is not eimply caught. The same powers, pf^ mind^ 
that are used to. aplve a protlem .in mathematics ,or memorize, a 
poem in the.pu'Wic Bchpq]^ are-jxsed ^.ip ^nnfpldtng. the religious 
conscdousnesB,^ understating,.rel:^gious> knowledge, developing 
religious- emotions, an<t arriving at religious decisicns thnt. 
apply in other forms of erxperience. The laws of psychology,, 
thpreforoj must he -applied %o the religious development of the 
ehl.ld. J^hpring imder thp cpnviction that religion^ c^n -he 
taught the child, leaders in the field of religious education ^ , 
are trying in various ways to get time that is adequate .and^ 
fitting'to teach the childreji the great ,hody of religious^ . „ 
knowledge thet will help them t© grow religiously in the pame 
way that thejr naturally grow in manhood or womanhood, 
hen^inations ape beginning to pecogni.ze^ tWs possihility 
within the child and are attempting to meet it hy week day 
schools, better ^imday School^ by raising budgets fpr ^ 
better ^supplies andomore equipment ,1^... the. chutch qo^ool plants.
IV Conflicting Ideas Between EducatiohaT and Ev^gelist'ic
* 'caalms. ' ^ '
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Tlieereason it is sometimea argued tliat religion cannot te 
taught ie based upon the assertion that real religion, in the 
fullest Christian sense, is an inner, intimately personal, and 
therefore unteachahle thing. Those who hold this view claim that 
an. attempt to teach religion simmers down to mere teaching about 
religion. These opposers to the modern programs say that religious
education is only a passing fad that will have its little run and 
die. The‘y say that there are millions of children in Sunday 
Schools receiving the training they need because they are studying 
under devote^d teachers and the grave danger in religious education 
is that it will end by substituting education for religioii>j
, » .'i ** ..t
Oonsequently some will say "religious education trains the head
- _ r ” C'
while 'the Sunday School trains the heart, ** "Wet need the oldtime 
religion, not religious education," and that a child will never bo 
a Christian unless he is "converted". These conservative people 
do hot look up £he- Sunday School "as an educational but as an 
evangelistic institution. _ Its primary purpose from this point of 
view is to prepare the child for conversion and lead him to member-
ship in the church. When these things are accomplished the great
.......................... ' •_ .
objective of the Sunday School has, as the conceive it, been
r
accomplished.
Some of" these misunderstandings are removed by a fuller under- 
Standing of the positions of each by the other. It is possible 
that the progressive group understand better, the position of the 
conservatives, than the conservatives understand the position of
, ^ ^ - I >■
the progressives for many of the progressives, grew up within the 
" ^ 
group of the conserva'tlves Mid have later separated themselves in
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order 'to work-along the lines' of the'newer ideas.
Brie^l^ staterd these poBi^tions may he contrasted thiis: the 
educational point of view holds.that the child is horn a child of 
God who needs guidance in his spiritual growth. His religious 
life unfolds normally and is a gradual growth just as he develops 
every other way* The child has native tendencies to evil so needs 
training to keep him from falling. It is admitted that this 
program cannot he a cure-all working 100^ effective as public 
education does not work that way either hut this poih,t of Iriew 
does maintain that the educational method is the most promising 
and fruitful method of church for the future.
Contrasted with the position stated , the evangelistic point 
of-view is as follows; Whatever the status of the child at the 
beginning, he needs reclaimation through conversion emd the aim 
of the Sunday School is to prepare the child to become "con­
verted". When a person is converted he is-in the fold and the 
gfeat work of grace has been accomplished for at that time the 
individual entered into covenanAtrelationship with God. This 
school holds that the child is steeped in original sin and has 
a depraved nature, hence the church is largely a reclaimation 
agency. Religious education is welcome in so far as it aids 
the evangelism of the Sunday School and finally; preaching the 
Word is the great mission of the church. Children should attend 
the preaching service though the preaching service is directed to 
adults.
Which of these two positions are right? The decision of that 
question is one of the great tasks that confronts the church
todayi Doeso one grow into the Christian life normally or 
suddenly find himself there?.
CHA?T^. VI
SCOPE AHD COETESrl OP THE CTJHRICtILpt
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I I'lie ‘Preae^it 'Curricula Ihadequate. -•
Tlie curricula in religioua education ]mve 'been under- 
going some great changes^ Tsut are not yet satisfactory. XHue far 
there are curricula that are independent of each other, for the 
week-!iay school, the Sunday School and ther training school. _
Each one of these curricula has a diffenent function to perform 
bji^ they must ho related and coordinated. At the present time 
there is not sufficient material available for the curricula and 
much of the material that is used is not well adapted to the needs, 
capacities and interests of the pui^ls. ^rtlwrmore, the^ present 
subject matter in the curricula is nc^ sStisfactoriiy^arr^gei into 
units while the .curricula t^mselves are too loosely organized to 
secure good graduation work*
If it is admitted that the curricula in religious education 
are of such a poor quantity it must alEio be atoitted that the use 
of t.ViAm would not be fairly compared with the subject matter in the 
public school. Until better lesson materials Ban be gotten the 
deficit must largely be made up by having teachers of superior 
training ban41ing the materia^, so that the best possible results
will be obtained from tHe use of it*
:^ext tc the ohild^and the taarohJjr, the curriculum is the 
most important factor in the^sphool. That which is foimd in the 
curriculum will eventually be fonnd in the life of the child. 
.Haturnlly $h«n, thp buildi^ of the- bbdy of common matter that 
shall constitute the currlcultm of the religious schools is one of 
the most ils?iDortanji problems before the church today. To meet
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this need trained experts witb ample ^ao|.li,tieB, fpr researcli and 
escperimentation muat be provided in large numbers. With the present 
composition of'the' International Sdnda? School" Less on ebimnit tee ^con­
sisting of seventeen edited," twelve professors in^boile’^'es, universi­
ties or theological Ol^inaries, (two of whom are'pro'fessoii bf’ieV- 
igious education) seven field secretaries', two directors of'feilgious 
education, one judge and one pastor,' there is not much likelihood 
that^hi^ly’scientific lessons Will come from 'that source so the eyes 
of the church musjt be turned to another source.
The Curricula for religiVus education needs to be more than*a
system of ethics or accounts of refined social relations between
persons. Experiments'in sbcial ITvirfg are'lib'f suffiefent'upon Which 
to build a curricul'um. While the bliiid maj? te tau^t that doing “ 
God's will is the true way to insight, he must at the same time'be 
taught that no person of his acquaintances is the perfect representa­
tion of God's way and that trying, to 'realize Go'd's perfect" way''of 
living by following 'and emulating the impe’rfedV living. Jesus" aldne 
was and is perfebt man portrayed^ He'Vas" the' "shme yesterday, -^11 be 
the same today and tomorrow. He is the ideal 'personality and the 
better curricula shbuld hold’ high the virtue's ’of l3lirist ahdT'meds^ure 
other standards of life by the way they apiiroach unto the standard 
of Christ's life. Then with more inateridi welt adapted to the needs
of the children and arranged for the time that is to be given to 
it, the curricula for the hew church soHodt will be mbefi'hg aVew 
£ind larger place in the developbient of the religious llveb of'iihe 
children.
-.7,6
IJ Heed of Reiigioud Inetfuction in ai Demo^cracy*^ V
-The R^oipan empire fell, because of its moral corrupt^.pn-wj.thin. 
Ha nation since tlmt .tiijie has lived many centuries-withoujir giving 
a vital place-to^^Christianity. When the-Pilgyims came.tp^ i^mer^j^ 
they came ^n the n^e of religion. So loyal were- thay that they 
were willing to die that their cause might live. Indeed it was re., 
ligion and the fruits of it that huilt up the Colonies and shaped.- 
the nation. The hasic parts of a nation's .strength are intelligence 
and mor^l insight of its people* The machinery which, keeps a da-, 
macraoy running is Xijs.t-of-all-the puhlip^ school whpre.^a common. 
hody,o^ 3aiowledg| i^ giypn to^ alj-the children ,of the n,^tion and 
where thpy. get scEifif. of the faults anjJ short comlngB of tli@. p^ypyio^is. 
generation corrected. The Sterling^Reed Bill, now pending hefore^ 
Congress, is the nation'? educational program. Religious educa­
te pn- cannpt thrive if^public education do^ not as long as the 
nation, will^ spend 17jb times as i&uch on. hogs as.^ on.. thSf education of 
its children, as is shown by last year's apprppriations-,pf the,^ . 
Rational Congress, the democratic foundations_of the Hation^are,^ 
jeopardized. Wa must build the most effective systenL of public 
schools which the world hae ever seen^ These/schools will give 
us a people physically, and mentally capable of sustaining a 
socialized-Industrial-democracy.
Upon such a democracy a program of .religious education can 
be cons true tecU. .The, democr§,tic state has^not^ygt established^ thf 
machinery which will conseryp^P^'ype.t^|^^tp: the moral and «
spiritual achievements of the rgge^and guarant.ee that the citizen-
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ship ot the future will he dominated hjr-hipest pf moral and 
spiritual idealp* Pemooracy must learn, how ,to make intelligence 
and ri^teousness coextensive. A new piece of machinery must be 
created and made a. vital, integral part of the^ life of every ,,
community. This-new machinery must spiritualize^ our citizenship _ “
Just as the public school makes it wise and efficient.
i
In a democracy the common facts, attitudes^ e^d^^ideals which 
constitute the basis of collective activity must be surcharged with j 
religious interpretation and spiritual si^ificance, and God*- 
consciousnesB must permeeite. the entire content of the -curriculum. 
Sach denomination has. its greatest present responsibility the 
development of an, .efficient system of church schools and the 
correlation of these schools with.;thoBj^ of other denominations into |
“ K
a unified program of religious education for the American people.
Such a system of schools will sustain the spiritual ideals of our 
democracy^ eunl ^ar^tee that ihteSligence and rl^teousness will 
be coextensive. But if each ..denomination does |iot do its part 
there will be a breach in the chain. ^ The small denomination has. 
the same relative, responsibility tp provide prppe;? religious in­
struction and1 spiritual culture for its members and others de­
pendent upon it, as the larger denomination has.
- . 4 - -i* fIII The Curricula should Provide Opportunity ;
!
of Heligi4»us BdUcation for the Masses. ^
j *
A pro^am of religious education must^bc planned which will 
provide cppprttmity fov universal religious instruction. By - |
weudo not .mean that, .this instruction, should be made complusory. 
Withoud doubt that would lead to undesirable results. It does
■
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mean though, that in every community In America a program rel­
igious instruptlon must he instituted and maintained that will 
afford favorable opportunity for every hoy and girl* in-the'Com- 
munity to receive adequate, instruction-in religion; If'this^- 
principle is applied in the widest sense, if obviously means a 
very different program both, in character and extent than-now iS 
found*^ It'means a vital, thorou^-going. cooperation of all thb 
chruoh^te andphomes in a community in the enterprise of religious* 
educations nothing short of a thorough-rgoing cooperative plan of 
some sort will meet,the demands of. the situirtioh. -**A system of 
church schools ■for* the mashes,..**- says -ProfessoT-Athearh,.*'^ ;T?ill in­
clude the followingvdivisions: ..
A. Elementary schools, including the pr-esent Sradle'Roll-, 
Beginners*, Primary and Jtmior departments of the graded 
church school.
B. Secondary schools, including the intermediate-and-part of 
the Senior grades of the graded church school;-
C. Religious day schools. Coordinate with the graded chur-ch
schools ®uat be a ayatem of closely graded religious day 
schools. I r V -
D. ' Adult department of the-chuich school, providing'a rich
elective program to meet the needs of-the -adult of the 
local parish-
E. The church college. Standard colleges of Liberal Arts 
which give religion the same curriculum rating as science, 
language, .history, etc., closely articulating with the
1. Religious Education and American Democracy,pp. 15,16. Pilgrim
Press, 1917.




church schools helow as well as with the public second­
ary schools. I
P. Graduate schools of Religion. There must he great 
graduate Christiem tmiversitijes for professional-and 
research-work in religion."
In lihese: six different levels of schools the-pupil as he ^
' grows up *ln.. the ^church will Jfind adequate religious instruction. 
W.i’th the .plan of-coordination carried out the churdh extend,® its 
activities to all the children in the community. None are missed. 
If they are first reached in the week :da‘y'schools - and many of 
them will he, It :iB‘^ta* he hoped‘"that many more will find theif 
'Way inlo -the ;Sunds'y Sohool and benefit further frhm-^that ihstruc-i-'. 
tion.. As soon as the denomination realizes it has a task in 4ts 
religious educational program that requires as much.technical
^skill as the public school teacher has it will have more chi^d:ren ^
j
in 'its schools. Some'par.ents will not .allow “their children to' |
^ I
go .to Sunday Schools hecause they are afraid they will learn' bad 
habits of study, punctuality, etc. It is- to-be^ regretted-lihatl | 
frequently that ia true and what tha.child really leafne in' a '
worship service that la not wordhipful, 'and in a Suhday School-"'
session that is no school at all but a- recitation of the teacher 
to the pupil', does as much harm as good. -The Sunday‘Schcrols ' j
should be schools to attract the masses.
IV The Curricula should be Based on Definite Educational
Principles. |
In each grade, beginning with the kindergarden and extend-
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through the high school, religiouh instruction should he as * we'll 
suited to- tha needs, interests and capacities of children, aS is 
the work of the best public schools.. Much-of th^ "graded iWorkn-" 
in the Sunday Schools does not fully measure up to- these ‘fe'quir.e- 
ments* There ie also further need for the teachers Vo 'Know mOr-e- 
about- the psychology of children-.and their religious development.
When an ill,-ftraiA.ed teacher has jolcoj: leBBon-.Taaterial 'to' begin 
with the results are much worse. For three reasons the uniform 
lesson material is defective:
First, the uniform lesson is chosen from' the Bibical- material 
without- referen.<Je‘ to the 'abilitiesj or to tha moral, and j-raligious 
experiences and ^eeds ;of :anyi®articuiar. grade or ^a'gS-group of. 
pupils- and is nearly always found beyond the comprehens±o“n of -the 
pupils. Inproved Unifrom Lessona which has been issued since 1918, 
seek- to avoid teaching the five year old child about things as 
enyo^lved and hazoy as- "erection", by seeking Within each uniform 
assignment, the particular part which is best adapted Vo^ the uft'd'er- 
stajjding and, heeds of pupils in each department of the'School';- and, 
if none can -be found which is so adapted, they ^provide for the- 
small child entirely different subject matter for that particular 
Sunday. One -can readily see wliat a chopped series- of lessons the 
child has. These lessons do not provide spa.cial nurture and guidanc( 
as needed, in certain well recognized oritical periods'-in. the moral 
and religious development of children and adolescents*
Second, the uniform series of lesaone contains no principle 
of pro^gi^saion whereby the pupil Is.- able, to measure his advance
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from grade "to grade* Instead pf a^steady tearch. up lie studies 
tlie same thing every body else is studying. Imagine all pupils
in a grade school studying algebral. ^ It^might be all ri'ght for' ■ - » - * (
the .ei^th grade but there simply is no first grade algebra. In 
the same way it is impossible for the teacher to correlate uni­
form-lessons wijh, the TTork pf.the phpils in the public sc^iools ^ 
and with the rest of their education. There is no wonder that 
many children eoon find when they start to public school that 
they "don't learh- anything" in Sunday School. ,
Third, the principle of imiformity does not provide an, 
adequate basis for the Machin^of the full range of Bibical 
truth. The attempt to -secure passages to suit all ages, neces­
sarily results in Selecting'only certain pafts^^f it, placing 
an undue emphasis upon the narative portions of the Bible,
and especially those portions which are. simple, easily taught 
and understood, and which lend themselves readily to^ the drawing 
of distinct, moral inferences- Hence .the. Wisdom literat.ure, the 
Law, the Poetry, and worse still the prophets pf the. Old Testa- ^ 
ment and the Epistles of the Kew Testament are wholly or par- 
tically neglected and these portions of the Bible, next to the^^^ 
.Gospels, contain the. religious teaching of the highest value.
Furthermore, the economic waste in, the uniform lesson 
ayatem is tremendous. When the. aunday School lesson is^da-ted 
for a certain Siuiday of the year it seems out of Place to use ^ 
it on any other day. so it la not used more than one^year and 
perhaps not one time. Graded, lessons are applicable to an^r
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sanday school and save a great amoimt of money for the school 
by being better boimd than quarterlies of the uniform series usually 
are* These can be used for several seasons or years* In fact, 
there are so many reasons why the graded lessons, as faulty as they 
may be, are superior and better than the uniform lessons,* t'hat^it 
almost a pedago''g'ical hrxme for'a school to offer unifonn lessohs 
to all its scholars*
AJt the present time there is no lesson material that is 
adequate and satisfactory for some of the grades in the church 
.schobl* l?ot only gradation is needed but 'adaptation to good r 
methods of instruction and for es^pressioh on the pair^^of t^ pupil.
V The Gurydculum-,Bhoixld besPermeated with Relig^n, Supple?, 
menting- all other Instruction*
Tha~purpose of the church is to spiritualize its members* 
I^ithe church instruotsi ehteftains, feeds, and does many other"
things for its people and falls to spiritualize- them, it is not 
doing that for which it was ihitiiutSd* ^ the church dare not carry 
on its duties and agehcie's in the .sameT way that the lodge does 
and it ‘dare not'carry on its school purely as the public schools 
are conducted* In addition to enll^tenihg the mind it must spirit* 
dalize 'thQ conduct. Henbe while the church may teach many things 
that are not~in them belves spiritual, all these things must be 
taught to accomplish a spiritual purpose in making that life more 
Christ-like* Any subject matter that cannot be adapted to such 
pusposes has ho placb c4h the cu'fricula of the church'school*
The most effective means' of recruiting membership is the
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edudaiToir of clilldliood'and ‘youtli.^ ■ TMe “ddeS-jnct- exclude ^^tlier 
metlidd& but it does-moan that other means'have'^rov^d inadequate'"ahd 
thirt ohief reliance must he placed dpoh'^educdti'on* Thh chdrdh-^that 
would' look ^o its own future with honfiddnce-'lifill dourargeousl'^ fhee 
the fact of its need for a more effective medhs' of mihistdring to 
chi'ldVen and^youn^ people* An Educational ‘program intelligently » 
conceited and wisely admfnistere'd cohdtft'utea the-M^itef mddhs of ^ 
meeting this need, for when the child is properly educated lh'03^rect 
subject matter he will be led to see the tru conception of Christ­
ianity and will be anxious to ally himself with- the church*
VX The Curriculum .Must Include Teacher And Leadership Training*u ‘ j i' . . , ' l ‘ ' . ' ' ' ^ ^
Most Sunday-Schools are troubled by a lack of suitable te'ad'hers. 
The'^prevalence of the false idea that "anyone can teach in Sunday 
School^ has set up a debased^^standafd* ThiiSf- the first^'s'te^ 
securing*"an’ adequate ^taf-f of'qualified- t’Edoheif d's to*di^ify-the^-tr« 
teacher's task in the-^yes -of the ohdrqh*^
Mot only the teachers in ihe Sunday School nddd training in 
the church -school but all parsons who have any particular funOtion ^ 
to perform in any part of the church's work*
If the members of the conslstry or official board would be
- V , '
put through a course of training showing duties, privileges and 
responsibilities of their task, not so many unintelligent-things “■ 
would-be d6he in church adziiiinistration • In the'' chufeh School ad-- 
ministfat’i'dn, the superintendent, treasurers,"^ sEcretarioE’ dhd’^ 
supervisors should* all be carefully trained' for the 'offices- thE^*^ 
are toehold. People with qualitlee of leadership-should bo -
selected |)lacred in classes to Ve trained to *be'come efficient 
officers in tloep Ladies' Aid, tlie Mdsio'^i*ganizations-, ide Mission­
ary Societies, "etc. Even the ushers for ■'the services should' b’e 
trained to greet the people properly hnd' dsher them courteously ^ " 
to their pews. These things* may'’seem far removed frojri‘'feligioti0' 
educat'ioh hut ^they are'not ai All removed* 'The state', prepAfeB ^ 
people for civil life, why shotld not tlie church 'train her members 
for the proper e^&cutioh of the -activities' within her organizations
VII General Principles Underlying Curricula Building*
In buildihg the church school curriculum the lessons should 
start wltlhmatter adapted-'to the"youn'ges^ ■child* I%‘ ihould present 
a continuous series' of'steps ■proTHldihg'ft^teriAl of broadening‘scope 
adapted to each age -or stage from childhood to maturity* Its order 
and arrahgfement should at all times’ba decided by the needs and" 
development ef the- learnOr, and should make constant points of'don- 
tact with iris'life ^and"experience* 'The^-subject matter should-be ‘ 
well bound, printed in' attractive form, ,dn*'g<iod paper^^-th 
illustration', and in all things on a par with We public scho*oli
curricula. - 7-
:
VIII Ctu^ripula Must Be Flexible To Meet Local Conditions*
In' no dase shduld the' curricula ef two church schools'be''alike 
becaWe no two s'ehodls are alike- in membership or in hee'da* ^Theire 
is a eehse in which there is a "church imiVersal", hut eacli'hlranch 
or part Of lihis' uhiversal church'has" h different fundtion- in i'ts 
own community* in formulating ah'educational progranf‘thie fact
must be taken into accoimt*
The progaram of Instruction that made in an office of the 
educational hoard may fit some churches and not others. The 
prohahility is that it will fit some churches ,and*fail to reach 
the needs in others. Programs ,should come up from the sphool, in­
stead of down-from a hoard* The educational hoard shouid^provide 
principles and suggestions whereby the workers in the ,different 
parts of the denomination may^see^how they ca^ het^r ^d^pt 
matexials^of instruction to agricultural, industrial or any pthor 
type of memhers.
IX Suhjdct Matter. ’ '
There are^two- general^^sources of subject piatter, viz; Bihical 
and- extra-hihical.^ One could not easily conceive of a curriculum 
of religious education that did not include a great porportion of 
Bihical material* The Christian religion is in a very real sense 
the religion of a Book* Ah'd that fact cannot he Ignored in select 
ing material for a program of religious education* The selection 
of Bihical materials, however, must he guided hy the same princlpl 
that operate in selecting materials from another source* Ho 
material is worthy of a place if it does not yield fruitful know­
ledge which results in right attitudes, ideals, and motives*
Much of the Bible is not adapted to the study of children*- 
It has strange words, unfamiliar allusions which show that the 
Bible was not written for children, hut nevertheless, the use of 
the Bible is indispensable in any vital program of religious in­
struction* Much of this Bihical material is improved hy re - 
writing it and adapting it to the knowledge of the child.
Christianity is more than a religion of the Book. It is a 
life. Some rich contributions have been made, since the prophets, 
apostles, and disciples wrote, to e:^lain and simplify the Bibical 
literature. Its music and its are deserve far more considpxation 
than is being accorded them. Their intrinsic values make them 
worthy of a larger place, and they magnify the inportance and ill­
uminate the spiritual message -Of the Bible itself. These all fur­
nish important sources of material which should be used in a far 
larger measure than is* generally being done at the present time. 
Literature, history biography, geograp]^^, art and music, composition 
handwork, and other expressional activities constitute the more im­
portant inclusive subjec,ts which ^ive vitality and breadth to in­
struction and activities.
VI I
EIUCATIOil PROBiaMS IH THS LOCAL CHtfRCff
(86)
I Overlxeaii Or^aAizatione i
Tile local church is the' storm point for many agencies In" .
, It
religious education* Some of those which serve or attempt to serve 
the .local church in its educational program are: the hon-denomina-
. ^ I
tional and interdl^nominational association's which las^' f"or^the'‘‘ ^ 
attention and support" of" the'church schoois;'^ %hS IhYferhatio&l 
SunSay School Association, whixh offSl’S to direct" the territorial or 
community relationships of the church schools, recognizing the right’
* . . I'of each denomination to supervise the work within its' local schoolsp 
the Heligious Education Association, a ndh-denominational agency of 
research and puhlicity, whose services a'ra available, 'for all ofgan-j, 
izations; the machinery for denominationaT supervision of education­
al work, including state field agents, national educational sec- |'
retaries and their departmental staffs, the Sunday School Coimcil, !
!
the Commission of Christian Education, Church Boards of Education, , 
the Council of Church Boards of Education, and denominational com^ 
missions, which hdVh*heen^a^pointed hV^eiSit' of the denominations 
to investigate theif educational machinery; the"Mis8ionary organ-
izations', some of which haver the!f' dohtaot with tW local' e'chools
. ^ ^ , ythrough their national hoards of 'church schools', while others make t
their appeals to the lOcar schools;' and the puhlishing societies 
with their interrelationships with^the various denominational |
t
interests. - ** *
1
Some of thes'e financial burdens 'loaded upon the local 'church i
? .
migiit he cut down very substantially; with less ‘denominational board
. ’ . r
secretaries and traveling expenses of 'secretaries; with fewer ' ij 
duplications of efforts on^thb part of educators, editors and-authoil
I
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"by eliminating the constant rivalry "between denomination and 
inter-and-non-denominational agencies; "by preventing endless 
confusion on the part of workers in local schools in the presence 
Of completing programs and appeals; by avoiding the conflict be- 
tween the publishers interests and the educator’s tdeals^ and by 
finding a panacea for the endless professional rivalry* The, - . ^ is
school is called upon to support this network of machinery and 
it gets in return only a small benefit* It is simply a burden 
which the children are carrying and not being benefited .by,in 
a large enou^ measure* Some way must be found whereby the 
organizations overhead may be correlated, or where there is a dup- 
lication of effort the least important organization must simply 
cease to function*'
II Poorly Trained Teachers and Leaders'*
'* 1The Indiana^ Survey- shows the typipal Indiana Sunday School 
teacher of that comraonwealth to be a married worman. thlr.ty- 
seven years of age, with two children* The Sunday School teachers
: > •» . H .. i , . - • - y C .
are recruited from among children and adults* Public schoolt- yj: 1 - i t - 'J ‘ i
teachers are recruited from among middle and later adolesoents*
The church school neglects the young men and women at the very
i
time that they are making their vocational choices*
Besides teaching in the Sunday School the Indiana teacher 
carries two other church responsibilities* This indicates 
clearly that there is great 'lack of- trained leaders in the 
church and that for the most part the church, has intrusted its 
Simday School work to untrained teachers* Bow the chui^c^ is,
1. Pp. 64, Doran Co., 1923, Walter 8. Athearn, Editor.
' • « ' t _
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or -ought to he. an -organic whole, and the S^ux^day School ehould 
he regarded'as the. foundation of the .coirgreg^tiorv It would 
eeem therefore that the church should exercise as, much fare, 
in training its Sunday School teachers as -it does, in training 
it8-.prhacherB-» r Thet it- has long, been, content ^to. ^ntr^st the^ 
most wad difficult part of Us work to the pntraijaed
teacher has been due largely, in many quarters, at least, to • 
the influenoe- of two'haneful fallacies: One .of these fallacies 
is that the Bible is a "plain straightfaward story" of .God^s 
revelation, yiade .intelligent to the meanest capacity through 
'>.the ■mystjBxipus.ropejpnttoxv-of ^ifit* The other,
fallacy ia^that anccesj^ful person^
ality of-th® teaqher than on the exact knowledge of how to teach* 
It may be frankly stated that this word "personality" has been 
tap often,used tn the .sphere of'education to cloak over ignorance 
and .toefftoiency* Personality Is the first requisite for the 
religious educator but it is not .everything - mere imitation 
of goodnesc i8j:not goodness-j it is servitude* In. the^public ^ ^
school.the child gets real intellectual tr^ning;. np-thing less^^ 
will satisfy him. Jn the church school and he pan be given 
even more, for not only his intellect^ but his spiritual life 
as well, may here be developed*. If the church fails to do 
that it is failing sadly in its duty.
Ill ' * Inadequate Equipment*
<*■ « •
The important -thing- in building a church, is not ."how wiil. 
it Ip.ok"' bTit, ?what i'S bo be the purpose, and program of the 
church", then build to meet that need* Beauty and architectural
symme'try are no'-t to'-'be' overlooked but, it look**', is-not
nearly a.a imprortant -as what, will it -4o-; ‘**will it work in tMs 
place 'and accomplish and supply tha^eed-In this community?**
Prom the Interchurch World Movement of- 191Q-l'92©t c-omejs-. 
a .standards acore" card^- 'used for meafeurihg thO" effici'eh'ey oT 'the’ 
citSr church and Ita-^equipmont:./ ^he'iiracticaX value- or these* 
etandardS'-and of -the-score -card in connection'with-which they 
are used is immenaev Por a church building committee simply 
to* -read''over the score card and take suggestions therefrom 
is valuable to it* Thus the standards tend to enlarge not only 
the building but the church program itself. This standard pre-
• • ^ ‘ y ^ ^ ^ ♦
sents the best, judgments of several hundred competent judges and 
authorities', making it an insurance against repeated erro'rs -in ' 
church construction due to the dependence of a building committee 
up(ai. the advice of an architect who has possibly been resijohsible 
for 'One' type of* building* and knows ho. other. Por this purpos'e the 
score card Is "divided into 1000 points" to' meet all items' Cf* the 
standardi^^ The-general divisions for the score-card”am “ (1-)^-Site,
(2)^ Building or 'Buildings, (3) Service Systems,^ (4^-Church"'rbcmS, 
(5) Religious Education Rooms; (6) Commtuiity-Service-R'ooms• * ■»
The church plan-scoring between 600 and 800--points on the' basis 
of 1000 may be considered in many ways as a desirable i>laiit land' 
ifa almost all cases capable of being- remodelled-, or oi, haVing- 
additions made to it so that its efficiency can be materially* 
raised. A 'church that scores between 400 ahd 600-will, in- many-' 
cases, be incapable -Of being remodelled so as to meet the desired' 
r. ‘Standards for- City Church Plants. Interchurch Press-, 1920 •
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s^tandardB* Wheyi a 'building. Bcorep l.esJ3-tha». 400 points it is . , 
quite certa^ that money, spent on remodelling or adding to it 
will he an economic lose, ^and any huilding having so |)9or.|i score 
cannot hut he a definite handicap to. a community service i>ro-, ^ 
^gramf.for its con^re^atiop* J!.f this small, denomination c^.9.^pquire 
the^jSeJ^-ices of a, church huilding e:i5>ert wha has original’ ideas 
for the purpose of adapting huildings to particular local needs,- , 
much money may he saved hy the Home Mission Board and- even the ^ 
smalles-t ■•^urch can secure the. advice of the ^pcpert, when they 
are to remodel pr rebuild.
IV Child Accounting in the Church School*
‘ »»'''-•" * *' *
One-i*third of the children of America are enrolled in Sunday
Schools. This alone shows how the church is failing to do its
Qomplete-durty.. ^^}xt pvpn this fact does ^ot truly represent the
sltuatjloi^-^ Tilery gtre m^y-.childrepj-fnunted. on .toe^-^ollB pf the
Si^iday Schools -who attpnd,-Bp -sel<^pm. vthat they can receive, little
or^no., positive benefit, i^he p^urch has.,been able-to, .get .about
one-third ^ the children to ai^roll in ^und^y Spjipols, but only
about one half pf^- those who are .counted, on the rolls are actually
present eyery Spnday. A modern p.t^lic school would not- continue
pupiIp-on the roll if they attended aa-v carelessly as theyd®*^^
the Sunday School. ^ long as the churph enrolls only ene-rthird
pf tha children and.-then can get only pne-haljf of this number to^^
attend re^gularly,. hpr e due a tional__ program is inadeqimte .hecanse * ,
she is failing, to reach thet mpsas of the people. In. addition to
the unreached millions already in the country, there is the constant
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streajn^" of-Inmilgrants who are tlockin'^ to toerican shores* These 
people (i'o‘'not'hkve* AinStican ideals of-*ifree^bni''aiid demo-cracy; 
neither db’ ihey- have her ideals of'^ 'reiigibn* * * Tlie^ statd, re- 
cogonizing thlB'’pro’blem of the immigrant, lias made'pirovisibn'for 
a-mbre adequate program of^Americanization* But can an immigrant 
he successfully Ame^rlcahized if he is not Christanized? If he 
continues with ^qme of his continental hahits of life he is untrue 
to that for which*America stands* Realizing that fact, the church 
dare not he less diligent' in providing religious training for this 
class of people*-
To those who liave any sense of deep religious and patrioticin}
feeling,, the prahi'em of”the^mfreached mfll’ions presents a great
‘ I ( ' . ■
challenge* The*Inter'cHufch World Movement Survey showed that,
counting Catholics, Jews and'Protestants, there are 69*3 per cent
of the total population under twenty-five years of age, in
America, wholly Without any'systematic religious 'instructidn.
What would it mean if a similiar number of the children were not
receiving instruction in the public schools? So important_does
the ptate consider universal intellectual training that compulsory
. w * A*.
education is being extended throughout the nation* If more than
r’ *
two-thirds of America’s phildren,grow up ignorant of her ideals 
of government can the nation be expected tp remain loyal th the 
established principles? The same principle w^ll hold concerning 
the religious training of the children* If two-thirds of them are 
allowed to grow up ignorant of religion, can they be expected to be 
loyal to a time honored religion, when ihey become adults?
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The Indiana Survey gives the situation as it is^ found in a 
typical section of America*^ One ‘bf the notitreahle thinrgs Is the 
fact that BO mahy^ of the' Sunday Schools are quite small. The 
following'graph will show‘the relative number of sma‘11 and laTge ' 
schools: - - . / * '
0- 1'00-200-300-400-500-600-700& 
100 200 300 400 600 600 700 Over
Distribution^'bf* 2^4 Indian Sunday Schools by Enrollment*
Erom this chart it will '^e noticed that 43*5 of the Sunday.
' SiShools are Ooniposed of^ess th^ 100^ pup.ils and 72*5 per cent have 
6Ln enrollment bf fewer than 200 people* The .attendance makes the 
numbers seem smaller still, for-65*4 per cent of the Sunday Schools 
have an average attendance of fewer than 100 pupils each,. and_86 
per cent an average attendance of fewer th^ 200 pupils. Jhie- 
leaves only 14 per cent of the Sunday Schools with an attendance of
’’ t ^ t- ^
more than 200 pupils. The denomination must, therefore, plan 
1. Indiana Survey,. Vol. J, Page 171.
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chiefly' to* adjust the' present prohleins of the small schools 
can he huilt larger'"when the work can he-mot« nompl.etely'de­
partmentalize and closely graded Just as the rural schools are 
being centralized and graded so that the 'children from *thV'^pa^'sely 
settled rural community may have the same*educational advantag'es 
that the city Child’ ha6. a?he local qhur'chmu&t prepare'-tb 
this coming change*
V Create a School-like Attitude on the Part of the Scholars.e
This real school is to make use of every agent within reach 
-that will minister to the building"of -i^owi’ed'ge, that will, in 
turn, serve as-a-power'and will ihake''for disciplined character* 
Therh-are four'-notes thht must be struck' if our school of ififoima- 
tion is to have the right ring* Teachers are not primarily in 
the school for the purpose of influencing a small group of boys 
and girls by personal pot^r and'by sweetness of Christian ^
Character, and by the appealing^ power of moral leSsohO that may 
be drawn* The teacher is' in the schO'ol- to teach-by every-meanO 
at-her commsdid. If her personality is charmihg-, wwll and good.
If her fund bf knowledge is extensive, so much the bettbr- If 
her ability to- enforce discipline is imusual, better still.
If she can reach the boys and girl's of the classy outside as 
well as in, that is an additional asset; but ahead of dll, and" 
back of all, she must be a trained leader - -that is the' first' 
requirement* ■ She ought to know-, from a psychological'point 
of view, the mind with which she dealSj from a p'edagogiCal point 
of view the method by which the kfiowledge she has; can be'best
.95 t 
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imparted to the particular kind of mind with which she has to




Just as the public schools found it necessary, in order to 
get the best results in the task of imparting knowledge, to have 
school houses and rooms especially arranged, so it becomes rieces-
^ ^ V*
sary for the Sunday Schools, if they would derive the best results
I- \ *»
from this work, to have rooms, or, better still, buildings that 
are adapted for the particular purpose they-are to serve. The 
day is past when a group of boys and girls can meet together in 
one single room, ungraded andungovemed, fpr instruction that 
can be giveg wifh anytliing like satisfaction on the part of the 
teacher, or with benefit on the part of the pupil. The note for
- ^ r\
a better school room strikes the second note in the need of a 
real school.
With a teacher to teach, and with a place in which to teach, 
it only remains to bring together the pupils to be taught, amd, 
by every means at our command, to instill into the, minds of the boys 
and girls the fact that they come to learn. Such wise and re-•M J
pressive measures must be brou^t to bear upon their spirit of fun 
and disorder as will quell, in course of time, every impulse that 
is hostile to the fundamental purpose which the school is en­
deavoring to fulfill. Frequently the pupil must be reSnihddd, if 
not audibly, in-some emphatic way, that he is here to learn, and
— C'-. .
it is the school's purpose by every means at its command to see 
that he does learn. This purpose, adapted on the part of the 
pupil, strikes the third note in the need of .a real school-
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Finally,’ there will be a school-like attitude if tlae sclwol 
is ahld t6 offer a course'of ‘study so oonstrWted anid so adapted 
that it will interest anrd hold ihe pupils who are to folio#* it^
It means closely'graded lessons, attracti'p-ely printed ahd present­
ed and well illustrated, ofhe' Courses for the varibus yehrs must 
come with some power to ai)peal, then we are able to strike the 
fourth note in the need of a real school.
VI Duplicatioji Q.f Organization-
The ofganiza'tibh of the“ Sunday School should he fashioned 
according to the heeds of the group- It is not a cut-and-dr4«d 
of departments; x% is' rather an arrangement’ of the pupils 
according ti their own needs; auch an arrangement as will best pro­
mote the purpose in mind - the development of Christian character* 
Thbre must of necessity, therefore,.be system in the organization.
All 6f■'life’i'h ^ organized plan- The circulatory, r'espiratofy, 
and nutrive systems Are part of tiiat plan* They are complete in 
themselvei, but they do* hot try to do the work of one another or 
infringe upon‘'’the“iii:¥itory of thee Other. 'This ‘same I'dea bhoul’d 
be’followed'a*s a ftChdainental principle in the local cHufreh. Let ’” 
all the organizations of’ the church find a particular place in' 
the ha'rmonious scheme o'f organization. If the organization had 
no place to operate without infringing upon the riglits and duties 
of some fundamental organization it has no right to exist at all* 
Religious leaders have been frying to meet the responsibility for 
religious education by increasing the number ‘of agencies rAther 
than by trying to formulate a single comprehensive program for all
*
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the worthy agencies. The-memhers. of the o;huroh have been violiat- 
ing about every law of organization, in their dealing with church 
problems. How can they continue to be satisfied with a method 
under which each organization presses- its own special program 
while it is no oneJs responsibility to consider what program will 
best serve the'whole development of the Whole man?
There must be a program that puts the emphasis, on the in­
dividual to be tau^t and thinks of him as a whole. He will 
never be properly served by any combination.uf unrelated agencies, 
each of which is planning for only a se^ent of the individual's^ 
life, without regard to a -general'yl-an'.for; the d^eyeldpmeht of his _ 
life as’a-unified whole. With the existing divisions of responsi­
bility there are bound .to be neglected areas in the lives of in­
dividuals/ In other oases there will be overlapping and friction. 
Then, even those who come under the church's teaching influence are 
bound to be~ imp'effectly Berved", fbr ‘the’ reasbn that no more combine 
tion of uncoordinated Agencies, is In. a.peaitioh to-plan for the
whole life of .the pupil..
^The'organizations in the church must all have as 'their aim 
to inspire to Christian ideals. Through these organizations the 
church must recruit, train, and inspire the pupil to poii;e into 
the Kingdom of God. The diagram aoopi^panying shows, a typical 
organization for a large ctiiircli; sqhdpl. - with an attendanc-a of 
over 200 pupils. The same idea can be carried out in a very 
small school by making departments out of the divisions. In 
this plan the department activities may include all the things
A ..STANDARD ORGANIZATION SOR THE LOCAL CHURCH SCHOOLb
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that make for the four fold development, outside of the train­
ing he gets in the public school. This program cannot he success 






THE PTHTCTIOlj OP THfe’ PUBLICATiOH BOARD IN CONNECTrO^J WITH 
THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION PROGRAM
(101)
10^
It‘^ Relation To'^OtHei'"Boards kt CliUrch'
%> 4 -*
Th@ trend among tiie denomjnatipns ^t6ly 
giving ,its toardB clearly defined duties wRic^ do not inf^ingp 
on or influence tjie operations of other hoards.^ TJie work of pu*b 
lication in^some of tho smaller denominations and in one or two
of thO’ larger, Ap. an^. exception to. tjiat, and the puhlication
^tctiyities have iseen xjjlpsely linked with the Sunday School work. 
This results in the teacher training standards, and text hooks 
for instruction being determined hy denominational publishers and 
salaried educational, secretaries more or less directly dependent■' -r j; i- . ♦
:apon the.^detu)minat,i9nal pubitshiog. Houses. WHen tHis. is. the case
many attemp.ts to raise the. standards of tex.t hooks .are opposed hy
publishers because they happen to have in stock a s.upply of the
old books*
‘To make ;bhe., situation still-worse the pub.lipation
boards expect to.givo Jjapl^ to the denomination some benevolences. 
There is only one place, they cap ma^,e tha,t profit^^d tl^t is. by 
exploiting,the boys and girla who use their material in their 
Sunday School work. It frequently happens that in places where
’ p
these two boards are united and all the business of the denom­
ination is thrown to a single publishing'houaq there is danger 
-of narrowing the outlooltt and .lowering or swaying the edupational 
outlook of, the whole derfonfination. If all. the material tha^. tjxe 
members of a denomination ar.e to rea<l in copnection with,^ t|ieir 
church activities is to, be published on a-house with its f«w 
editarg who are' associa.ted with th4 ’Sunday School secrota.rieaj. 
a very few ^isops may donina'^e thq, thinking qf moS‘t of ^
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members tbat denomination- JJnless the denominational^
PUbiisMng' house can produce the best goods and get its business 
on the merits-of itp goods alone, it h^s no rights to- t-^e-b^f *
If a denomination is to gro|f and have visiOh must-be^ to
get the liest educational material available, regardless of^who» _ 
the publisher is- If Publishing houses-within:, the den9mination 
are^able to independen,t^y furpish that "beet" matenial, so much 
better,.-
To guard against vested interests there should be a general 
understanding to the e‘ffect*that persons" directly connected with 
publishing houses-should be; regarded as ineligible to-membership 
OP* committeesr-or: bpay.ds ci^rged-with; the adopting- of lesson- 
courses, te^t UooKs. or educational standards. If public school 
laws will not permit a school book publisher, or a publisher*® 
agents to sit on a school board which adopts books for our public 
schools, it is -reasonable-and fair to ask that the^church schools 
be giYSn the same protection.
But it.might- be said by some that the publication -board is 
the-main- IhoarU apd that the Sunday School-activities are merely 
&n adjunct: to itV: and, in that case the publication, hoard has a 
right to,make a ;prpfit towards benevolence,. When the denomination 
al progt?!".' of th® phurph is- connected in this manner it is simply 
a- side line carried op-by soma larger business.. "So long as a 
denomination permits it® ^e.ducational werk t® be carried- on hrS a - 
side line by any bpar^-, just so-Ipng will education in that de­
nomination be a, rears^line and, not, a front-line, enterprise...
It-would be just as reaspnablo to have the public .8cho,ol enter- 
1. A National System of Education, Athearn, Pg.96, Doran Co. 1920.
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prise t^arrleA'„Qii 'Uy- eome other Clivip. C.oinmittee - such as hi^ ways
or a- ChambTsr of, .Commerce* '
“.Most (ienpriinationB now-ha^ce separate hoards of publications 
and of education, the latter one caring for all the educational 
work of the denomination* This is the he''tter plan. It has been 
tried 4n( a'omSL of. thej^denominations having *©yen :1obb than 10G,>_000 
members, so it can be worked successfully in all tha denominations 
with memberships of from 1,000,000 to 100,000*
II Provide Best Lesson Material Possible
It would aepni that it is .no'.moxB. esseritial for evbry. ddnoi;- 
ination t.a have* ^11 ^the ^lesaorr^aterial that d child .studiea^ in 
Simday School or the church school than it is to have Methodist 
arithmetic. Baptist arithmetic, Lutheran geography, Reformed 
hietpry of the..yhitod Statea..or JFriends>* spolliog. .text bopks^
It .ia plainly-pvAdent -that, some., time: to the. devampment
of the. child Jie should, havj0;i.-adeqna;te*traiiujTg‘J.u ^UbJSdt matter^
that gives him the. teaching of Jiis denomination. 3ej5aU8e 
inational leaders differ on how. baptism should be.peritorfed.-, - 
whether the saeraments-j ^s or .represents ^the bSdy and bloodrof 
Christ, and in matters of government and organization of the church 
and denomination, is not sufficient ground upon which td justify - 
different currioula for the .children of different denominations. 
Where this Tprinciple is carried out- the syndicate material miay be 
published by'the company or publishing*diouae arhich can ,do. i.t the 
cheapest and best. This enabios. the »^1-1 denomihations to profit 




fiian they couldf‘produce them - themselves* The denomination may ; 
them-^puhlish the materidls used to -train-'the Students in denJ&n- | 
inatiorial history and interest.
Ill Encourage Research hy its Ruhlications
Ths field of religious education is rapidly and surely he 
coming ah=established profession with a clear cut and as.import- j
ant a fxinction to perform in the life of a people as has the min- j
istry and public school teaching* Before mahing much progress in . 
a profession research must be made so that the knowledge already | 
accumulated, in the field may be brought together and from that.c^s | 
a starting point, new investigations which will increase the store 
of total knowledge may be used to a great advantage. Part of the 
work done by the Committee on the War- and the Religious Outlook 
deals with religious education and is a fine example of research 
work. Perhaps the. most outstanding work of this kind, however, is 
the Indiana Survey, published in three volumes in 1923 and .1924* 
This is the most scientific study ever made in religious education 
research, and, without doubt, will be the basis and standard for 
other studies to follow. While the two s^tudiee mentioned above 
were conducted by the federal Council of Churches of Christ in 
America, it comes within the power of the denominational publish­
ing houses to foster, encourage and promote research work that 
will promote the work of the members of its body, the church, and 
the universal work of the Kingdom. Because of the profit some 
publishing* houswfftj expect to make from their publications it makes 
it a3^03t prohibitive fnr Members to publish some of the choice
pieces of literature that would he of use outside the denom­
inational "boundaries. The denomination must encourage a great 







I ^T-i^.CoB’* Of Thp Enlarged Program
^ e 'w ’9 4
One can easily tell wlxat. a person is most interested J.ix "by 
the way he spends his money* Por awhile a. person may give to ben*'
•5* ^ , n. ^ C i '■ - - - -*■
evolences of various kinds Just because he likes to make a good 
impression upon others' but that will be true only wlien he thinks 
he is being watched or admired for his generosity ajid good sport'C- 
manship* But if one would really know where the person's in-^erest
* ' 't
lies, he but needs to know how he secretly and regularly spends 
his money in his leisure hours of relaxation.
The church is but one enlarged group of individuals so the ■[
j . .T-ci* .-“'A . 1. 7- j J
same principle holds true there.. It is conceivable that a church 
would put In a moderaT'and effective program of education simply^ to |
-^4 •O'*” ^
be "in style" with the churches "down town", but the cases where ,j 
that happens are few.- The church as a whole still maintains that it^ 
chief fxuiction is to preach the gospel and forgets that it W^as also ^ 
commissioned to "teach them to observe all thing, whatwdever I ^
commanded." ^ In 19*20 it was foimd,^' that tbe American dollar, of f'
r.A" r d
the church, was spent in the following manner: Pastor's salary and |
r f[
general expenses 71 cents, for oburch benevelenoes 17 cents, for h
music 5 cents, for.^Janitor 4 cents, for Sunday School expenses i
f r ^ ;i
2 cents ahd for. Jaun4a^.ichool benevolences 1 cent. -One cent out
of fifty for the-r-eligious instruction of the childrenl ^ This shows [
where the interest of the church l.ies. It is willing t© pay eight 
* . ^ ^ -i. . ■ , ^ i
times as much for a qustrtette to sing two or four anthems i© them j'
on Sunday ineiead of toeing their pwn people trained to sing with 1
them in the worship of God.
1. Matt. 28:20
1 > -’wvl V c ^ V . ^ «'■ V




The church, will never agaih 'He'^able to get along oh ^uch-a*-’ 
arjall "budget for educational ^pufposes. -It^wdll he one of the * i 
problems of study for some years to come, to de^termine what propor­
tion of the wealth of--the people should be''devoted ^to. educational^1 
purposes, and especiailjr'to religious edudational purposes - Some^. ' 
of the total wealth'^must be ’given fdr geheral'cultural ^studjr.rsomen 
to "vocational training.' and some^ to religious and moral training. I 
fhat shall the latter proportion bef I
Eeligious education is the task of the church. The state j 
cannot suppo’rt these enterprises eind it is not proper that it
should. Therefore, the church, which is an agency,independent
■* .. 1
of the state Tnust perform this task. ,
So much do some churches ignore the educational program of t■» « '♦ * "" t
the church that they fail to even enter it on the budget - and, i
on the contrary, they e3*pect the Sunday School to support Itself 1 
and help support the church in addition. It is a fine practise
*> i ^
for the children to learn to give to the support of church j
activities if the church would then, out of its budget, adequately ■ 
support the educational enterprise. By that method the children , 
see results of their contributions and look with pride upon the ! 
church they hel;? to support. The poin-t ioibe recogonizqd here is, : 
that the church must prepare to give much more for the support ttf 
this enterprise than-it ever before dreamed of giving. If the 
most effective way to show that this is a good policy must be 
be used, one could say "it pays", for that statement seems to 
bring contributions where nothing else can. . - I
But the people of America are not going to wait for a ver-
r- . i. 1 > "'I
ification of that argument to convince them-'that .th*^ must give
i
literally of their wealth and income to train children in morals 
and religion. It has teen proven that children can te taught in 
schools.that stealing is wrong, that alcohol is a pvtson and kills, 
and that honesty is the only policy in life. T^iese are proofs enoufe’ j J • «,»T
The Christian people will te willing to give literal sums of money 
to carry on a greater program of moral and religious ediiication thanV •• A
was even dreamed of a few years ago. '
II Cost of' the'Educational Pro'gram in the Local Church 
A General E^cpense.
It ie-^onfe -of the-most*difficult tasks-Ho make ah- accurate study 
of finances ih‘ a-Sunday S'chool,« f-of several reasons. In the"fi'fst * 
place, there i-s ho uniform- system of bookkeeping and in many-schools 
there is no bookkeeping worthy of the name. In recent studies-which 
the writer* made for the Federal Council of Churches, it was found 
that a'^ery small percentage of rural Sunday Schools and, to his 
surprise and amasement, some of the large' city churches having tver 
a thousand members, had practically no Sunday School records, even 
for the current year. This esqperience parallels the conditions 
found^'in thosh-Suhday‘Schools which were studied in the Indiana 
Survey. Why such-negligence in an institution that skould teach 
people to live ri^t-, honest, and square lives? There are three ' 
chief items in the school's general eTpense items, viz: {l) teachers 
(2) Directors, Supervisors, etc., (3) Supplies and equipment. ^ 
According to studies made of 442 Sunday School teachers In 
Greater Bodton' it was found that only 4i % received pay for teac^-- 






Stmaay. Hence* it is a sftialX item in the'cMrcH^s budget. Of 
the' 199 6c3^is repcrting in the Ihdiemk Surrey, on this subject, 
92.5 pdr'cent of" the rural and 69.7 i)er cent of the urban''schools 
are entirely without salaried supervision, teaching, music, janitor 
Of '^y other service. The total amount of'salary paid" in one year 
to the' a'dmihistrative Officers of the X99 schools was 265; the 
amount paid for'the service^of teachers by the same school's was 
I 172. contrast this with the public school where the expense 
for teaching is from 60 per cent to 68 per cent of"the total 
budget.
Of the same schools mentioned* abcfVe* 6ne'hundred per cefit Oi*
the^rural and‘79.2 per'cent^if theHirhan, “^ve'ho ?'• 'sup'efviSibh/
What the*schbols'of Indiana pay for supervision is"chiefly'for ‘" 
supervision of music. For the same work in the public schools', 
from '7 per cent to lO per cent of the budget is Used. The problem 
oi* "the church’school* therefore, is to interest capable persons
sufficiently’in "the'wofk'df'the' church that thsy'will be willing
to give of their time and talents, freely.
The cost of supplies is usually the biggest item in the ex­
pense of the local school. The hi^ cost of this material is 
partly due to the “i'ac'f^ that the matefiails are used only once and 
then cast aside. What would be thought of public school lessons 
for a year’s courefes, that would be printed on single sheets for 
each lesson, or in four quarterlies of thirteen lessons "each?'
Here is where the waste occurs and the median expense per pupil 
for less'on texts in the Indiana schools was $1.04. In one fourth 
of the schools the pfice'‘pser pupil Was less than 70 cents and one- 
1. Indiana Survey, Vol. I, Pg.248., Doran Co., 1923.
fourth of the schools spent over $1*46 p^r pupil for the year.
In these schools the supplies cpnsi^e<3. 34»A per pent of the "budget 
while in the public schools from 4 p^r cent to 6 per cent of the 
budget is used for this purpose* This shows again hpw expensive 
the Sunday School supp^lies are for th$ amoi^t of they are^us^d. , 
The leaflets, papers,^ cards and other teaching materials that 
are frequently used are dis.tributed promiscuously even if the sub- 
Oect matter is unrelated and frequently unread by most of the 
pupils* Often, with more care exercised in ordering a proper 
Mount of this material, a good saving would result at this point. 
It can be seen fyom these items of e^ense, however, tjiat they are 
the burden of the expense. Thd teaching and supervision cost prac­
tically nothing and what is saved there has often been practically 
squandered on leaflets, quarterlies or papers. With a saving on 
those items, other useful equipment and helps might be secured, in 
the,way of maps, reference bonks, etc. The Sunday School cannotV ^ ' V - ♦
coat le6s* It will cost more but additional items should be 
emphasized.
B Resources of the Local Church School.
Thei;e are seven chief incomes, upon which the church school 
may rely:
1. Regular class and individual contributions, 2. Collections.for 
special purposes, 3. Gifts or bequests, 4* Invested funds, 5. Con­
certs, entertainments, suppers, itc- -6. Local church treasury,
7. Sale of quarterlies and supplie's.
Again referring to the IndiMa Survey,^ it was fotind that the 
1. Vol* I, page 263.
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average individual income for ttie 199 schools was $3^8.Of 
that amount the average school secured $2^9*45 hy the class con­
tributions and $94.96 hy special collections. These are prac­
tically the only-sources' P-f ths church school. The average amount 
coming from the church treasury into the school fund was $$.47 which 
is practically nothing. Until the churches see that the Sunday 
School program is their program and should no more be expected to
• r j ^
he self-perpetuating than a public school enterprise, the work of
c' ^
the Sunday School will have to move slowly on its inefficient way 
by the offerings of boys and girls., while the money o"f the adults 
go for social affaire, automobiles, prize-fights, baseball games 
and country clubs.
III Commxmity Schools Financed.
There are three chief ways of financing the community schools. 
In each one of these- the local church must take a leading part in 
influencing its members.
A.- Pro-rating ^Loca.l yhur-dhes»
By this method each church is given a particular amount to 
raisff'. The^amount is based upon its membership, iis present 
budget, or some rating such as that. In either cas^ the task of 
raising it 'rest upon the minister himself and he is already over- 
worked with raising money.
B. . Community Finsuice-Ubrnmittee.
This method places tl6 burden upon a group of business or
p.rQfeBBionalv wlio ^re accustc^ned Ao ^e^issirng funds. Theysicnow 
tLOW to approach men -on these matters and ^can heaT it very much 
mo-r-e easily than the pastor of the. local church*-
♦
C. Memhership Campaign.
Thi^ method will work fairly w^ll for smaller amouniis h.Tit ^ ^ 
where hig sums are to he raii(.ed -the systLsni fails. It places the. 
same standard and .ability to pay upon each member. That is unjust. 
And by the membership method, no great amount can be raised. The 
second method is for more desirable- It fully and,-comple-tely 
takes the matter out of the-.hands ^of'the„-ichprcheja .and.plac.es it in-
the -united iPjf'eth©«.phra^tia|i #Hi?en»*''of the Copmihhity:t .,^After
all, that >8 the most effective way that the-.church can carry^-on 
its work.
IV‘ Support Of Religious Bducation In Higher Institutions
^At one tiige the tChurch-maintained many elementary ^.d sec­
ondary schools but now it has withdrawn >almos^: completely from the 
elementary wor^ ^d has only a few s§condW sP^ools wder its 
direction. thp perfection- of the ,spcular high sphopl it wi-11
not be long before most of the secondary schopla will have passed 
also. This is not surprising for the church does not have control 
of resources to the s^pie "extent* that the state has* The^ diffi.cul-' 
ty of financing, even the Insjtitutipns of higher learning, under 
the-,church*B di-rection, is a general-P3:'oblemr. JPhgi: Ip^creasin-g cpst 
pg ,ma.ititaining edupa-tipnal institutionsj of all’;spr-t&> is putting, 
a heavy strain upon d®i^ominati<onal. schoolg.^ ThdS’ has led some
institutions of denominational origin, to loose some of those 
cords in order to accept help from certain endowments and funds*
That has Kept some of these schools alive, while certain other 
ones have merged in order to continue to function*
The hig question does not seem to he whether the denominational 
college is going to survive. It can survive if the church wants it 
to do so. The question therefore, is what the church coll-ege wants! 
to survive for. If it wishes simply to try to compete with the stat 
universities' It is doomed to failure for the state universities, 
the municipal universities, and other schools of an independent 
nature have thousands and millions of dollars to support them, ffew 
church colleges have fof'that magnitude. The church college 
must Justify J?ts exist Upon a'different hasis, it must
serve the church and the church will support it. Is it any wonder 
that the church colleges have difficulty in securing money from 
the church when one can scarcely tell the difference “between many 
church colleges and state colleges hy the atmosphere on the campus, 
the content of the curriculum,Nthe departments, and the product 
turned out. In meiny cases it is foimd upon investigation, that the 
state university is teaching more to hq|p the graduate to go back 
to his local church and work, than the church college is - a 
pitiful conditiont The small church college cannot do the work of 
the big tqiiveraity and it fails to atteiiipt to do that for which it 
is equipped, and that which the church expects from it, namely: 
turn trained leaders back into the church, instead of coaches for 
the hi^ school foot ball team or teachers of Spanish in the H^gh 
school. When the- church callege serves its constituency it will rei 
eive adequate support from the church.
CHAPpR X




I Country^‘^d Hamlet Churches*
A* The Changing Order*
The problem of the church in a sparsely settled community is 
quite different-from: what-presents itself in the pdpulouEf'-c'dnters* 
It was said in a preceding chapter that where there"wefe few child­
ren in a commimity the children of that part shoul'd be transported 
to the district center where a centralized, - graded ■^i^oiship and in­
struction can be givens That is not necessary in any except thd^' 
sparse settlements of the plains and agricultural sections. The 
hamlets and villages hdve .enough children to 'have’ goo'd gra'ded 
Sundayt-Schools .just-ascthey have-^'first rate -public'snhobls '•
Tljis tfill mean, furthermare, that not every small denomin^ion 
will be able to have its little Sunday School of a few children, 
or even a few dozen, and perform its duty. Soon the time will
^ A
come when it will be as much a stigma upon a person to be ignorant 
of the Bibl^ arid its^moral- teachings as i-t now iff to be igno’fant 
of arithmetic and geography. When that time comes, the cfhildren, 
instead of thinking where they can go to a Sunday School that will 
teach them all the- doctrinal beliefs, just lifts they were taught 
to their fathers' and. mothers-, Will rather attend that Sunday Sbhool 
that- Reaches' the Bible 'in- its unadulterated- tTutl^ and' shows- them 
hw to live as they should*'' That will mean that a "S-chool must 
maintain a hig^ atand^rd, in'^brder to ke'ep- its-pupils. In the rural 
districts this condition is expecially felt. It has meant that 
many of the rural churches that were established during--feettle'- 
ment days .‘have been abandoned because there is no further use for
\
1
them. The automobile and. other conveniences, including good roads 
has enlarged the rural community by many times i.ts originaj.^ radius 
SO that there are fewer country jchurclMs .and Iprger^^nes, and^more 
rural folks are attending the hanlet, village ands town churches.
The, way the rural churches have been abandoned in recent de­
cades is shown, the numb^i^, of vacant building seen in some of the 
middle wes.t states. In .one of the counties in Northern Ohio, ^for 
exa^iple* twenty-seven abandoned churches were recently fotind in a 
purvey by the Ohio federation of Churches. That particular county 
not different from its neighboring counties in this respect. _ How 
is the church to meat this, changing order, and what policy is the 
small denomination to ad'opx, in bojmnu’nitieS that have only a scatter- 
ing of members of that commtanion? These question must be answered 
within the next few years.
B. federated Churches. ^
The spiri'i' of federation is in the air. The longitfg for
religious unity is a response to the stimuli of common experiences
in the sajte locality. Men who meet throughout* the’ week, if ihe^
worship ai all, discover a desire to worship together.' The coming
of great occasions and celebrations of anniverwarieO, train them
in some common assemblies, as in a community where 'there had'^een
some Uenom'lnatibnal fraction, at the news of the death of President
McKinley, the whole nei^bbrhood gathered together reverently in a
^ •
memorial service.
The^idea of federation of various'churches in a ccfimilimity is 
being carried out succeqsfuliy in many sections of the country.
i
In most cases the two, three, four or more denominations maintain 
some denominational individuality where those differences occur, 
hut in the great non-essentials they are happily united and con- 
bined* They can pay the pastor a good salary, maintain a better 
Sxaiday School by having a **ministry of education" instead of hav- 
ing'ti^o of three ministers, as the groups fomerly had, they are 
able to maintain a gbod building, adequate fequipment and to pro­
mote a progressive commuhity program* One of these federated 
churched,'^ whexe the Baptists, Congregational and Disciples federat­
ed in 1917, show the excellent spirit of one of these churches*
"In essentials, luilty;
. ___ ^ In. non-es.sentials,- liberty;: . . ^
* “ In diversities, charity;
In all things, Christ first*5 - .
The federated movement has only had its beginning*.. In- some parta ?
of the country there, are ten or twelve federated churches in an .
ordinary sized county^, getting-the-jieople together in unified,
thorough Christian work such ^as they-have never been able to carry
on befpre*.
Jhis will be the saving factor for the small denpminatioh -that 




Of the great western states* There is not enou^ prestige and in-^ 
fluqnce .to stimulate and enable some Qf..the,se congregations to 
grow and hold their places in the copiunity life*
C* Home Missionary Churches* j
It does not prove to be even a good economic investment- for 
a small denomination to follow every family- or pmall group., pf ' 
families on their migration Westward to establish archurch.for K
1. The United Church, Garrettsville, Ohio. f
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themi Tha-t.policy has led to- the great ^umher of abandoned „ 
ehur.chesr that were mentioned in the forepart^ of this chapter* It 
,seems the tXm^ for, invading now terri^tory with phurches has largelj 
ceased with the; occupation of all the- lands, of "^e^r Western terri­
tories* The denominations that have occupied theee terrll^ories 
flrart-and. liSiye, ptj:engthene_d thair posit^lons by building up a^ 
strong congregations, large conferences^-and classes^ great edu-
1
cational institutions for.the training their leadership, pnd 
a close fellowship which means much in Christian work, should be ! 
given tha primary task of carrying -on the religious education -of ,
. I
the youth of that territory. ; - . .r,
This cXnay neeqaeit^to certain territories
by some o.f the smaller.denominations. This may -be done, ^ither 
voluntarily but the small denomination simply cannot effectively ; 
spread its activities pver too much territory. It could do much | 
more work, and do jit more effectively if it would concentrate its 
endeavors in a- geopaphical section wherp Its schools wouM be 
within a resonable distance when its young peoplp^wish to attend 
the-college and the university, andj-SQ that the denominational 
leaders, could get around to promot^e ^d inspire greater work.
In the present order-of things, about the only time some of the 
remote congregations -get to see or hear a leader of the denomina- . 
tion is when 'the- Superintendent of the Mission Board visits them 
or when'money-is to be collected. This being the case, it is no 
wonder that there is difficulty in maintaining denominational 
individuality^ and one by one the members .Join other churches 
that are^ strong and. are doing a .ree-l -14^® Pioc©- work. ^
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But .if tlie small denomination-would Bjb willing^ to withdraw '* - 
its- far-scattorod worh and to confine.’ itself to those sections ’6f 
the countjry-where it already has a working necleus Of two 03^three 
thousand memherSi' at least, within a state, it would' have a’ point 
from which it could radiate its influence and^i^fi'it^ does, multiply 
in strength so that there iS'a possihllty':of. it becoming’a great* 
power the way for its^ spread to greatei boundaries will open up*
But in the present sgattered conditions of some of the smaller 
denominations, they can.-^ne^er hope to d-o,a great work and to grow 
because, it is the next thing to impossible to grow under such 
unfavorable conditions and scattered memberships*
^jthe^more, .the .small, ^spattered,, ^mission, churches .presents. ' 
a financial problem to their denomination* Pew of them -ever-do.^ 
become self 6upporting and when 85 per cent or. 90 per cent of all 
the -churohep of, a denomination, located, on more than half of .the 
territory dt attempts -to coyer^^^ .are either whollycor partly e.Tipport- 
ed ‘by mission monwy, r and aomecof these, -churnhes are docatsd in 
cities'Where there is u good-field for rapid growth* if-denoratnatronj 
enthusiasm ^d-eupport. would be-available for the congregation - it 
is a plain pro.of that’another denomination, strongly established.'in 
the city or -CQmmuni,‘fcy could .minister'more effectively*
When these congregadbions have a constant struggle to keep a- 
live they -have no money ,to support the educational program that 
they should promote. -^Chis. l^eads again to defeat, ^he- on-iy 
solutipn that seems a^eaBonapiQ ^for the denomination to
recoim^end to its churp.hes in. sparsely settled communities
is,-to federate vjheie:.d".t iS pps^piblS to* enlarge and enrich .the-
the program* Hr h'ections ,where the congregations lose-this strength 
■because of detached contracts with other members of-the family- of 
the denominations, the nucleus must he huilt up sq -that there T^ill 
be some centre from which to wor3s:, just as the.'misslonar-y :^the 
foreign field extends'bia work from the compoxind twhere i« lo^a^ted 
his school and cente-r spiritual.refreshment and encouragementi-
As- long as the smaller denominations dissipate their strength "by 
trying td cover as much'territory as .the .larger denominations' cover, 
they must suffer ^thecp^nHlty of. Jiot .growings
' c ' it* ^ V iZ'/V uATI «
II Leadership Training in Sparsely Churched Territories*
f- . Perhapssdne iOf the greatest handicaps in churches sparsely 
churched territories is that of training adequate leadership. A 
Hission Church will he favorably located in a growing part of the 
city where a large Sunday School could soon^he gathered together 
hut, if this particular congregation is the only one of its kind 
for a distance of 50 miles and one of the six within a radius of 
300 miles, it will he hard to get much spirit or enthusiasm started 
for the work there* To add to the problem, there is not much 
probability that there will be a denominational school or college 
within an added knowledge of its work and program, but more fre­
quently with an antipathy for the work and the limited program 
possible in that church*
The next resort for training of leaders in the sparsely church 
ed sections is the community training school. If the young people 
are to be lead intelligently or blindly. In this day it must be 
intelligent leadership. Where a large -enough number of young
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people fx6m a'oertain sparsely ciiurched territory attend a certain 
university of the state, it may be arranged for a pastor of the 
denomination, or a person trained in religious education, to offer 
some courses for credit in the college or if that is impossible, 
to get these young people into study groups for training* During 
the time of their college course is the most appropriate time for 
this training.
In the sparsely churched territories the greatest problems 
frequently face the church. She should send some of her strongest 
leaders to these fields if she would have them grow. Then if they 
are not found responsive the place should be abandoned in favor of 
some denomination whose program ib more acceptable to the people.
CHAPTBR XI
CHURCH iHSTITUTIOHS OP HIGHER LEAEHIHG AND' THE 
MODEHU PROGRAM OP RELIGIOUS EDUCAXIOK
(124)
'^nxm Uiay turjKThetXJhutclf-tolll^e'e-^^ s::culsr 3 jo^^cets s large
nuffi'ber of ar-alXor u '.r.EtitcJtXona epriiiig yp it all parts a. tao
A. Origin*
countiry* It it ^ ^ o"aaj.^ei' c'tuxch ccXiog^'o t'aa's
In the United States theye are approzimately 570. colleges and 
*ru,iuo^ .a.: .--:5a’-.^ ^or tho min^utry slrce tae
universities. Of this number about 360 are under church controls
ridolc of til . Si;
About 145 are listed by the 9ureaa of l!ducation as non-sectarian 
Xlany ex' thc-^o Cj^;, 1 * ^-:’atairea that tholr
but the majority of this number are definitely affiliated with 
chief purposo was to twi?5 .f* ‘u * ' it c’*uvv9«
various religious bodies. This is to aay thht Outside of the state 
life of ease. Ta>t u ^ * ' •’■y
universities most of the colleges and universities have been founded, 
colleges of LV * . X- 1 ^ ’ nh-^r 01
fostered and supported by the church. * Harvard College was founded 
snen r^-r .r.<f - w- «iin c'f d in-
in 1636 for the purpose of preparing candidates for the ministry, 
ist j-tat-Oi :i tiiat claneico urc csifiOntxal Id dvr a
Willidm and Mary College 1693, Yale 1701, Kings College, now 
SfctiilC'tt to graduate with an arts de^ee- .Bvery effort to intro." 
Columbia, 1754 and most of the >othdr colleges , of the East or Hprth 
ducc practical oubjocts and course'^ of study taut tho twencieth 
Bast and Colonial regions were fdunded for the primary purpose of
i iC n-zo rtw *r. cyj.v3v- in f
training men for the ministry or in religion.
stitationn it *a often fcvjid r*.? < »/
When the ideas of education widened the purpose of those 
Uourc of arciont and forcifjn B-a-uguageo ato roc^uirai, together wi^'h
colleges was broadened to include preparation for other professions
iiiynar mathematics ca. ".*yj£mado in
and preparation for living the life of a "gentleman* or cultured 
sociology, pt-yonoloay? Bible, ^ * ' ^l^drrd
person as he was thou^t of in that day. Hebrew^ Greelc and^ Latin 
si’bloct-i. ihl oul‘.0S6 ia a chrl - -
were thou^t to be the most important subjects in the curriculum 
t. 1^*.! child it has become- X-- a-^ry
but some mathematics and natural sciences were also taught. Such 
ft'* *lather's purpose fsr it that c, 
subjects as music, history, oratory, ethics, philosophy and
- UOs/.
Christian evidences received some attention, especially in the 
seniorByear bUtpibhetpCiaBSicB" were stressed in the first three 
years.
1. Financial.
During the first half of the nineteenth century training for 
the min'ifiPtr'ytbfebaa^i'&^Sfebbfid^ry th&es^Md6rd-iS§ti%?i%i6fis
1h the advanecu gu*^oo1 for tho 3ocal cnurch. If it is
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When they" turnifcL their attenti6]ii to-more secular suhjeets'a large 
number of- Smaller church institutions sprang ii]^ in all parts of the 
country.' It has been these smaller'chufch'colleges that have 
trained the majority of candidates for the ministry since the
i.
middle of the nineteenth century.
‘MaAy of these "Church Colleges* ■*sd;ill maintained that their 
chief purpose was to train the "privileged few" for a relative 
life of ease. That same ideal is found emphasized in many 
colleges-'of Liberal Arts to this day - much to the dishonor of 
such minded instructors- With this attitude of mind these in­
stitutions insist that classics are e’Ssehtlal'in order for a 
student to gfaduato^with ah arts' degree.^ “Every effort' to intro­
duce practicefl subjects and courses' of study tliat the twentieth 
century needs, are opposed in favor of'classics* In these in­
stitutions it is often found that from twenty to thirty semester 
hours -of ancient and foreign^ languages 'are required, together with 
higher-matheinatics while little or ho'requirements ^re made in 
sociology, psychology, Bible, ■religf<^ff* education, and kindred 
subjects. The college is a child of the church in origin but" 
what a' prodigal child it has become. It has drifted s*o far away 




When it is performing its normal function, the church college 
ip the advanced training school for the local church. If it is
TFT
recognized as having this place in the program of the church it 
has a ri^t to look to the church for part of its financial support 
- that part which its endowments, gifts, and the tuition of stu­
dents does not bring in. The church college should he to the 
church wl^t the state college and state normal schools are to the 
pu,hlic school. The ,former looks to its constituency, the church, 
for support, and the latter to its constituency which is the state. 
The state college turns out skilled experts in the field it is in­
tended to serve hut' the church has heen hood-winked by the' "Christ­
ian" College which asks for the money of church people to turn out 
Christian characters by giving the students two, four, or in a few 
cases,'^more hours of !Bible ^and relfgious' ediidhtfon^courses in‘the 
eriCire four years. Some church colleges do not even give-ihat ’ 
much. How long will the Christian people supporting the so called 
"Christian" College be satisfied to pay for a product they do not 
receive?" 'The studehts d‘0 not "catch^ religion' bty being exposed to 
thfe supposedly Christian influenced of a church college. Let-the* 
church college show that it 'is the great right arm of the church, 
by sending back trained workers to the churches that haVe been’ - 
making it financially possible for her to exist add grow. - ^
£. Students.
The students for' the church colleges come from a wide region 
usually. An ins'ti“tuti'on of* a certain denomination may- sOmetimbs 
be found that draws its 'students lar-gely frfifi'local territory’but 
more frequently the students* come from all sections of that church. 
The typical church colle’ge, however-, in this day will have one- 
third of one«h^f of its students doming from the* homes of its*
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church memhers while the remainder come from all the other de­
nominations, as well as Catholics and Jews. It is a small per­
centage of non-Christian students that are found in most of the 
church colleges. The TOilue of mixed student "bddie's of this inter­
denominational type is great. It is in this wdy that future'‘lead- 
ers get a wi'd^ circle of intimate friends in other “'denomination,'- 





Some of the church'colleges-seefn -tb be'-of--the opinion that
4 *
their chief -duty Is to teach the "humanities in both the Classic 
and modem sense. The end of their ambition is to teach the 
literature of the world, past and present, -and the languages in 
which they are expressed, the ‘facts cf 'human* Imbw-ledge, the 
sciences' which yield, ah—unders'tandihg o'f man,-'physical, intellect-
- s - ' ' ' ’ *
ual, and moral, the science with deals with existence itself and 
man’s place in the universe, and the application of these in the 
individual, social and institutional life of the race." The moral 
and telic part of this instruction is covered in about four se-
t ^ . V i i
mester hours of Bible for the four year course and no religious
*
education courses at all.
" 1 '
In the studies conducted by Walter S. Atheam in 1915, of
- f- t ' -
religious conditions in colleges, replies were received from 140 
institutions, 76 of which were institutions endorsed by the 
American Association of Universities. Of these 140 institutions, 
20 were under state control, 62 classified themselves as denom- 
1. Religious Education, 1915, Pg. 413.
inational, indicated no affiliations and the remainder claimed 
various affiliations to religion. Part of this report is given as ^
I
follows:
•Practically all the Colleges offer a group of subjects that 
would naturally be included in a well balance^ ^
weligious education, such as ethics,
and general psy.chology. Comparative religion; Christian, ^ssionsr^d Church^Histcry are listed in most alc^es.
The frequency Cf such coursep^s^the psychology of Iccifr&Lgy, rural sociology, and 7/'
em- social problems indicates a,response to the demands ol
«Perhaps^the most surprising thing in ^®
aminity with which the independent and 
responded to the State’s demand for.trained 
public schools. Nearly all of the states grant certain con- 
pflssiona and ■orivileges to colleges that conform to the st^d- 
a-prtPi flntablished bv the State Department of Public Instruction
Departments of education "arid chairs pedagogy
have sprung up in nearly all denominational colleges, in ^^s t'^a^^J^catalo^es. examined .tthsre are lis^d, 
ae history of education, educational psychology, 4..
pttyCholo'gr, pbilosophy of education, principles of -educatipn-. 
^hool administration and mangement, methodology, -
"Ninety-eight colleges' report related courses with.an average 
of eight courses in each college, which could be ® t
-■ good advantage in building ^ i^rogram: for. religious education • 
The church colleges may well be ^tribution-to the training, of. ^th,e; aecular^tqachers <?j the
nation; but they have not been equally responsive to the 
pleuding' of iheVchurclcqs. for iiea-chers: of religiiJh-*
The ohuroh .college is in a state of transition. I$8 p^th-q,t
this -time is a difficult one because-, it thinks, it is r.esponp;ibJLe, 
fbr turning: out almost as varied a product as the- great' university 
does, so it. tries to develop departments of all kinds, including; 
the various kinds of -engineerings. By putting its first emphasis 
upon producing teachers for-the-public schools and candidates-f.or 
tfis secular professions- it has-Aome to the place now where ,i.t at­
tempts to cover too muclr ground, and- spreads its activities turn­
over the part the church lias most right to expect-muph from,. Other
reasons, for this might-be enumerated: (l) The .Church College, fears
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it will, be called a -"Sxmday School'^J if it links^ up its task in 
any way with that of training Sunday School teachers. (2) Fail­
ing to recogonize the value of giving every boy and girl in the 
nation instruction- in religion. (3) The opposition frfeloh comes" 
by trying-tO" replacb old curricula with‘-the new. (dVOjpposition 
to..any practical courses which might be called "Utilitarian" be­
cause- they are intended to help one to earn his living as well as 
to enrich his mind. (5) Iiack of fxmds to open up new departments. 
(6) The'new and changing state of religious education and its 
me-thodology.
It- should riot he- dhdSpstood, however, that the church college 
of the futurd-will teach onl^religious''education subjects; The 
college must also provide opportunity for a liberal ed^icatiori equal 
in value to that offered in the best state college or university. 
Young people have a ri^t to an opportunity to receive a thbrou^ 
modem education. The school’ whidh does hot fuftiish such opportunit 
should not receive their support ^d enrollment. There'are contain 
bodies of -knowledge and e^^erience which -are vital in the preparatio 
of young people for lives of usefulness. A knowledge of science, 
mathematics, history, economics, sociology, and psychology is 
essential to- an infelligen-t participation in the life of the modem 
world as is -instruction in religious education. Thoae studies are 
indispensable fihid the Chris^tiah- College is under the most binding 
obligation' to provide curricula,-' equipment, and- teaching force 
unsurpassed in any othei?^ kind of school dn the^coiintry. Both'of 
thesa functions can be performed by the chiir'ch college; but re­
ligious education Cannot be* taught ih an institution which does
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not measure up to the hi^es^ academic standards.
2. Courses in Bihle and Religious Educational Subjects.
1U '
Recent developments in the field .Qf 're3iigiou8rg4TiS^^io^ 
elude- the. large number of courses’ or departments opened jUpjunder ^ 
this caption. In soma vSChools thig i^ork is being-carried on, in 
conjunction, with that in Bibical literature and history, or, 
with that of the Department of Education, with which it is in 
purpose and method, perhaps, most closely related. The-movement 
•and accomplishments in the fieldfare too new ahd pnstabilized to 
give an accurate evaluation of^what ia^bei.Kig.dphe; j-t is npt 
possible eveh itP .give, the number of such cj^irs and 4ej)artments^ 
for the colleges are placing such instructors on their faculties 
as fast as they can-secure the fundrs and trained instructors 
IhB* Board! of-Education of the ,M.ethodiat Episcopal-Church, South*, 
states that there" is. not'“a sihgle^ college in, that denomination 
that does not offer -a- course hn .xeltgious--education, -and that 
most of them have well-manned departments.,
j .
A. Standard of Courses.
At thS'-annual meeting of the. Sunday Scho.ol Council of 
Evangelical Denominations, in St. tiouis,. Kissouri,- January 29, 
1920, a committee-was'appoihted to work with the chufeh boards 
of education, for the purpose of standardizing and stimula^ting 
work in this field. This- a-ction was stimulated by the Teachaf!^^ 
Training Commit tea .of the Council, for those members were of the 
opiniou that the next great movement in religious education must
1'32
come from Bcieriti-fically trained pereoris ’in the field of ‘re- ^ 
ligioue education; ' ,
After this commission had been working for about a year and
. * r
was making some progress it was found that tlie* Relfgi'ous Education 
Association, at its meeting in Rochester, Rew *Yor'k, Mafch 11, 1921, 
had also appointed a comlfii-ss-ron to study'the* same problem. They 
called a joint meeting of the two committees, ’and after severai 
other meeting it was found that both committees were working 
along the same lines and practically agreed upon wha't the subjects^- 
should be and, also upon other major points- The follow'infe is in 
brief some of the main points Covered in £he joint report given 
by the Council of* Church-Boards of MdWatioh an'd the Sunday School 
Council of Evangelical Benominat’ions; ^ ^
(1) That Colleges upon religious foundations pursue the policy 
of offering Sufficient work un Bible, the Christian religion, and 
various subjects" relhfeii to religious education to prepare theiri . ' * *
students for inte]J.igent support and leadership of religious 
education in their homes, churches and coimnimities.
(2) That the total amount of work contemplated as a mifiimiM 
be one' fourth of a four years college course, or in the usual '' ' 
terminology of the" colleges^ thirty semester hours.
(3) That the subjects euid the approximate nxmiber of hours
allotted to each subject be: * ’ * ^
(a) Rible-'- Semester hburfi
(b) Teaching'Values of Bible‘Material......... ‘/i ^ "
ic) Curriculum^;........... ...............................W 2' ■ ^ "
(d)' The ehristian’'Religion-... ..................'3 **
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(e) Ediicati'onal Psycliology..... ...........3 Semester hou;
(l) Irrtroduction to the study -of Religious
Education..................................................................... 3 ** “
(g) Teaching the Christian^ Religion
(With ohsesryatdon and--practice) c.. 4, " “
(h) Organi'za.tipn and Administration. 3 -* ** "
- (jJ'iIi&-toxy'Of Religious Education in s . .
America...;......... ...................................................... * 3 " "
-Tpta'l- . 30. Semester ho
(4) That a Cteurtificate in religious education he granted to' 
students who, upon graduation, have completed a total, of' 24 semester 
hours of work herein described, 19 pf which shall he required' 
cpurses and 6 of which-may he-eleated- from the remaihing couraes- 
dndlcatied In. (3)>-, The xequireii bourses, wlll^he:
(a) Rihle.............................................................................. 6 Semester hou
(h) The Christian Religion... .................................. 3 " "
(c) Educa,tional Psychology......... ................  3 ** "
(d) -Introduction-to^the-Study or Religious
Education.............. ..................    3 " **
(e) Teaching the* Christian Religion (with
observation and practise)*........ .. 34 "
joint^ commission goes further and attempts to definp what 
is, mpapt hy eachione of these suggested courses, (a) (h) (c)'^etc., 
in the report that it gives hy giving-a hr’ief explanation of each 
course proposed.
I'r^om this statement it-will he seen that the total of thirty 
hours> is one fourth the-number usually required for-a Jbachelpr's 
degree* Tbe courses in Bihle and the Christian religion are not 
regarded as prerequisites' hut as constituting an integral part of 
religious education. @ince the number of'hours.is considerably
larger tliari tlie'.requirement fdr'a. niaJjor; ia®oBt'ins,-ti'tutions, it 
seems .desirable* to arrange for majors -and-'minors in tbe field-
If an institution wishes to use^ the.ma^qr :and minor subjects, 
it is asauried that the former will considt of ifromr 13*'1t0 21 hours ^ 
and the latter from 9 to 12 h6urs. The mimimum preerequisites in 
all cases 'are tUrderstood to consist of courses in 3ible .anci'in.' 
general psychology-, ffome fundamental courses in education are 
valuable, either as prerequisites or as constituting and=integral 
part of the list provided. What number of courses.are essential 
in the training of teachers in religious ,education? AS'-yet, no 
generally accep-ted. standards, have^. been set'up, 'with Jthe exception 
of Xqston University,-ISchool Ofr Religious Education which main­
tains^ the same' standard of work done in graduate study, for a - 
teacher of religious education, that is required of a minister of 
the Gosper, namely: ninety hours of standard graduate work, lead­
ing- to Hrofesalonal mster'^p Degree^ .This requirement, on the 
part df, E6TB,ton. npiyers-lty,. for: Jbhe'Jtasrter o^* Religious Education 
Degree, enables thes-e. 'graduates; to be 'admitted .as tdachers in 
Colleges of any of the Associations 'of CjollegeB- and'.Secondary . »
Schoolsv so is“ sufficiently hiigh-td maintain i,ts ‘places among 
the professions. Other dnstitutiona ere ^orhihg towards the 
same goal and &o.on there.^will be other-graduate eohools dotting - 
the country, and-every ^denomiiratiohal college will be offering 
courses-, by thorou^ily-traihed infs true to rs^, as a substantial part
of the undergraduate-work*.
B. Methods Of Teaching Bible for XJredit.
The teaching-ef iBible^-and of subjects ^definitely connected
with the’ Christian religion, -have too seldom "been given the "*
commanding place they deserve* -Hor has there always "been suf- ' ■ 
ficieht attention to presenting-a Christian-interpretation of- 
philosophy, ethics, the social sciences, and other subjects of the 
re^lar curricuitan.-
^JJOw* the teaching'of Bible Is taking's place- of importance 
and of dignity*- The Bible is bding well taught in a considerable 
number of'institutions • The custom of givihg over Bible-teaching 
to the' "handy man" among the professors has been replaced, to a 
large extent, by the organization and -equipment of a department, 
or at'least a chair of Bibi’cal Literature and-History, with espec­
ially traihed'ifistructorS. 'The rapid increase''in the number of 
these departments-has been one of the striking developments of 
recent educational history* One generation ago there were no 
such departments'. Beginning with the twentieth century the Bible 
has becomet-a. bcllege stddy'in-American-CollegCB •
In I'qgS-the-number-of Such chairs-or departiafehts in Ajlerican 
Colleges and universities was over^ 30a anh this' nu&ber is increasini 
rapidly; The number of trained instruiftora was then estimated at 
600. The serioua attempt to-standardize subit departments has f- 
begun. The Commission of'the Religious Education Association -whici 
has-had this task in hand made their first report in 1916. At that 
time but'*31 departments had been* discovered throh^but the co^intry, 
entitled to be called-In class "A". The requirements - for a class 
"A" department are-Very modest indeed* The ‘collAge' Should’ have at 
least “6ne well-trained instructor Who was ^giVihg lilS entire -time 
to teaching» * CourBe'8"'of'b’tit^oxre hour'iJerrweek‘■were eliminated
from consideration.* Tlie depa'rianent'Was'^required to offer at'‘leaat 
T8 Bdme&ter'hours' of-work. Reasonable library equipment was-de­
manded and an^ annual budget sufficient' to':koep-the department -^n- - - 
a parity with the other departments of the’ instlTtution* What in­
stitution of the small denomination cannot maintain such a* standard 
if the members of -the denomination become determined to have re^ 
-ligious- instruction-of a high ord'er, given tb their college stu- > 
dents-? Measured by these standards, the class "A** departments 
had increased from 31 in 1916 to 88 in 1921. Other classes cf 
departaients designated as and,have* been enumerated
to the- total of some.225 and .there ia-an encouraging movement of;- 
‘thdse departments''from"year to- year to “Che higher^classes^ >
B.' The^ Church College arid the Local Church* -
1. College Must Create” Standards*
-State Bchoo-ls base their entrance requiiements upon -Che 
public ,high S'chdolb' and the-church' colleges -have been content to^ 
follow in the* identical steps. 'They should-be foimded says 
Professor Athearn ^ upon the Sunday and iweeik^day schcfols of local 
churches * Instead of creating their own atandards- hir paht-^ 
i'cular'taSkcatOiand^'-the church colleges have-joined with'State 
colleges *in-the-s-tandardizing'Of public., elementary and secondary 
education. They have done absolutely nothing in standardizing-i
religious *educKtiori-i'n the- Ideal chUrches from which they draw 
their Stddenta* ^it is? the duty 6f the churnh college to -specify 
the number of units of Bible study--it;will-accept.for entrance 
..det&rminb- the. corrditibns under which- such .credits may;be 
earned. Cblleges now have their inspectors who visit the public
I
acIiaolB and assist in maintaining standards of efficient teaching;
i
t^"jcHurch coile’ga should have Inspectorsi. dr "better, supervisors, |
3who go out from the college to the church 8Chool'*of its cdnstttuency
I
for the purpose of stimulating efficient work*tr^^fitcher-training * j
for local religious ^teachers should "be directed and standardised ’
!
hy the church colTSge* -At the predent time teachCf-^traihirig'stand- | 
ards ^d standards for church schools are 'determifled hy field sec- . 
retaries and'puhlishers* agents. But-the standardizing of schools 
is an academic matter; it should "be th§ reSponsihility of the ed­
ucators of a church, and the colleges should "be yitally and active­
ly interested -in the process', should not every--church college
"be a centre from which would 'S^ siipervisors and 'extension le’cture- 
re whose’Buairiess it-Would "be to direct the develdpment of the 
church school which feeds the church colleges? If a college re­
quires 30 semester units for entrance it mi^t accept '6 or 8 units 
from^he-nhurch achools, defining the'“conditions Under chioh these 
units would be accepted. A Wtuden-t could then enter a church 
college with part of his credits from the public schools and part 
from the church schools. This arrangement would solve the problem 
of a'eademic credi'te-in 'the -only satisfactory way^^ relieve-thd'- 
local high schoola frObr*-the responsibility of fixing .the conditions 
of accrediting Bible Courses, and make possible -a reasonable time 
schedule fCr stiidents.. The state coileges-may be depended upon 
to supervise the work Of the secular stfeOnda-ry schools; The’ church 
has a right-to eSpect^its colleges-to render-a siniilar'service in’ 
the field"-of religious education. Why-should nOt a church college 
publish-a'list of Accredited chtirch.'8choolB, -just as it-publishes
a list of accredited public schoolel
Cbllege men talk learnedly of'a student's religious re­
construction, deplore the poverty and the crudeness of his re­
ligious conceptions,- hut they do nothing t6'^0orfect-%^.Aituation. 
By standardizing text-books, me3bhods, teachers* qualifications, 
etc., in the schools from which their students come, they could 
correct these defects and the "college student, instead of having* 
a period of iDitter reconstruction-, would have a periof of ful­
fillment and enlargement.
I am not unmindful of the abuses which have attefided the 
attempts which colleges have made to standardize the- public 
schools. These abuses are being corrected by* the- enlargement of 
the standarizing boards- to include the representatives' from thS ■“ 
secondary schools and the local communities* Religious education 
should profit by the experience of public schools. Its standard­
izing boards-ahould include from the- beginning representatives 
from-hll the schools'envolved in the .system which is being- 
standardized. - .
The hfew d^-for the church’college has -coine.. Lt has passed 
from its early plabe of-being and’ institution primarily to traifi 
leadership for th'd church, to being and- inetltution ‘giving most 
of its time to turning out trained leaders for the same places in 
life that the state* and non-secterian colleges specialize in. 
Whdse-ie the task of' training church leadership? The-cHurdh’■col­
lege-'is only beginning ■£o realize its duty in this-'reSpSSti' It"iB 
not tbo BlUch to expect-that within a few yearS'shS-wfll be supefr--- 
vising and Bt^dafdizihg-the work in the church schools, as 8h§
ri^tfully Bliould do in her own denomination- The denominational 
college that does not^make an’effort to render such service is not 
worthy of the name of a church institution or of support from a 
constituency that looks to her for religious leadership*
2. :?unction of the Boa,rd of Christian Bducatiohr
• * T •• *
With a few exceptions the Claurch Boards of Education are not 
really Church Boards of Education hut College Boards, interested 
in the college problem, ambitions for a place in the system of 
public schools, interested in st^dardiaing seoular education, 
and in themselves meeting the approval of the national standard­
izing agencies whic^ are in favor with college endowment boards 
or foundations. Efficiency demands the enlargement and reorgan­
ization of these college boards into real church boards of educatioi
■1'
V
which are interested in the entire educational problem, of thedr 
constituencies. These boards should have in their membership 
representatives from the elsementary and secondary schools, as well 
as from the college and semiha'fy* They should be interested in 
teacher-training of all grades, in the rural, as wel^. as. in th^e 
city schools and they should be concerned with extension teaching 
as much in credit courses-* The colleges of the denomination 
should be made to see the-place, they should fill in thp system pf 
religious edupati-on which -the Church Board of Education tos pr.Oj- 
jBctfed for the religious body it represents. The. Churc]i-.loar^8^ 
of Education should outline an- educational^ prog?:^ ,extendj.ng-from 
tha* kindergarden to tlje graduate -school,. There should be, a clearl 
defined way to pass /rpm grade-to grade throu^-the .entire^-system*
j
T]ae cliurcli college is "but one unit in tlie extern* The Church 
Board Education must he "bigger tlM the college and the college 
must through this hoard he held to a service 'to' the churches and 
to the religious life of the territory it serves.
The ’Boards of Education, Sunday School and "Christian Bduca-
• ’ *
tion" etc., of the different denominations are gradually being 
organized in a more satisfactory way. Better plans are being 
worked out continually and there is less duplication.
II Graduate-Schools of Beligious Education-
A. Iheological Sem'inaries and the Sew Program.
- vt; - . .»-•
1. ' Must 'Train Ministers'"to Servers Different Church.
The great commission which the Master gave was not simply 
"teach" or "preach" hut. to bring the world to know and follow 
the teachings.-and example, of Jesus. Some of jthat is dpne_ by 
preaching and some, can jbe Aouej best-by-teaching. Preaching apd 
teaching are means and not ends,. ^It ^ill.not suffice for- t^ 
schools Bupposted by the church for the training of its ministers 
to admit half grudgingly a few courses on religious education- as a 
concession to the demands-of the times, allowing these to supple^r 
ment. a broad and dominating requirement in theology, the languages 
and exegesis. Jhe door must be thrown wide open. If the educatio; 
aX methiOd can- .be made and should be made the chief- ins.trument- of 
the church in gathering, training ^d holding i-ts cons.titupnc-y, 
then there is no place for half-way meaeu^es.. The church must 




A consciouSneBB prev&ilB among earnest men, .after they’have 
“been ordained to the ministry that they'fi.re not equipped to meet 
the needs of the present generation; that, th^y have wasted the 
precious time of preparation, "been even forced Jip thhlwaste hy , 
existing requirements, on a deal of matter, useless'>for their- real
ministry^ There should, .he men in. the church.-.ministry know.n to he 
specialists and. rejoiced^in .as such specialists, e*g; in Liturgies, 
in Music/*in-Sociology, in Religious Education and as Jeapherg.
Hot all ministers need to master all of these hut iu-every large 
commiaiity, in- every Synod, or GonferencOi^^shohld hp found a inap 
in the Christian ministry who is an authprity pn Muqip as Worship; 
or; on- the building of Churches; or the Eihle in its original 
tonguey r ,a real authority - not some one who has crammed Greek* . 
enough to pass an^ neglected the weightier matters of English 
Bihle, on the development of his devotional lifej the. metho.dsrof 
imparting religious knowledge in his -parish', -or his' puhlic- worship 
and his school;* Thesfe-specialists in the. field of the ministry 
are essential in the period of specialization* Of all these fields 
of endeavor, that of religious education is- one of the vmost, im­
portant* 'Training ta the. principles and methods of it must not 
he incidentalr-and'perfuactoryi something.added on to the real-and 
fundamental preparation’f®^ theiriwork, anvimportant accessory,
i
hut still an accessory*, v > ’ r '
Condiliions now found ia many seminarteliiare prqducts_of the 
past. Thera are .twc things* to he* npticed..ppncernipg them- in that 
conaectioa: (X) ^Chat the norm of our theological..curriculum was
j
formulated two,, almost three-generations e-go** As a matter-of fact
it has -changed little ^n -all, these years,, eo far as most pf its , ^ 
courses are concerned* (2) That, .sinpe jthia formation "both learning 
and life-, have changed greatly, even-ama^ipgly- Contrast the lack 
of adaptation in Seminaries with the change in. the ^puhlic schopls, 
the changed college curricula, different methods- of husinese- and ^ 
all-the new-inven-ttonst that have. revolutioniz.ed moderp thoughtIs^
it any wonder that the- church .does not: p.rogres.s=^,and hojd its own in 
the modern civilization any hetter than it doee? .In many res,pedts 
it'is an antequated institution, which is unahle or unwilling to 
change its methods, to win a changing world and-the world not
rally around, the* out-of-date'^ methods* of the> ^Itrp-conseryative *
-
i
churdh* - ^ 'i
Meh must come from their preparation not only with qomp know­
ledge of religious educational method, hut with the educationatr 
ideal-prominent in their-minds, the.-educational viewpoint dominant 
in theln* thought-and'plaits. Any thing ^less than this will not 
serve- if the church sets out really tQ- take ^religious education , 
seriously as a highly important funptlonr:
One of the first requisites of the minister* iq to- he.-grp.unded 
in the vlewpolu.t of religious education. In the average tjisological 
seminary of the^present day that will he diffioplt to accomplish* 
They have ifpr generations been different and- they ceinnot he changed 
averntghtc. However thd *detAils-may he worked out, it seems in- 
vi'tahle that .the- aourses offered hy the ehurph for the trailing 
of 'the ministers, muet he^ ntill further liberalized in the. direction 
o"f-practical training for-the, demands which the ^^ghureh program of 
the future must -pf .necessity put .-^on-ita ministpr* The grpAt^
>
y
problems of the average mipistej^ are no_ Ipnger, as they once were,
prohlems of theology, of exegesis, of r.efin^d and hairsplitting
exposi-tion of crontroversial problems- Most Christian churches
today are thoroughly agreed upon enough great fundaai^entals .to
save the world if only., these fundamentals were to be made- effective
in the lijes of the pedple* The great, problem of the church in this
age is- to make of itself the effedtive..instrument by which the
basic C;^istian truths can be planted in the, minds eind hearts of
youth and so cul,tivated, nurtured, and guarded that they shall
come to fruitage as Christian character in^.adults. The minister
today who does, not know what to -with the children has no place
in the ministry. They must be trained from the beginning of life • - *
so that there will be no time in their lives when they have not 
known God. But if the religious bodies, large and small, continue 
to give, a larger place in thein curricula tp the_Hebrew and 
Sanskrit languages than to J;he modem, religious educational program 
and to the religious life pf the- youth of the, church the, present 
child J.B robbed by the church - yes the G^nrclf^vill^ha.'ve robbed 
the child and will ,habe robbed God by giving the modern preacher 
only 30 or .45 total hours in religious pedagogy or religious 
education, cait. of. a-total ^nuBiber ,of recitation hours of 2520 or 
more in the “threevyear*s course of study^ There -are.’still some_ 
Seminariea whlel^ are-not offering that much in -this field. 
Borttmately they are-, few I- If the chuf.dhes., ^which ^Wiink jbjiat, the 
present emphasis, uppn^ religious education is pot in ac9^^<^.d.'Virith 
<^sus* way of teachijdg^ .let, them follow' ^Im





to train .their future ministers to knpw how they may he abeo-lutely 
sure of man’s origin, of how the* creation^ took place, of where 
G©d dwells and what the future state- of man shall, he, of whether 
the Hebrew religion is of supernatural origin completely or if it 
was taken over from a neighboring heathen nation by the HiSbrews*
The minister must be trained to deal with'man as he finds him. He 
has no Influence over his origin; his task is to help him to do right 
,while here- in this community, whenconfronted by temptation, trouble, 
or.'‘Sorrow. In short, the. minister of the new day must be trained, 
to forget differences,-'and..emphasize -similarities.,, and. think n:ot so 
much of the .pmblemso that- can. never be solved as-uf the immediate 
neede of the:world.. ^ f i . t
2* Should be Located in Close Proximity to a University.
■The Rheological Seminary located in clone proximity-to -the 
great uniye,rsaties- are getting the most students today. In HfeW 
York’, there are'three theologicat seminaries. In. Chicago ^d. its 
neighborhood, thfexo ^are eight; inBOston six.- -Some of these have 
affiliations with the great universities in those centers.
The advs^ptageet of being located in such, a position. Is plain«1 
There can be cooperation between the institutions, strdents- .can get 
supplementary course to-fi-ll a particular need that their .community 
will occasion, and - .m.ore important, it gives a new atmosphere- to 
the theological-work by being in close touch.wi th .great institutions, 
for many of the.^small theological seminaries in their remote and 
aloof locations have little stimulating power for tha students*
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The email denomination, if ‘it would' keep 'its students in its own 
seminaries, must aim to locate tlie seminaries.where the student 
have ready access to the finest libraries and. the great univer^sities".
3* A Ministry of'Education.
Within the past few years a new office has been created - or 
revived - in the Christian Church. This is the minister of educa­
tion who will take his position along side of the minister of the 
Gospel, the minister of music, etc., in the church. The Pastor still 
will remain commander-in-chief of the local church, but with the in­
creased emphasis upon, an enlarged j)rogram of religious education, 
the church needs, e trained, specialist for this work. He^will be. ^ 
nearly or entirely as hi^ salaried a person 6us the pastor and will 
have the same amount of academic training for his particular task..
The minister of education should, under the .education^ committee 
of the chv^j^h., haye responsibility,, for the planning,,and administra-...'v ’ ...V - .
tion of the educational program .in.al^ of its branches and divisions. 
He should recommend or appoint teachers,, assign them to classes, be 
responsible for the grading and promotion of the pupils, determine 
curricula, requirements, and carry out all other such administrative 
functions under the general oversight of the committee. Ho%''until 
the educational ministry of the church is recognized and provided 
for, first in the preparation of the general preaching ministry 
when the size of the church permits, will the interests of religious 
education be fully recognized in the economy of the church.
i
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Graduate Department® Por Lay Workers*
Tlie profession of religious education has "been established on 
a fairly film basis in a. few years time* Thousands of churches, 
in all parts of the country, either have or are securing persons 
trained in this feild, to conduct the educational program of the 
church. In addition, scores of colleges, universities, and theo­
logical seminaries either have or are putting into the institution,
professorships in religious education.
Further calls cOme to the graduate schools of religious edu­
cation for teachers of religion, board secretaries, city super­
intendents of religious education, directors of the fine arts in re- 
ligioar direcVofs 'in^the* local/chdThh, di^ecrtora of young people^s 
work and many kindred positions. The profession is here; it is 
established. Every denomination must assume its responsibility 
and cooperate in this, the greatest religious movement since the 
time of the Reformation, when laymen and clergy together are bring­
ing to use all available and useful knowledge and skill to make 
Christ known and to bring in his Kingdom.
am REi^Tjoir -tq--national ahd world programs
(147)
The Coordination of Denominational and Interdenominational
• , ^ C. -TO* i-w-*. Tit* O ^ C ^0‘vwO"-^«J 0 *“ ‘ »
Machinery.
i CO*
> A^ Thee Place of the'Local ChurchUn'-or'*
ThT5> local johurch ^er*only oh'edsrick in the grea.t etrueture for
a better world. The efficient church will cooperate with all other
T ^ ^ li > *■ 4 -i
churches of its denomination, as each division and hrigade-and regi-
ment cooperates with similar unit§ of th& hhny. It co'o^erate
by on"> c.^'Tc t ?i ■ c l i i ■ Hi.'
with churches of other denomination in its community and state and
nation in a unified program of advance, as all the allies in a wej.1
. via ^ ^ ^ i »— y - ? r"'’^nucr bv i.****-!**
planned battle cooperate against a common enemy. Thd church or epn- 
r ^ •'* r c v.^o ij tho only ’ffay t
gregation which selfishly seeks congregational or denominational glory
t’Wj acj.= -'oxr'a.j: 4. r >r w ^ntQ*"«d->n^ i^:.-
or cooperation cannot expect the confidence of the world or the bless-
^ S.^ 4
ing of God. If there was to be only one way to do certain tasks of
ic 0 ,■ cnpii.' ? t
the church, one way to carry out a program of CJirisjbianity, only
Tita . .f' ■f'-N-'ncr. ZoZT tr.Q 3cc**^ " i- ’ t.
one correct way to perform certain acts in the church, and if salya-
:-n v-tG Y. r.X ihr rl> y nH\ ; ,rlc.
tion depended on doing those things in that particular way, God 
Tuon c-wE ^aLrI^.G?ou'T an< <c of * -nr.': u ■'cd ly
would have revealed thAt to the world just as surely as he gave the 
Yird G Tr,- *' “ . - . -02 rx^t cn. f tv
Covenant on Mount Sinai. It is not the act of baptism, the substance
ctc ra*’. p 'a*.' ' v * > ^ ^ «2iv‘"^ct3
of the sacrament or the words of the marriage service that change
the he.aTt ofi^.the individual. How can denominations fail to recognize 
b c rrc:‘*'ionn k. urcrrncG'' cn prr.oticj>31/ tbc, nc-*** ci^i
•the worth of one another on such superficial ground^? Such community 
c>' or . u.-lay ^
projects as census making, surveys, training of workser and leadersi 
. 'O'* P'^oylc d'*v.?Xrp w“f“ of %^*^i
development of efficient programs, and many other things, are often' 
i-v tds C'.orv*-inc*'^it..i t'* *• e •>' one? /any
possible only by church cooperation.
o'" . cc a y luto jicccV, bf '-’rc ‘iw'. ’n a cernypity,
Hot all'of the agencies of any community can be coordinated be- 





cauae. Gathol^c%.pr.^8p,andf(J'XQ:te0.tgatft:^fi!s -4cil4ivAdHf,^gr 
wtde::dlTe?genai'es^intere^Bi^d me;t3aadfl-.of XW% s^-.a-v!
does nQt,-^oTn©^er^\/:lUJidexot)iQ*i5i:oti9Lat,^tcor^aai5^‘y,Qas .<lf .a cQJ^t 
mdni'ty from doing aaopexativ^a and ^coordiiiavt-ad'SloiJs* ^ ^ V ,* V
t ^ ^ w/5 i Oa ' - » !• ^ »
B» Kindred Organizations*
e r • 3d c <;o uo '*Svi i * C7 ' w''i-
';,Wherlca cdumunltj^rtegina i>tt grOT f^rgmatli^TQne-oliutcli-'Jljamlat' t- 
ta^a townr-and A .-small city .and finally, into a larger city, one 
"by one.;tli8 cdi:ffdrentrd€*nominationa come^and .claijo^,ipl%(Jei¥ri.t33.i, 
tljeir-pecaliar and different statomenta of creddt ^^til the'„pnpp^ 
peac;efdlp d6mogeneoua<'coirimunityniai.r9nt a&^1Jnd§3^y'k>y iQy^iB%ia.nB.% 
irl^o aret.trying-tfl.rpuranada^tdera«ttetatUjLat4s toeconlX 
they.’dare :^or.eMp otrt'believ-e* -^That dQe8aiQti?prom9.5e4*^te?r<ieia9,2ttiQa- 
tional>linity. j .t »
'' -Za'd:dd'ta;.td^^c.omplicQti9n£AtliQ.~¥lliO•4e«49dSatSe' .safef thing 
with^the-.^wpmen’e SSoOn-tihe Boy^Scauts QOG^e-'and^fiXg^i^e l3Q.y&c'’ 
away fppm thsiY* dftd.-t^a.'CaiQB 5ire...aii^is.-4Q^td5l’8am^_,w^toct>eag4;:lB. 
Then'-aomes the Girl Scoute and.taJje on-part ^of.^tl^cswpr^ poye^ed^by 
the.camp-ffire ,Girls. The QhristiancEndcfaYor tpp'„,-jonflt,,iiavs u'-;
8eparatQ:.pr9gram„with county, -distristii^^statQ ';and"0pinm83?cPQnferencee 
for young'people ;even if^ thecdi8trJ.o,t:iStU3day Schonl'cAsBOcia^iions 
haSce.a^nventiong and C9nferen9es.j pntipr^^calj;f tfe^sam.er.an'bj^^tSgand 
the-Ha;|JonaijiOrganizat^onB^or ghp SBg4a.y,-School-is^ppndu9.tinjf^ 
campf^foy yopngrP^Qpljs to d^yelpp thp.. 8_^e'payts pf,thfir ll^es^. - 
HpW;.ia ^theid@nomina,tipnrregards-these ojganizatjpng?.^jMsiny 
ofjthom-4o pp-t. Jia;^ai4ntp/acQpup$t,h‘afpr§^Q^gan4.^g^in‘ a,.community, 




w^)rk4ihcladlspensiT3lei "Once an Endeavorer,- always an Bndeavorer" ;| 
even if you are 70 years of agol It would not sound any more aljsurd
C4 'A'Of [
to say "once a high school hoy, always a hi^-school hoy." Does |
the defiominaliofi ntSt^fieed'td'-iielii-SWeiifirehii 'to'pian'for a‘ j
continue'd •gr6«tH'‘Wni£s-'oliiia:^eii®anS'‘^e8'*t6'^tint8'‘wBat- j
ever-ccoimnutiit^itHais oliiia 4aFgo Rk^A&s^fiM^cSSUnMei, \
activltiefe df--a nafufe-itaat?ae‘ciifl'‘2el$-^eH‘gi‘oiifing in hia apirit- 
X. w’kan of D-fOC vO-*G
ual de;el6piftant?i x:^l-flfcZ •
4-- ('ar\A- n'AT’llfl.Tia' hfir^ nOW.* Wh i’t ‘isThe time is not-dlstaht, ^and- .per^ps' er dw; 
n0ce^sa:ry''■f6^''the -chnrcSes- ^o- take chatge -of their w'orl? ^
organize their-hwn iiiterd^ominational machinery* Then let- the
c •'ir, -*--7 ’ f-i'-'llC ICOvfc- s»
youth'^df. the -bhurCh-'6ecoind^^Bh*‘^sdrh;Cd-Hh'the wide and ^elusive 
progrsffii;.of:2aetiVi:t£:dS^:th£i:t .CtEfey-‘d^ifot'^’thih5^‘bT'petty differences 
hut will*'ihaye-enlar^h'd>=^is'^ods of ^s'fery'icV.'* AV a'Ve'c'eh't 
ofi'the'J5e«erai 'Syhcrd-^of^'--*one''0^^h#^«fia£Le^^'!feKom‘ina‘ti'oii8 '‘stf 
eff^xEism^richnmii^^orr/ re$rSh‘eh^ihV every distH’cC of'the* dhurbh' 
was :^pein:tea.=-*?The cpin^o’s'd^ this ‘CQimnfeffibh’s' appbtrttrfffent',is
td'JredircB:.tthe ^rk-hf ^the -dehhmiha;^lW"t^o- a ^Tore'brdetiy sy^btea,' *
elim'ihate'needless •o^Srlapp^in-g'; %tc*- ^irionimi’sBion'''Tia^% Splendid
j ..
oppoTttttlH-ty' to" hdl^^he'dehbmdnat'iW 'ti^n^^mbr'i- *^Ssben*tlV^'^d 
in' orderctrto-makeT'lts^W'c^h co'f're^pbnh hettbr'with church’s 
aimls^-^Tbi'd iB^hfe^a-tep" that one denomination ife"‘taking. ' Otiiei?a 
haW‘aoh%=tii9'8ai<i%‘thinK and'are 'getting mSre'perie'd't syatemB 
woit’kedtiStA''aff-i'tlfii8=paiie8"^4‘'e3!pefi5ieritS ‘ate'^de'. 'T^e'church''ia 
heginriihg^t’o^ria'i-td'^i-'Bi 'tas£-'ot'ta25ng'care'6? the iftoril'^tad 
rellglotiS- instruction-of its- ohiidren Setter th^-'lt-hks 'ever 




one^* t>©fb r.e x-u y•o, ••
C, Getting Togetlier.
' Aa w ^ 5 *.*> * CU’/ -- '
c oicilai ‘ ^
V is.oal couic -. i “w
, The Halden System fff Rfili-giaus. Sducati’Ptt.-jOiPIfs i^iplain
t-rfahheli Oiflw intexdenominational .aotiyltires-:oan:,cbftiWaEfe9<i_ P^V 
sm’e o'f'the-toDsti importanit. parts.-of that-.organiza.tiQn .ara:
• --l-il;. MsaxieteaolinBllt'of iHecli-gio.us-Ed'ia.oation. ■-- ;
2. ‘Board of Directors* . j..
'S* Cdrty S'up^intBnderiJb of- Belfgioue Education*.1 Sis8i“ for the Study of Community Protlema,
■ !; sS-Ks ss:s.s.vs«ur «
• '» ■‘B^rocliial Schools ‘ > ' ’ I
9* Department of Public Lectures*
) -i-Ti fP-rn-pAsriional Teacher's Association*
ll! Organizations of Boys and Girls and Young People.
:i2.--Trai-n±rig S-dhool0> for Beligious .-BeadeTSin
Whiae the churches of thia>Jloxiimunity jsre .^drking toge-ther
thisnsasiS -and-all of-the.cP-rates.tant'Churches of the city are 
■oodp-erating - -eacB-tchuroh: jnaihtains-tts ^individual relationship
f -just as on'e.canche a member, of a'fSinily andi.at .m same time 
.. -be-a-memBer of many other organizations. So the church is still 
active with'tis.mem-bersliip irr'-thd generalisynad;. ;eQnfPi:enfi9i-.<
. c(5n-3=6ntion of Assembly-etc. .".rthraugh the aocal-.dtstrtftt, the 
t state or Hafional Educational--Boards These-churches.,Have been
-led to eed.that-they have-certaintoommon-pro-tlema ;in that city.
They realize'that those-problfesm oan--be3t be solved by federat­
ing their .agencies-and .efforts.-.small or large as flie' case may Be 
-rif the timei o;omes.-«lien'-other communities have-simiU^r-px-.; .
' ganizatiofi and-a-state .organization, oan..:be prme^d thts.lppal 
. 'council-may send representatives to that state council. The in-
and effox^^csmall ipr r. l&rg'e" 'be^^
co5ie8;;whfinip.tli§rrconimtinitieB -have similar organization and a
Bftate organization^can T^e'f ormed"'this "ldcal*J2^unSil’^'m^y de^iB. 
representatives to tHat state couneil. The int'eres^t which 
the variona denomioational-'hoards* have ih—the-ldc^i^fcoffifinity 
shp.ul4 jap^sijbly entttler themoto^^have-representatidn-^on oon-
trollin^g ggsmiltteeft of'the^etate cound£h«c^^nillKe^f&dh-ion^
the ,s‘fcQ-te"‘-9ESaoi2atibns-^auld--send ;del6gateH 'r^nt^-a ^hational
inter^T4<?»ominattQnal .hoard to .which mayhe^ ddded: Ti^hetffif to ^ 
represent'’the.^various denominational hoardEfi: iThi'B intfthod does
aw.ay. with egchesiaatioah opntroh-oi>^relig^ous dddcatrdn"-i'n its
h^oade^vPensejt.’
' t^'IX.3n parganhzatlhrfc'ls '.*tcr do-"’eff-ec tiP^ Worlf iM^
religipusi_edivcation;*onrarr interdejTominh'tional bases it must be 
a democratia an.d-l3^ee-"control* *’
Sun4ay> Qnliopl:j:Jpnncil- of ^Evangelical Defto5iihataons-ls’ not pp
organized,,^<hjJ‘,e^orev*lt:w3jai.no:t‘ brerable' ttV'ba^^r^ -the- IsbgeJ^
progr^.- ' '
It has been -shown manjr’tlmes.
in re.ligious^edjio^'tioh :caJinot be drone #iltudenoiii*n‘atio&dl’-* 
machinery. Qfficl^l, denpirihationalemachinery will?-alw'a-Jre— 
carry with 4t inta'^rpooperative epterpriae-the- elemehts'' of^ 
suBpicion^i.^dudiJSPOTtLwhi.oh'-willi.sooaej* or later destrrfr the"'? 
entire coQp^ratiyei^pjrggram\ i^Basing upon-" these ^dctS7i-^hfte 
are.' .stated 'fnr^cbd^din^tioh^o^’
of denomin^tionalasndt iu.ten3^d:en'om:i‘hatlhha’l a*ell^^W*
education:
r5-3
^cl^.®ipliaais uisori: ftoinmott. the-im;pb3^t^ae-.c!
■bTvcomhiniQg5d‘c>?^c?ea an^teJfoytg,! os ' ‘
-: ^2.:Dehomlhationat ^leectomhqfc^au^t^from c^edal pointy
of ‘^iew-*“ ti^fi -ivec of ircr, i-^tc
-Anoattemptedounda3?^tan44h€aaCy^t^q^
organizationsr-i>n'lili6 parioof each denomination.
4. Interdenominational and non-denominatiopal agencies 
■’’ ( swdii.i t4 til 0 ■■ Hoi3"io‘"' Kduratii'al R7^>em
must 1)0 willing to te used as oliannels^tlirougli which the
programs of those who- l^l'responsi-bie''for leadership in various
phases of the denominational program can realize their.ends if
they ara to ha'rsajL-andivaluah^te.-agfiDcies ,4a coordination.-^ __-v
O'lheytmust fi^ase ifa.jBXlKt..aa3«3al3«!;iTJ8i®r-B@-ni^ati£ns^ wi;tej^
fawparater-profeEam^andiil/hinh. •o.t, themsa-lyepi .as an 4.9liegr^^ parj^^^
.-and-'.aus'ahla-’a'gemsysJ-aytthe iUnifskedc-pro^aj)-...,. . ’ . c-
-,a-- 1 5a: irh«-3organization in any-ccpmun.-ity.jrhpu^-be ^opljr that 
-Whiohiifits-lthat communiiy.. ijip i^hictrarjc prggiii;^^atioji,-^d 
a'pl£toed.:prd:gramB:vplaced.aiPhnt'-aslA;
. nothing less:'than= oatastXQPMiO... *• ; „or * ic „'_ancs
6- A continuous;-effo-rt fat rsimp4ic^'.i<^tjcPRa4Jl^
T’fBrou^t^lgamatiorr with, some inteiyiariorivin%t'AA«A^t4.e®?“ii®.%
■ must-he-inade-i Jhis attempt must .^itveft treAO,^mr-tai.« denominations
:thenrselv.«a for-.cthere. are to,Q:)m.9ay-’ 
thel-ie*.an(i kindred in oxigtoithsl^ to tq, cover tha 
a.-l-a-aiot theotimecnean.at hand when the different families of 
dendffiinsrtionscmp^tiiUnltehQrgani-dallX iQ,^c9:_P.^9.8?-^
r :o'?.'Aim--to -.see-ciearly what.-the ttaa4Bt4P-CSi-f,eiouSi.gduoa5ion
IT" A.C ^ , ..-C^utr* ' “^crr.vlarj cch'^oly
ficreiOT ■that teach .deriominatron -wtirl'l* possessed -with': thec^ood 
ofcthe whQle .^r4X5rain.-tha:t i'tM7dlItd)€r*Ti?dl3tingr‘to. fo'rget self-'a 
fdr:.awhllia-a]x;5the d'lrtereh.t; j>£; the^^chiid? an7i:::the:TyDuth, j an-d thus 
"bring the^ Kingdom o-f-'God ihtoj^theVaiv^B-v^o£\mei£,xcijitn ‘dilns'xom-^ . 
rfuni^ty-^diinto-th®^nation,- ahd.'B^j^entuaiiyj'initaa theu.dtok jEorld::?^ 
whi'ch3±B £ar from that place.
„ C, fiX' vn 0 jlE c^j}v,'3r-tre\t; i .r
II The Coordination of Religious Educational System with
Public School System.
- When state* and church were separated In ibilerica -a direct 
rersponsibility’was .placed lUpLon tha church,■* namely,- the Christian 
educaticia tof .thB:j’children^a Scme;.wayjhadu±Qyibje::tiojmdi-whereby^ 
thfeipdeserrhticn uni.'6y'’c’'ould- be ^accomplished- sd: a- dual/ ‘syatem 
of: education and of*support had to be arranged. In that arrange 
ment therb"^ arcse^ a system: of schools for the masses:, 'extending 
from'the. elementary.".schools upward to the -graduatOi .professional 
aiid. technical.DBchonls>3 wHext there is- a-.systsm bf’j'schoolsi. fdx 
the traihl-ngv of- the ,teacheTs>.f or the' :Bbh"DOla.£or;the«mh-BBe’B. 
Then'.'willv comer theicsystsm -of .supeawislore e^ctendih'g frDircther«.r 
vullagei^rinbipal-upward tc the: secrethry.iof ^ducattohf Jin''the 
P.residentVa^-C&hin'et. -i^This* 3ys.teim ia-not complete without the-* 
professional educational association 'and the p'arent-teachers’ 
aB'aoclattons that'are: the necesSary corollaries of a national^ 
Byatemrfof ■public^ schools. . ^
- ..v'Jp, order-tdl.^a-rallBl thia: syst'em of public‘iedhcati'onxwr.th 
a' systeDh.'of-.religicaistJedudali'on* there mhsJtsjbeoxellgiouBif&chools 
for the-masses,- .including.jalementary’-and'ilsecoirdaryrschdols t 'j
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wlxi3ch.T(ti'3:‘l:-iioXd Sunday ■eessions'.. " AboVe -liliese
-e^lenren-tarjc sclio^ls ©hbuld-sbe 'the College -aiid-^tlie
•SeniOT aoll^ge.^ ^^Th^^olTeges^ Bllour<p¥tft- feet'‘ upon the chuTch 
secondary schoolis' alone> Above the church colleges there must 
be graduate B0liool3j.f religion_^fo^^
training. , .r-.r— ,
The next part of the church’s system is teacher-training
for the church schools of 'all' Tracies.’ '"^hl^fe-Matter cbSino^ wel-T. 
be 'att'eh'ded to by administrative''ansupeyvislng^-a'genb’i'es.
Where it has been attended tO' by administrators without technical
knoWlSdge'i necessarily'a-poof pi'ece'of work'was' done - The
^trsinin'g'-crf^ teAchers-^ shou'iji T^fe'^bHb'-of'-t’h^'pfifQafy diftiea %f t&e 
church''^bl'l'S'g&-'^'^itb'^’&ch6ol-alsb* should \)e‘hloselV‘shp’i^is^d 
by-this insti-tutdon • *
Purthermore, the denominational and interdenominational 
agencies must be organized-for" reli-gious educational work.
These possibiy^can/bestritake the^foM-of^‘the-'educational board 
in‘the local chufChi^ ^etate-or* distrlct-bSafd', and national 
denominational education ‘board. '0‘ust-kS ^h^re is‘*a plabe for 
large.’SabSidfbs to ebuall2e^the"educdtf'ohai*'opportunity in 
s'ecular-.'fi:i§ldsv^Bcr’"thefe'^fs ^ual'need^ants t'd equalize 
the ifpportuiiity fo'r religious*^£nd4ructiorriri the waete places, 
and the Congested, neglectedi and"^ol’y-glot-centers of’population. 
A-:doinm<Sn'-chan'tt6l'4‘S the dnl^^'^econ’lmical aiJd^^efficierft'dgS'Scy 
thfOTigh^hich' therj"chUfche^ ^Cah’ do'thi^ c'dfiflon task. ^T'ihally, 
ther-e-’^hcruld'-be’U' =hdti6lnal "pro'feserfoal 4.Bs6ci^'tf‘oA^^f^A will 
gdarairtee 'the' dS&ddf^cy and' the^yf^^tesslfe'^<rd?iao^^eh?'d^ the
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whAiei5y8tem,.ofaQiiti:?chhsclioo'ls» :xln tbosetactlvities ..tiieo tit
d^nominationsicsn alivpartijxipatevrand itliesT'aH.-mustvaf they
are.xtxi.uae:,eiiuoational metjiods ’andnfo,liow!::whatTthe^iaggressi^e
pEogEams call for. ' uss -- £novJi9i ^
---  ^ J.W tuo Wjf ''f iill ■t'‘ .
Ill Proteatemt, Jewish and Catholic Groups in the Religious 
- c • . a cc’-jic h n, J.i. n'- .
■■ ■ ' Education Program.
.n » V ■■ ‘ To »-e J-^
j r Invsll Qommunities ..-w*! oatjQuap Slja.<Baphl-a'tito&ji8'^<JBe dE-i 
leasidiTerse-,.t^ht nowhere else ipcthere such a congeries of 
people. Think of the difficulty of meeting the varied needs in 
a churili^whSie pastor has received 700 memhers who'reported 
former connections with\o2 differnt congregations in 22 states 
and 7 nations representing. 19 religious, todiee- In, a ■ne.^r hyi*^
church there ,were.l4 nationalities represented, in J.ts -departs- 
ments, iwhileronly.-2Q per-cent of the adjacent population was of- 
native parentage and.only 16 per cent were of any .Qne .nationality.
!. j The ^problems presented above-show vonly.the .difficulties- 
arising.in a ProteataotiiCl?.urohi .When the,..oommrinity .isaoonsidered 
the problem becomes ,y.astely.nlargej. tnT.hareiarftsfound»,xnet .onJ-y- 
Protestants of .aUbtypes bu-toilewei CathojtteaL,an4.-.?ratas-t§nts.,-to­
gether-wlthr.s aQn-C-liristian.eJ.'emen.t. -liaOT.are these to reaqbed
for religiOUSoadUOStian^. J®®®* -
Catholics and Srqtestants'-gan .agree -npenj.®,-common program of 
religious aduBationifor-a. good'wbile jts .come so .it -wiUofes xo 
necessary f-cir eas.]aeoafi.i9diI5i»dually to oonduQt its.:awn,-.syj,te5!t 
•" religious tnstrueticisrand aupBort'it. ^be bodies aseiaiix
strong enough inimentbership-to prQvt-dedaiBr.ogram..that wUl.-i-. J
-pai'SclUeli ^he public ■shcxojcrl.'progirajns: s^yn^thin-g^ s-imi^aj^ to. tl^e.
if€rscriJTed-,alia3£e-* l*Qav^9?’,acl^^-£y:\e, _ -
'dendlirin^fions free-tONCjoopera-tjs
as ^al-1 Catholics .In: .on^ .group ..or • •,
Ih* alh events, it i-s the duty of .a3J_r^\igi;q^Bj bo^^%o^S*cf 
■their children tio.the public schools and^to support these. > 
acho61's''T7i^h such-liberalty that they will be.-able-tovg^ve to 
6ur citizenshipwthe common elements necess^y^tq guarantee j'^h^ 
-social*’ solidarity of our democracy. • ’■'je
1 _ V.J t- t * V -wVvs^-^ s,':
IV UniverBai. Religious Education the Only Hope of World
X <rca'4, ''rOi'Tra.' of r-irlt.^ ■i*’ c.uortvr.., a d
Peace and Prosperity-
wn:i** iccp.lc arc jod tv vcc ."i vt'ups .iS-u r^ v c..i7 uc-rr^bAO t-ri 
*0 r^^'Justvias .'the local ^community .has mult^plied^ther^ize, of^^its 
boundaries durin’g the pasi decade-^Pr two, eo. ^myst, .t^e. p^pg^amJ^^ 
of rSligi5us'"eatigatlon.becenlar^ed and extended. -The heathens 
at~‘the time ofoChristlithojight o^«Gpd as being a tribal deity 
antil'from* thaJfc, ^andihousehpld. «ods- of the orientals, the con- 
xoeption of God has lenlar^d to embrace the whole world. This 
>'iu comparable* to. the jff.ay in which the horizons of .nations^ haye^ 
:been pushed.-bacfc'hy invention and thou^t^tj^ Today^^^trip can be 
t taherr-'aroun-d cthesstbrld in tha same trip of a few hundred miles 
could be accomplished one hundred years ago. This haS led to 
thinking in world terms by all progressive Christians.
But thinking in terms of the world is not sufficient to 
insure world peace and prosperity* There can be no>permanent 
good where righteousness does not reign. Sooner or later 
falsehood and wrong will be discovered and exposed. Therefore
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if religion and righteousness can he taught in schools and is 
not simply caught, this, is the most effective means at the hands 
of Christians, and moral and religious educators to lead people 
to see that in Christ all men are brothers and that all nations 
and nationalities are kindred. If this is true the program of 
religious education can not stop with a national outlook; it 
must have an inter-national scope, so that soon every hoy and 
girl in the world will grow up with religious instruction, just 
as many are now growing up with a secular education. When the 
church gets that vision and believes in it strongly enough to 
promote a great program of world-wide religious education, and
-fV ^ * * i.
when people are led to see that wars are not only terrible and 
horrible but that they are great sins and economic losses, it
will see what Jesus meant when he said **by their fruits, ye shall 
know them." Religious education, carried on with an evangelistic 
fervor, is the one activity of the Christian church, which is 
capable of doing most for saving the church and the world. It 
is putting into the mind of the child what should be there and 
preparing him to live naturally the Christ-like life. That will 
insure bet'ter homes, more spiritual churches, law-abiding 
citizens, and a world brotherhood.
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jtt The Ititure SucqejiB pj^the-gmal]^ penomination Pependa
upon its Educational Work.
The church as a whole bears all the typical character-
r f . i arc i'r.CuxX. " , V \ ^
isticB of any educational enterprise* In a general but funda-
mental sense «ie wliole""life'' of ■’the* Christian Church‘is W eduoa-
m^hs” ^^SkVi^aC el^iriseY. Wt
with growing, devel-oplng persons; that it seeks to engage these 
persons definitely in some form of' study or purposeful activity;
3* tha,t its- primary jLnterest, in so doing, is the development of 
persons themselves, rather than the objective results of their
-i. ^V’GUv»l Xf-SV.l V. £30> ‘J.-Cactivities; 4* that it seeks to communicate to them, while they 
in turn seek to profit by, the riper experiences of others; 5. 
that the wholV process has its face set towards the future, aim­
ing to promote their development, and to help them gain new 
^^owledge, added Ipdwer, and ^richer character^; 6* tkat the whole
p^ociU* -4‘ainf i^’^soctatyi^cTtiyt’teV^^
"Bome'^Bort ot^'^ellSfraSiv^ &nd\n thai i"ts \'s %lie ‘^eiTterment,
7 O’A o. v^.'' thvU3^.ui.' of stu'^-c. vnv^ sC tut into not merely of individuals, but of human society. In short -
r c.'**'” ^in 1 ♦ ^ -fs . V r>i.» tnc r*Sii2*ch c*--—'-*4 i'k*. ^ Ic .v* O w.r.'»-rel'igious education includes all that moral etiucation involves, 
plus the recognition of the presence and power of God. it, 
therefore becomes the duty of the small, as well as the larger 
denomination to maintain schools for the teaching of religion, 
which are as competent in their own field as we e^^ect the public 
50;hoolB to be in the fr^lds which "^long tp^them*
V- '-n t a »
II
V, s- *■% n '-"K.'Proti^mls Involved
— * } i
f 'iX
n y A. Leadership.-
'’"■'■-•iliere' kre' o'ertaln 'pVtitrem‘6'W&oli'are peou^iar 'to the small 
•den'om'iTtaiiW-as'-it -conBiciarVlta ^uoati-onai-tasi^*. 'Tf religious 
eduoii.%itn is^W’hVVal^rfifefloSi'l/ tSie’denom'inatjioirmuBt' prepare 
for -iV ■bVmhlnlr^mng •SuiiilA>ie''i^h&%'l¥‘VVr WiB-wdrlc-;' fee'prohlem 
of leadership ’W Ti^Wthe'Serf&lna't'ion’ddes’not tra'in its 
leaders it can never he &ure it Will have the kind it needs.
B. Organization.
it* i^” through tW educ^tlbnal'institution tiia\ the church
. 4 .. • ^ 1&C ’"focucn zlX
cdi^wield'^tB"'‘gteateBt^ ihfluenCe In shoeing its memhers and others
of the crommunity the vklue o'f religious education. When the de­
nomination gets its educational institutions organized .upon 'this- 
hasib they will he generating centers for the educative power of 
the church. As this influence'radiates frOm'the church school 
as a center, "By'*the'-pf6ir4ssorB in charges and. hy the acts and 
work pf thp^thoTiM^ds 9£^|ig49nJ,^^who go b^dt into hundreds of 
communities from the church college, the rank and file of church 
8uppo'rters'’wiirsd6 tieSSlii' of''’tae'wok. ‘iiie'iiSheBe member's-see 
tae-wSriH of th'ewfirk tae-ihbhe^ l&^Stippok it will easily ‘Be 




V ► duc4-t rax 3 ■ i ^
* i
^ l^ndamenta^.P.Fippijles.^ ^ ' c ro t
‘ '-A.' ‘Reiiglon^-Cfin Be T^dfeht.^
{ r» ■" I *> vhrv
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Ijli educational program of
the church is a worthy undertaking* Religion can he tau^t and, 
?ho tai'ill dononinav^ or.i?. liXiS tV ' o iir ’ ci-JJ• .. . . ^___ ^ ^ ^ m ^ 9 ^ 0^ ^VhAAA A 1 A othat being true, 'it must be' Vau^t^ tV tlios^ who"'ioam more "ea's’ify.
f#-edc ca.'OvVl c‘*''2-l - c.- iifj. t!cr^ hrjca’or^namely, children. The method of teac^ng religion is evangelistic
teaching which'cimg’es “the'heart" axfii' ChristiSizes the conduct of
c. ./ r-A- -- '■' '•r'' one, orr^rizpticn runthe child* With this program fully carried out, reaching %ae
adec^^c .** r 11 “• dr ^ o ho '“''vtu'i'f.masses,, there is no room left for campaign evangelism, except to
<,wr^h 7 ‘ “ ;.Ow to anv 'OT’r'*.«xudreach the few who, for some reason have been missed or, wno oe-
w-s)’**’ cr ^ ..»* .-ai* s.u*^n5;! f^ct Corn it w SiC'^cause of pecular circumsianceaj faildd to he reached: in youth*
V t ■“ ..
B* Curricula must he Rich*
r*-' . i ',.
The small denomination needs lesson material in its curricula
Xno cLirCv'i u-i vsrL'al^la oulT. i'C:sU:r ’. . . thp^valao pjT ,,that is the heat. In most cases it will not he able to produce all
"ei' io^^u ^ '^r^. ^’stVAn aOv leSXS^it.hr.s^i^vrlop-its own materials, hence it must depend upon s^aicated lesson
£^te?ilir Thi.'Bhoul-d te ;noou^agS2 rkii^v'tiin
the%8e''of inferior materials* ' This'principle should he used, in'
other activities where proper cooperation Will' ihiure k more adequat
- rc hive-not alrff'C^c'y been I'^fcctci.
progreun in the community*
Kigh v/rado of K*^3iglou3 Instruction*C* Standarized Instruction*
W'd great
extent upon reputations alrea^d^ gained, so if instruction IS not 
oY the hipest order sometimes the fabt 'is overlooked and forgotten.
Vn*the*educational worijof'the^kxroi circumstances are dlfferenV*
ao ofXiclt*nt in ovory rray ac thq puhll^^s^hoo:»» .The church educational program is on trial.* it must prove xts worth
within the next four yeafs or go down in failure* This hecesSitrateB 




P • iCan: Surv.ive*
The small denominations," like the small church, especially, 
need^^c^Teful jC^jgeu^izsrtljEin^ o£i:ijtj ^RP-ri^tb.er.QaaJjperrtCO. tts ^mall^ number 
; 0% 3^ader^,j£ita J^il^e^ ifjL^ancial cr^ourijes. arnLcthe* (XiTC,tmia“CTibed 
^ sp^ere^of-,Q,ctjLvi^^er-, f3ier^^n^d?i:i^nizaJiJ.oja:.iSan7 dol the ifrafi'k'C^n -I 
^ ^de^qLW?'§,?-y_». twp. j6eta^x(<^]l^?.de^i;Pr^^i®^i0o.'^ 3>APWi^<i>-so The^ hoixarl 
churph 6l^c^ldtbej»(Cp^j^|‘^l2,np-fetp jallOS^iany ttt?teits*hiffiadr hparh,i ^^nomina- 
- tional,.- or npn-injiprdeppiain^j^djDnal.ti^P^ hpwndupohl tUt.“^-ii,omplex 




c'c al '^rv^jrprioc i’^*-- a -C t j*or**
The church universal is only beginning to see the value of
C* F'*-oit >'’*r-?>'»**' ''1' . . - <*«>» ... , .
the religioiis educational work. Within a few years it has develop­
ed in.-^o ^,fixe^.^d„epsenti-al-prpjfeaBion?'/ Within a^ew.moVS ye&rs 
this work will undoubtedly becci&p one_of the‘main, functions of then*- 
church. ,In ordfr ^or that tg be accpmpliphed^some great changes.- 
,must-be made whpre^ thgy^hayp. not:.alrPft^y beenueXfectedv^r * ^ j
A.
v TT ^
^ c act Ji x: iOX* pub.'s- er,\z'.X cduc;. »• .c».?
Hi^ Grade of Beligious Instruction. ** -
4 ,.v aroui;'* c*' tb:,o i.rcn“*4
Syndayr^phool. h§B^Jbe,en Bs:afiticaa3.yctab6©ed.tby^-many 
cause of the low or^gr -of dispipline,, ^netruptioni andotedchipg, cjc 
-when,-cppipp.r§^cWith jbhe. public sphoolpf^whiPh the.'same dhildi:attSndsJ 
^.Belf^ipus .eduoaj^ion.must be dignifieftihy-n^kingvthe.SUfXdaycachools 
as e^fig^en^Qin §yej^y^way,a8 the public schools are and by having
instructors in the colleges who deal with these subjects, as well
/cn^nir txon , -i o / c-.ii I, *'iartitor./
prepared for their tasks as are the other instructors on the
faculty.
16*4.
bV -Edltc^t^^n‘al Denoiilinatib^x. WU&t Mte (r
-• V. -'i^ - Boars'^
te„ ' j. '■* '■ '' ' "e.cci'^i* i^i:i i*“ ^ ^
One Board should do one thing and do that well hy having all 
« ^ utl.'. Iv. i t Tirnitc^tlrr.a i_ t ’ -. *
of its interest centered upon that one ®
^ ^ WV« W ♦ » •* > ^
more than one interest, tlio one phase of the work will he j.nfluenoed
^ V., -'1- ' __ ^ ^
hy the other. The Education Board should he free to use the^hest
i - "T . ‘ ‘ ' ..nrc.* » ^
material’s "and" to recommend them, no matter where they come from.^
X ^ o'^ ^ ^ t
Just as soon as thie hoard tries to publish its own literature^it 
will unconsciously he influenced in its recommendations hy the amount 
and kind of literature it has in stock. That moment it hecomes a _- • , ‘ V, ^ y--^ ■ ^ t ^ ^ s . •''J 1; - ^
commercial enterprise instead of a servant of the denomination.
i.' ‘ - » •-
C* Requires, Greatly Increased Budgets*
*< ^ i ^ « 11
3Jhe Inter-Church Wb'rIcL*¥ov^ehh Sui^fey showed that in 1920 the 
Protestant Churches of America were spending two cents of each dollar
C ‘ •
they received, for their Sunday School work. Is it too much to ex­
pect that American should spend one-sixth as much for the religious
' <#,.V ’’
education of its children as it does for public school education?^
That would he the proper ratio for the relative amount of time spent | 
1 „ ^ x a(T)^rV!i. nt:. 3- PI. ^ ^ ,v - -j I
and would he a better investment towards peace, se-curity and hapinessi,
s *c ' C ^ Cj - iv 3 -- ’ I
than building battleships and fitting up laboratories for the purpose 
of making poisonous gases and high powered fire arms* The church mus 
pay heavily for a real system of religious education* The surface 
has not yet been scratched., c" t . V ’.c H V. .-hi - *i
•D.’
r
^i^nemihaTtibzi"bhbulK- Llmi-^* d-ts- -Acti^ci*ties-' tC- Terr-itory
- ■ - i-t can "Cover."j-'
w ^UU' be ' I ^ i- ~
valT^TDleV^aaAte^^acltbftplifiiife^'i The, small denomination will be
temptea all along tHe line of ito activities to try to follow the 
F* rook xuy /*45ocnti£il. ^
large denomination in its program. Limitations must be realized.
It cannot-'bmtdo large fMlowih'gs Aithroirtoja^nricl®tf8c»nd-WheTeT. no
iiiatitut'ions 'cf toiler-laaminiglairjsoafytliinlirBfeBlfcturndenoipioaAJ-onal 
ac'trvitl‘*s*- and'^ef‘ohuhtfh'^s'ferOTtliiwiianibarstunnedle-. fln^fchproji 
that'lB'-aroift-^^o^ iWBrh.l-a.-h9ttter’'tliaiE iairee.'-that;«ra'.^it-al3ility to
the ifolmn\fliif£%Bl*hfiC®'-:ttoy. aresjl'ociate'd sani.a-n itb^Samft way,^, few
good-■aduohtiohalcctntetltutlonB-i a-o<mied.-Jai ttl*;ffliAfitiilfc. tl«'. 4®- c.-
ndmih'atlon-6 f^ctltiU!#Bl-arec-whr:Bi mdriarlihhn inany.?ma3.-l (Si^hopl^dioing
infel^'^Or-wbrkv'Oijg tho uburcbco cnccurtxjto --nwlr t.,r*'^bQro wO
j>V-;^u irWicv«.j»v». . lui ** * i’AR1-'fin0 in obc . ..
E. CbuTcb Colleges and Seminaries must Serve Cburcbes with
bird ol-cn:Gci*t c*o together ^ith the o
t-.
^uj '‘7 * lO lr.3t>nicti^ .
Modemly Trained Workers. 
liJo ro.Rno tU*t tiv; C .s::cz.ii ^
^31 tnc clr.
- A I-'
- The--omroli college deBdgnefd-laas,an.iiiiairHjnen1?-,to .the
chutch. Ilf -hh-8 -largely.lost .th*t; vtalnniajf etta-jsurpnae. .and .4? now
serving the state - 3ust as state colleges - to a larger extent
than it is serving the church for most of them have .departments of 
f. 3: ‘-3X LcrominatJor. Iras a Flt-ce ir World 
EDUCATIOK but only a few have departments of RELIGIOUS Education.
What the^^co'lldcgenteacheerlshowsiwhaiirtt ±a Aostt-intareatedlifiSAt
thS^prSsenChtsimenaojSbof the churohcnollegescaiidrndne df the 
TheologidaleSeininariedi't of ^somenofttheoBfiialledefiominationsfi^ves 
dfepactmentacerfi religidusreducattdntesqphichnl^ mdrer.tmportant for
the ‘collegetgraduai'eito5hav6pFabilj^typton^olverprobiemst in
calculuslorc^ooteanhldhildreh fcQoli'ffe ^rightly? vsla'-itrmore: im-
ppJtant forltheipastdrrtOGknowchowntocreadualliofpthp-B^ble in nr
the Greek and Hebrew language than it is to be able to understand
the- ph©.rAC:feeristi-C0. and reJ.isip.us. need-s of the^ children .end 
youn*gLi)eople ^ojf- hisi^pariph’ , j-. v
^ 4 \ ui ^ ■o\ ^L.. , 51 rc .V r ~ w
P. Week hay Schools Sesential*
i'V^’ J'S l^S V "» J 8t t^Uf %'C^
u- Pr.esjen^, cjsnditipne: Jihe.jf ri>iteslanvt. churchesc:Sj®Wn thgit
not -encugh-vtiae hasji*eifin. spmt^’Up.on the 4.^'tructfi.o^ 40^*-,theu hpy^' 
and sirls»^ ,The. .'boyi'Can.-se't-s-&'-Jiiuch Inet^iCrti.on an ■^‘̂ e.ligi’on in. 
from one-half'-etc nne'-hour:-perow^ek, as.-he couW^set^-aepular- 
leducxadbion in the pCi'bl4.c.'3hhoollEL In:-the ^ame 1-en'gth of ■ftme, - 
providing, all conditions are as favorable for instruction in the 
church as in the public sfchool, which is rarely the case* To 
right this wrong the churches must encourage their members to 
' bind themselves together with the other Christians in the 
community to provide adequate instruction to all the children of 
the community* This means that the denominations must encourage 
cooperation for this local enterprise, which requires commiinity 
training schools for leaders and week day schools for the child­
ren*
G* Small Denomination has a Place in World Program*
A strong and durable wall cannot be built out of all big 
stones* The contribution of the small denomination to the 
cause of religious education in the world is also necessary. As 
long as there eire differences of temperment, advantages, 
environment, and philosophies of peoples, there will be religious 
sects, large or small* Each one of these units has its own 
place to fill in order to reach and educate all people, in order
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to transfoim the world. This being true, no denomination can say, 
in this day, when the power of education as an evangelizing 
agency has been discovered, that it need not do its part in 
teaching the principles of Jesus to the last man, woman and child 
in the world, as He said when He commanded his disciples to 
”Go and teach". Teaching is causing to know. Each denomination 
is to cause a certain proportion of the peoples of the world to 
know how to live acceptably to God, true to themselves, useful 
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